Summer 2021 Firearms Auction 8/6/2021
LOT #
1

Colt Model 1902 Military 38 cal Semi Auto Pistol
#41227; 38 cal. 6" bbl. w/blued finish, case colored hammer & hard
rubber grips w/lanyard swivel at butt. Gun has bright bore & is
mechanically crisp w/clear markings & proofs on slide & frame. Magazine
has more spotted finish but overall a very nice example of an original
1902 Military Colt manufactured in 1919. Mfg from 1902-1929 w/total
production of approx. 18,000. 2,500.00 - 3,500.00

LOT #
in box condition. 3,000.00 - 5,000.00
10

1890 Carson City Silver Dollar
slabbed & graded MS63 900.00 - 1,200.00

11

1905 US $5 Gold Coin (RD60)

12

1928 Series $100 Bill
redeemable in gold, 1 visible fold in middle, in good condition. 200.00 400.00

13

Set of US Gold Coins (RD59)
2 - $1 golds, 2 - $2 1/2 golds, & 2 - $5 golds in a wooden presentation
case.

2

Remington Model 51 380 cal Pocket Pistol
#PA10650; 380 cal. Mfg 1918-1926. Std config & has strong original blue.
Mechanically gun is good & overall a very nice Remington 380 cal pocket
model. 450.00 - 650.00

3

Colt Diamondback 22LR w/rare 2 1/2" bbl. mfg 1969
#D27518; 22LR. Mfg in 1969. 2 1/2" bbl. w/blued finish & checkered wood
grips. Gun is mechanically good w/some holster wear on edges,
otherwise in very good, clean condition. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00

14

1950 US Proof Set
400.00 - 600.00

15

1951 US Proof Set
400.00 - 500.00

Colt Civilian 1911 45 Pistol
#C112699; 45 ACP mfg in 1919. Exterior retains good original blue
w/typical edge ware & areas of wear, scratches from age & use.
Mechanically gun is good & has original diamond checkered grips & dual
tone magazine. Overall in nice original condition especially as this is a
100 year old Pistol. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

16

1952 US Proof Set
200.00 - 300.00

17

1953 US Proof Set
150.00 - 250.00

18

1954 US Proof Set
75.00 - 150.00

19

1955 US Proof Set
75.00 - 150.00

20

NIB Colt 22 cal Diamondback Revolver
#R40200; 22 cal. 6" bbl w/blued finish & checkered walnut grips. Gun is
NIB condition & still in original wrap w/paperwork. Original box sleeve has
1 end flap ripped off, but otherwise in good condition, a hard to find NIB
Diamondback. Note: box is incorrect gun is a 6" not a 5" example.
1,500.00 - 2,000.00

21

S&W Model 41 22 cal Target Pistol w/extra bbl
A290560; 22 cal. 5 1/2" bbl. Gun appears to be in like new condition
w/one small mark on right side of frame which appears to be from long
term storage in box. Original box is in fair condition & includes 5" light
weight bbl. Overall a fine original Model 41 w/accessories. 1,000.00 1,500.00

22

NIB Colt 22 cal Diamondback w/4" bbl.
#S68968; 22 cal. Mfg in 1981 w/std blue finish, wood grips & appears to
be NIB w/paperwork. Comes w/ box sleeve which is in fair condition.
1,250.00 - 1,500.00

4

5

Colt 1911 Commercial Slide
stripped 1911 Commercial slide in good used condition w/target style
adjustable rear sight.

6

H&R 410 Handi Gun Pistol
#11509; 410 ga. 8" bbl. w/approx 2 1/2" rifled permanent bore insert.
Retains strong original case colors, good blue on bbl & nice original pistol
grip stock. Gun will transfer as a pistol not an NFA weapon due to the
partially rifled bbl. & is overall an attractive H&R Handi Gun. 1,000.00 1,500.00

7

1908 Colt 380 cal. Pocket Pistol
#49778; 380 cal. 1921 mfg. Gun has good original blue w/light edge wear
& some spots, hard rubber grips & dual tone magazine. In nice, used
original condition. 600.00 - 800.00

8

Colt 1903 Pocket Hammerless Auto Pistol
#305237; 32 ACP.1919 production. std config w/good original blue, light
edge wear, dual tone magazine & hard rubber grips. In nice original
condition. 450.00 - 650.00

9

NIB Browning CENTENAIRE 300 WIN Mag Rifle
#337CENT008; 300 WIN Mag No 008 of 100 rifles produce. Gun has
silver receiver, fancy hand engraved receiver, gold accents, blued bbl &
high grade finely checkered walnut stock. Limited production to 100 rifles
in 1989 Commemorating 100 years of FN Browning, in very fine, like new
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23

Colt Gold Cup National Match Series 80 45 Pistol
#SN05894; 45 ACP. std config w/SS finish & target sights. Gun is in nice,
lightly used condition & comes w/original box & 5 additional std round
magazines & 2 high capacity magazines. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

37

NIB Colt 357 Trooper Revolver
#27994; 357 Magnum w/4" bbl, blued finish & checkered grips. Gun is in
like NIB condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00

38

24

Custom Engraved Ruger Single Six Revolver
#102844; 22 cal. w/5 1/2" bbl & gun is fully engraved by C. A. Schleef.
Oakleaf & flower engraving w/gold trim, Horse & Hunter scene on left
w/Cowboy scene on right. Overall very nicely done & includes original
box. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

Sperm Whale Damascus Blade Letter Opener
6 1/2" Damascus blade & overall length is 11 1/2"

39

Carved Bone Handle Letter Opener
overall length is 11" w/approx 4" decorative bone handle & in nice
condition.

40

S&W Registered 357 Mag Rev w/original box & papers
#50032; 357 Mag. Mfg in 1936. Gun has registration #1699 & original
registration form. Std 8 3/4" bbl. w/matching numbers on cylinder, bbl &
frame. Gun has King front & rear sights w/target grips added.
Mechanically gun is sound & in good condition. Original blue is wearing
on edges w/heavier wear on back grip strap & front bow of trigger guard.
Gun has original box which is in good condition for age & comes w/the
Safety Inspection Cert. from the original owner dated 1937. Overall a fine
example of a rare & desirable registered 357 Smith & Wesson magnum.
6,000.00 - 8,000.00

41

Ruger Speed Six 9mm Luger Revolver
#158-10981; 9mm Luger 2 1/4" bbl. w/SS finish & wooden grips. Gun is in
very nice lightly handled condition w/original box & includes a set of
Hogue rubber grips. 500.00 - 700.00

42

Smith & Wesson SA Only Target Model 14-3 Revolver
#5K28929; 13-3 model chambered in 38 sec. w/6" bbl & has been altered
at factory for single action only. Gun has target sights blued finish & case
colored trigger & hammer. In very fine, lightly handled condition & comes
in an unoriginal box but w/ notes on the factory conversion. 650.00 850.00

25

NIB Ruger Blackhawk 30 cal Carbine Revolver
#1298; 30 cal. carbine w/7 1/2: bbl, blued finish & wood grips. Gun is in
like NIB condition although box is tattered on one end,& includes original
receipt dated 1968 where cost w/tax was $91.89. 750.00 - 1,000.00

26

1899 $1 & $5 Silver Certificates
US Postal Stamp & Bill set

27

1907 $5 US Wood Chopper Bill
comes in set which includes period stamps & information

28

US 1886(?) $1 Silver Certificate
in fair condition for age & displays in a wooden case.

29

US Series 1918 Federal Reserve NY Blanket Bill
New York blanket bill in fair condition & displayed in case

30

1917 US $2 Blanket Bill
comes in plastic & wooden case, in good condition for age.

31

Early Ruger Bear Cat 22 Pistol
#P787; 22 cal. Early production in std. config. & in very fine near new
condition w/original box & paperwork. 500.00 - 600.00

32

Smith & Wesson Model 49 38 Spec Conceal Hammer Rev
#J761177; 38 spec 2" bbl w/blued finish, case colored trigger &
checkered wood grips. Gun is in like new in box condition w/paperwork &
tools. 600.00 - 800.00

43

Smith & Wesson Model 61 22 cal Escort Pistol
#B20185; 22 cal. Std config. in nice original condition w/plastic grips
original box & 1 additional magazines. 400.00 - 600.00

1911 Colt Series 80 MKIV 38 Super
#SG01537E; 38 Super. 5" bbl. w/bright SS finish, target sights, wrap
around rubber grips, in very fine lightly used condition & comes w/4
additional magazines. 800.00 - 1,000.00

44

Smith & Wesson Model 28-2 Highway Patrolman Rev
N590974; 357 Magnum. Std config w/ matte blue finish & case colored
trigger & hammer. In very fine, lightly handled condition & includes
original box, paperwork & tools. 800.00 - 1,200.00

45

NIB Colt Series 80 380 cal Mustang Plus II Pistol
#RS38385; 380 cal. SS finish in std config & is in NIB condition. Circa
1990-1997 600.00 - 800.00

46

Belgium Browning High Power Pistol
#69C1097; 9mm. Mfg in Belgium. Gun has been upgraded w/new target
sights & oversized safety, slide release & wrap around rubber grips.
Includes original wood grips & 3 additional magazines. 500.00 - 700.00

47

NIB Colt Single Action 45 cal. New Frontier Rev
#10733NF; 45LC w/7 1/2" bbl, case colored frame & walnut grips. Gun is
in NIB condition, box is somewhat tattered w/one flap loose. 1,250.00 1,750.00

33

34

35

36

Fine Colt Ace 22 cal 1911 Pistol
#SM32082; 22LR. 1980 mfg. w/commercial blue finish target sights &
checkered grips w/Colt medallion. Gun is in very fine, like new condition
w/original box. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
NIB Colt Trooper Mark III 22 Mag Conversion Rev
#Y40471; 22 Mag. 6" bbl w/blued finish, case colored hammer,
checkered walnut grips & rare 22LR conversion. Gun is in NIB condition
& overall a very nice example of a rare Trooper config. Mfg 1993 1,000.00
- 1,200.00
Fine Early Ruger Single Six Convert. w/9 1/2 bbl
#20-65643; 22 & 22 Mag cyl. 9 1/2" bbl w/early markings. Gun is in very
nice, lightly used condition w/some light wear on edges. Overall in very
fine condition w/original box, box also in nice clean condition. 400.00 500.00
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48

(RM) Coonan 357 Magnum Automatic
#B5935; 357 Mag w/6" compensated bbl, black finish & dual tone slide &
wood grips. In very nice, lightly used condition & includes 2 additional
magazines. 1,250.00 - 1,750.00

60

Freedom 454 Casull Single Action Rev w/Scope
#D12348; 454 Casull w/ 4 3/4 SS finish & ported bbl. Topped wLuepold
handgun scope & is in very fine, lightly used condition. 1,500.00 2,000.00

49

(RM) Wildey 45 WIN Mag Semi Auto Pistol
#3082; 45 WIN Mag. 9 1/2" bbl & SS finish w/wood grips, adj rear sight &
1 additional magazine. Comes w/original box & is in very nice used
condition. 1,250.00 - 1,750.00

61

NIB SIG P225 9mm Pistol
#46A009904; 9mm. 3 1/2" bbl. Classic Model w/2 tone finish & in very
nice, like new condition w/box extra magazine. 500.00 - 600.00

62

50

Pre Ban Colt Target Model Sporter 223 cal
#033483; 223 cal. on receiver. 21" bbl w/flash hider & in very fine, lightly
handled condition. A great example of an early pre ban Colt AR. 1,500.00
- 2,000.00

(RM) Glock Model 20 10mm Pistol
#ZLW002; 10mm. 4 1/2" bbl. in like new condition. Gun comes w/2
additional magazines. 600.00 - 800.00

63

(RM) NIB Glock Model 24 40 cal Pistol
#RXB486; 40 cal. 5 7/8" bbl. w/laser sight attachment, original box & 1
additional magazine. 600.00 - 700.00

64

(RM) Glock Model 34 9mm Long Slide
#VWH676; 9mm w/5 1/8" bbl. In like new condition w/box & comes w/1
additional magazine. 500.00 - 700.00

65

(RM) Armalite Model AR-104 308 cal Rifle
#US53781; 7.62mm. 21 1/2" SS bbl w/muzzle break. Gun has green
composite stock, flat top receiver & pop up sights. Comes w/1 - 10 & 1
-15 round magazine & is in good used condition. 1,500.00 - 1,750.00

66

(RM) Ithaca D.S. Police Special Shotgun
#371677455; 12 ga. 20" bbl. w/rifle sights, full length magazine tube &
walnut stock. Gun is in nice, used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

67

Russian SKS Rifle
#NT434; 7.62x39. Std config w/matching numbers & dated 1953. In very
fine surplus condition. 500.00 - 700.00

68

(RM) Alexander ArmsAAR15 in 50 Beowulf w/Scope
#AABEO3869; 50 Beowulf cal. w/18 1/2" bbl., compensator, aluminum
quad rail & topped w/Burris AR-536 illuminated rifle scope. Gun is in very
nice, used condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

69

(RM) Lot 480 rds of Alexander Arms 50 Beowulf Ammo
335 HP Rainer Bullets

70

Remington Model 597 Magnum 22
#A2914828M; 22 WIN Mag. Std config w/synthetic stock & topped
w/Simmons 3-9x scope, comes w/additional magazine. Gun is in very
nice, lightly used condition. 400.00 - 600.00

71

(RM) Franklin Armory Model HSC-15 in 17WSM cal.
#T-3017; 17 WSM cal. 20" heavy weight bbl, round aluminum hand guard
& topped w/4-16x VIREFIELD scope w/mil dot reticle. Gun is in very nice
used condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00

72

(RM) Lot 700 rds of Hornady 17 WSM Rim Fire Ammo
20 GR V-Max 17 WIN SUPER Mag

73

High Standard 12 ga Riot Gun
#3016411; 12 ga. Model K120 Riot 18-7 w/18" bbl & ext magazine. Stock
has scratches & marks, blue loss on bbl & receiver. In fair, used
condition. 300.00 - 500.00

51

52

53

(RM) Remington Model 700 264 WIN Mag Target Rifle
#S6587625; 264 WIN Mag. 26" SS fluted target weight bbl. Composite
bench rest style stock & Leupold rings & base. In very fine, lightly used
condition. 700.00 - 900.00
Savage 111 380 Lapua Long Range Rifle w/Scope
#J275734; 338 Lapua. 28" bbl. which includes 3" heavy muzzle break,
accu trigger, stock w/adj cheek piece & topped w/Burris signature 4-16x
rifle scope. Overall gun is in fine, lightly used condition. The bbl does
have about 6 spots of surface rust from poor storage, otherwise a fine
use long range rifle. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
Savage Model 12 Target Rifle in 6.5 Creed more
#H566188; 6.5 creed more w/heavy weight fluted 26" target bbl. Gun has
oversized target stock & precision trigger. Topped w/ Euro 6-18x50 scope
& has detachable magazine. Gun is in good, lightly used condition.
600.00 - 800.00

54

(RM) DPMS Model A-150 chambered in 204 Ruger
#F107841; 204 Ruger. 24" heavy weight SS fluted target bbl. w/round
aluminum hand guard & topped w/ Barska 6-24x illuminated reticle scope.
Gun is in nice used condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00

55

Benelli Super 90 20 ga Shotgun
#N052003; 20 ga. 26" bbl. w/3" chamber, black finish & black stock. Gun
has some marks, but overall in good used condition & comes w/2
additional choke tubes. 500.00 - 600.00

56

Ruger 223 SS Ranch Rifle
#195-40098; 223 cal. 18" bbl w/matte SS finish & wood stock. Gun has
3-9x Simmons scope attached & includes additional 5 & 10 round
magazine. 500.00 - 700.00

57

20 rds of Remington Express 338 Lapua Ammo

58

2 Boxes of 338 WIN Mag Ammo
1 Hornady & 1 Winchester both full factory ammo, 40 rounds total.

59

(RM) Freedom Arms 454 Casull Premier Grade Rev.
#D13179; 454 Casull. 10" bbl w/SS finish & wood grips. Gun is in nice,
lightly used condition w/few small marks near muzzle. 1,000.00 1,500.00
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74

Ruger AR-556 Carbine in 300 Blackout w/Scope
#853-54265; 300 AAC Blackout. w/aluminum quad rail attached Leupold
VX Freedom 3-9 scope, side mount & iron sights & in very fine, used
condition. Comes w/1 5 round magazine. 800.00 - 1,200.00

86

(RM) New Frontier Armory LW15 in 17HMR w/Scope
#NLV62180; chambered in 17HMR cal. Gun has 18 1/2" SS fluted bbl. &
topped w/4-16x center point scope, adj butt stock & in good used
condition. 600.00 - 800.00

75

Ruger 9mm PC Carbine w/Burris Scope
#910-51168; 9mm Luger. Take down model w/fluted bbl & threaded
muzzle. Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition & topped w/Burris
Tac30 1-4x scope. Comes w/1 Glock 30 round magazine, 2 other 21 & 27
round high capacity magazines. 800.00 - 1,000.00

87

Custom SKS Carbine
#21026137; 7.62x39. 17" bbl. w/M16 style flash hider, modified to accept
std. AK magazines, has custom walnut stock set & leather sling. Overall
in nice custom condition. 300.00 - 500.00

88

76

(RM) Glock Model 21C 45 Auto Pistol
VAN706; 45 ACP w/4 1/2" compensated bbl. Gun is in like new condition
w/box & 2 additional magazines. 600.00 - 700.00

(RM) SIG Sauer P320 9mm X5 Pistol
#58A182632; 9mm. 5" bbl. w/black finish, dished mag well & in very nice
lightly used condition. Comes w/3 extra magazines & original box. 700.00
- 900.00

77

(RM) Custom Glock 50GI by Guncrafter Industries
#WBB795; 50 GI cal. w/custom 4 3/8" bbl & slide by Guncrafter
industries. In like new condition, comes w/2 additional magazines, original
box & paperwork. 700.00 - 900.00

89

(RM) FN 5.7 cal Pistol
#386197895; 5.7 cal. Std config. In nice used condition & comes in
original box & 2 additional magazines. 750.00 - 1,000.00

90

78

(RM) Glock Model 31 357 SIG Pistol
#KSY906; 357 SIG w/4 3/8" bbl. & TLR-1 Tactical light attached. Gun is
in like new condition w/one additional magazine. 600.00 - 700.00

Beretta PX4 Storm 9mm Pistol
#PX9460U; 9mm. 3 1/4" bbl. w/blued finish & dbl or single action. Gun is
like new condition & comes w/hard case, additional magazine, mag loader
& paperwork 450.00 - 550.00

79

(RM) Wilson Combat Model AR9G Carbine
#G00055; 9mm. 16 1/2" bbl w/muzzle break, flat top receiver, full rail, adj
butt stock & topped w/Sight Mark Holographic sight. Gun accepts Glock
pistol mags & is in fine, used condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00

91

IWI Uzi Pistol
#W1020243; 22LR. Made by Walther in Uzi config w/original box. 500.00
- 750.00

92

80

Smith & Wesson Model M&P15 Rifle
#TH52069; 223/5.56 cal. w/17 1/2" bbl. Gun has Magpul hand guard,
topped w/3-9x Crimson Trace scope, pop up sights & other various after
market accessories. In nice used condition & comes w/a 5 round
magazine. 800.00 - 1,000.00

(RM) Springfield Armory XDM 45 ACP Pistol
#MG639867; 45 ACP. 5 1/4" bbl. in very fine, used condition. Comes
w/original box, accessories & 4 additional magazines. 500.00 - 700.00

93

(RM) Springfield Armory XDM-9 9mm Pistol
#MG789736; 9mm w/5 1/4" bbl. SS slide & in like new condition
w/original box, extra mags & accessories. 500.00 - 700.00

81

(RM) Remington Marine Magnum Shotgun
#D577148M; 12 ga. 18" bbl w/SS Marine finish, full length magazine tube,
& synthetic stock. Gun is in like new condition. 500.00 - 700.00

94

(RM) Springfield Armory XDM 40 cal Pistol
#MG336465; 40 cal. w/5" match bbl. Gun is in like new condition
w/original box, extra mags & accessories. 500.00 - 700.00

82

(RM) Ruger SR-22 Rifle & Scope
#280-21088; 22 cal. in AR design w/18 1/2" bbl, aluminum quad rail, adj
butt stock & topped w/Nikon 2-7x rimfire rifle scope. Gun is in very nice
used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

95

(RM) Springfield Armory XDM 357 SIG Pistol
#MG274831; custom 357 SIG 5" bbl w/SS slide. Gun is in like new
condition in original box w/2 additional magazines. 500.00 - 700.00

83

Inter Ordnance AK47 Sporter
#S013103; 7.62x39. 17" bbl w/black furniture & in very fine lightly handled
condition. 600.00 - 800.00

96

84

CMMG 45 ACP Carbine
#GFV01251; 45 ACP in AR config. w/collapsible butt, 17 1/2" bbl,
aluminum hang guard, full rail pop up sights & Bushnell Red Dot scope. In
very nice used condition w/2 25 round magazines & 1 10 round Glock
magazine. 800.00 - 1,000.00

Barrett Model 99 50 BMG Single Shot Rifle
#7018; 50 BMG. Std config. w/bipod & Leupold Mark AR 4-12x scope.
Gun appears to be in very fine, lightly handled or used condition. Comes
w/Pelican hard case, instruction manual & estate notes say less than 10
rounds fired. 3,000.00 - 4,000.00

97

120 rds of American Eagle 50 BMG 660 GR FMJ Ammo
all factory new ammo.

98

112 rds of 50 BMG Ammo
includes: 86 rds of American Eagle 660 GR FMJ & 16 rds of Summit
700GR M2 AP Ammo

99

Early Chinese SKS Carbine
#W7751; 7.62x39. 20" bbl w/folding blade style bayonet & spotted grey
metal. Wood is well worn & gun is lightly import marked on bbl, overall in

85

(RM) DPMS Model A15 7.62x39 cal Rifle
#FE016003; 7.62x39 w/22" bbl & flash hider, flap top receiver, flip up
sights & full top rail. Gun is in good used condition & includes 1
magazine. 750.00 - 1,000.00
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100 (RM) Savage Model MSR-15 224 Valkyrie AR Rifle
#03-032839; 224 Valkyrie. 20" bbl w/flash hider, flat top, full rail, adj butt
stock & is in good used condition. 600.00 - 800.00

112 (RM) Remington Model 597 22 Magnum Rifle
#2970127M; 22 Mag. Semi Automatic w/laminate stock & blued bbl.
Topped w/Konus 3-9x scope. Gun has light scratches & marks, absent
magazine, otherwise in nice, lightly used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

101 (RM) Lot of 260 rds Assorted 224 Valkyrie Ammo
including: 40 rds 90GR Sierra Match King; 40 rds 88 GR ELD Match; 60
rds Federal 90 GR Soft Point; 60 rds Federal American Eagle; & 60 rds
Federal 60 GR Nosler BT

113 Savage Model 64 22 cal Rifle
#2163598; 22 cal. Semi auto w/composite stock. Gun does have some
rust spots mixed on bbl & in fair condition overall, needs some TLC.
100.00 - 150.00

102 Kel Tec Sub 2000 9mm Carbine
#FHL51; 9mm Carbine w/typical fold down action & topped w/Burris 2-7
mini scope & includes 1 P-Mag high capacity magazine. 400.00 - 500.00

114 Custom AR 223 Upper
non gun. 223 WYLDE 1:9 SS bbl. is approx. 18" w/flash hider, aluminum
hand guard, full rail & bolt. In nice, lightly used condition.

103 Benelli Super Black Eagle
#U205162; 12 ga. 24" vent rib bbl. w/camo finish & ext magazine tube. In
nice used condition & also w/fiber optic sights & ext bolt handle. Comes
w/4 additional choke tubes & wrench. 700.00 - 900.00

115 AR15 22 cal Conversion Bolt & Mags
CMMG SS unit & includes 7 22 conversion magazines.

104 Chinese SKS Carbine
#5238839; 7.62x39. Carbine/Paratrooper version w/16 1/2" bbl. Includes
original matching magazine & 30 round mag. Gun is in nice surplus
condition. 300.00 - 400.00
105 (RM) Remington Model 597VTR 22LR
#C2639255; 22 cal. 16 1/2" bbl w/adj butt stock, AR hand guard & grip.
Topped w/1.75-4x Banner scope. Gun is in good used condition. 300.00 500.00
106 (RM) Alexander Arms Model AAR15 in 6.5 Grendel cal
#GRENDEL-2781; 6.5 Grendel w/17" bbl, flash hider, adj butt stock,
vertical grip on rail & is topped w/Burris 4.5 -14x rifle scope. Gun is in
very nice used condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
107 Remington Model 1100 Magnum w/Ext Magazine
#L121268M; 12 ga. 26" vent rib bbl w/SKEET choke. Gun has been
upgraded w/composite stock, ext. magazine, TrueGlo sights & oversized
bolt handle. Gun has some light marks on receiver, but overall in nice
used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
108 Browning BPS 10 ga Pump
#13642NM192; 10 ga w/30" bbl & INV choke, matte blue finish &
composite stock. Gun is in nice used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
109 Steyr Pro Hunter 30-06 Rifle
#1004540; 30-06. 24" bbl. w/composite finish & topped w/Leupold Vari XII
3-9x scope. Gun is in very lightly used condition & includes 4 additional
magazines & manual. 700.00 - 900.00
110 (RM) 5.56 M15 Match Rifle w/Scope
Made by Gun Smoke Enterprises $#GE05327; Model M15 Match & has
custom Shilen 223 cal REM Wylde 20" SS bbl. w/flat top receiver,
aluminum hand guard & 6.5-20x Simmons Whitetail scope. Gun isi n nice
used condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
111 Winchester 1897 Riot Gun
#630782; 12 ga. 20" bbl. w/no markings & is in nice refinished condition,
blued w/nickeled accents. 400.00 - 500.00

116 Cobray M-11 9mm Pistol
#87-0009371; 9mm. Gun has fake suppressor & is in nice condition.
Includes 9 additional magazines. 500.00 - 600.00
117 Thunder Five 410/45LC Revolver
#1627; mfg by Mil Dot Inc w/2" bbl & chambered for 410 ga 3" shells or
45 Colt rounds. Dbl or single action w/ pachmayr grips & is in good used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00
118 (RM) Ruger 22 Charger Pistol
#490-77605; 22 cal. SS w/threaded muzzle & wooden stock. Gun is
topped w/Tasco 3-9x Pistol. Gun is in nice used condition. 250.00 350.00
119 Lot of Chiappa Excalibur Inserts
includes: 12 ga to 20 ga; 12 ga to 45 ACP; 12 ga to 40 S&W; 20 ga to
9mm; 12 ga to 44 Mag; 20 ga to 410; 20 ga to 357; 20 ga to 45 ACP.
120 20mm Machine Gun Magazine Drum
measures approx. 12" across in diameter & 12" deep w/handles.
121 Training Naval Cannon Shell & Fuse Setter
measures 33" tall & settable fuse & wooden body, also comes w/fuse
setting device for activating live shells.
122 Wooden Naval Cannon Training Shell
measures approx 34 1/2" tall & dated 1944 on bottom, in good overall
condition.
123 (RM) Smith & Wesson 500 Magnum Revolver
#CHY8649; 500 S&W. Model 500 w/SS finish, 9" bbl w/compensator,
rubber grips. In nice, lightly used condition in original box. 800.00 1,200.00
124 Smith & Wesson 460 Magnum Whitetail Unlimited Rev
#WTU0256; 460 S&W Magnum. 8 1/2" compesentaed bbl SS finish
2.5-8x scope attached. Gun has Whitetail Logo & 1 of 300 on right sight.
In very nice lightly handled condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
125 (RM) AMT Auto Mag II 22 Magnum Pistol
#H24881; 22 Magnum. 6" bbl w/SS finish & in very fine used condition.
700.00 - 900.00
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126 (RM) Auto Mag III 30 cal Carbine
#A00736; 30 cal carbine. 6 1/2" bbl w/SS finish & in very nice lightly used
condition, comes w/1 additional magazine. 600.00 - 800.00
127 (RM) IMI 50 cal Dessert Eagle
#34200507; 50 cal 6" bbl w/blued finish & in very nice, lightly handled
condition. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
128 (RM) AMT 45 cal Long Slide Hardballer
#A17753; 45ACP. 6 7/8" bbl. w/checkered wood grip & SS finish. Gun is
in nice, lightly used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
129 (RM) Magnum Research 450 Marlin/45-70 Convertible
#JT04043; 10 3/4" bbl w/SS finish & includes 450 Marlin & 45-70 cal
cylinder. Gun is in very fine, lightly used condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
130 (RM) Ruger 44 Magnum SS w/10 1/2" bbl. Revolver
#85-21619; 44 Mag. w/10 1/2" bbl, SS finish, wood grips & gun has some
marks from handling or light use. 650.00 - 800.00
131 Smith & Wesson 682-2 357 Magnum Revolver
#A7J7861; 357 Mag. 5 7/8" bbl. w/SS finish & original box. Gun is in nice,
lightly used condition. 750.00 - 900.00
132 (RM) Ruger Super Red Hawk Alaskan 480 cal Revolver
#530-34967; 480 Ruger w2 1/2" bbl. SS finish & rubber grips. Gun is like
new in box condition. 700.00 - 900.00
133 Ruger MKIII 22 Hunter Pistol
#229-42118; 22 cal. 5 1/2" fluted SS bbl w/adj sights & red checkered
wood grips. In like new in the box condition w/additional magazine.
450.00 - 550.00
134 Smith & Wesson 45 cal Model 1988 SS Revolver
#BEA6250; 45 cal. Model 625-2 w/5" bbl & SS finish, Pachmayr rubber
grips. Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition. 650.00 - 850.00
135 Kel Tec PMR-30 22 Magnum Pistol
#WW5V13; 22 Mag. Browned earth finish w/laser sights & flash hider on
bbl. Gun is in good used condition w/3 additional magazines. 400.00 500.00
136 Norinco Model 97 Riot Gun
#0000342; 12 ga. 20" bbl w/solid frame, blued finish & walnut stock. Gun
is in very nice used condition. 350.00 - 500.00
137 Cimarron 1866 45 Colt Rifle
#95141; 45 Long Colt 4" oct bbl w/brass frame case colored lever &
hammer. Gun is in nice used condition w/scratches & marks. Action has
been tuned for Cowboy Action shooting & runs very smooth. Comes
w/leather & beaded case from the Blackfoot Indian Reservation. 800.00 1,200.00
138 (RM) Pedersoli 45-70 Deluxe Sharps Rifle
#SH19152; 45-70. 32" oct blued bbl w/good bore, fancy silver finished
engraved receiver & dbl set triggers. Gun has walnut stock & overall is in
very fine, lightly handled condition. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00

LOT #
139 SS Ruger Old Army Rev w/Cart Conversion Cylinder
#148-09290; 45 cal SS finish w/7 1/2" bbl & white Ruger grips. Back strap
is engraved COHAGEN. Gun is in good used condition & includes original
wood grips & a Kirst 45 cal cartridge conversion cylinder. 500.00 - 700.00
140 Ruger SS Old Army Revolver w/Conversion Cylinder
#148-09309; 45 cal SS finish w/7 1/2" bbl & white Ruger grips. Back strap
is engraved COHAGEN. Gun is in good used condition & includes original
wood grips & a Kirst 45 cal cartridge conversion cylinder. 500.00 - 700.00
141 Gallagher 1860 Civil War Replica Carbine
Black Powder. #002294; 54 cal. Made by Erma Werke in Germany
imported by Navy Arms w/blued metal & in very nice, lightly used
condition. 650.00 - 850.00
142 Italian 45-70 Sharps Rifle
#25161; 45-70 cal. 28 1/2" round bbl w/case colored receiver, long range
rear tang sight & hooded front w/checkered walnut stock. In nice lightly
used condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
143 Custom Winchester 1894 Rile in 25-35 cal.
#160628; 25-35 cal. Mfg. in 1899 production. 26" oct bbl Bbl has bright
bore & strong rifling. Appears gun has been refinished w/strong original
markings visible. Receiver is engraved & case colored w/deer & floral
motif. Mechanically gun is crisp w/high grade walnut stock & case colored
butt plated. An attractive restored & embellished 1894 in rare 25-35 cal.
2,000.00 - 3,000.00
144 Ruger Old Army Revolver w/Cartridge Conv. Cylinder
#148-03860; 45 cal. 7 1/2" bbl w/blued finish & custom checkered walnut
grips. In good used condition w /holster wear on edges, includes original
grip & cartridge conversion cylinder. 500.00 - 700.00
145 Ruger Old Army 45 cal w/Cartridge Conv. Cylinder
#148-01624; 45 cal. 7 1/2" bbl w/blued finish & custom checkered walnut
grips. In good used condition w /holster wear on edges, includes original
grip & cartridge conversion cylinder. 500.00 - 700.00
146 Replica Civil War Smith Carbine
Black Powder. #3398; 50 cal Pietta mfg & imported by Navy Arms. Metal
is case colored & blue, in very nice, used condition. 650.00 - 850.00
147 Replica Civil War Sharps SRC
Black Powder. #NSN; 50 cal. Metal is blue & case colored. Made by
Pedersoli & is in very nice, lightly used condition. 650.00 - 850.00
148 Euro Arms 58 cal. Black Powder Musket
Black Powder. #6209; 58 cal rifled musket w/38" bbl. lock is marked
London Armory & comes w/walnut & leather sling. Gun is in good used
condition. 300.00 - 500.00
149 Matched Pair Cimarron Open Top Colt 38 Cart. Revs
#X09075; #X09076; consecutive numbered & chambered for 38 Colt &
38 S&W spec. w/7 1/2" bbls, case colored frames, brass grips & walnut
grips. Both guns are in nice used condition w/typical holster wear on
edges. An attractive pair of consecutively numbered Open Top Colt
Cartridge Revolvers. 650.00 - 900.00
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150 Traditions Model 38 Spec Richards Conv. Revolver
#748; copy of the cartridge conversion used on original Colt percussion
revolvers. Gun has 7 1/2" bbl, case colored frame & wood grips & is in
very nice, lightly handled condition. 400.00 - 500.00

162 Black Powder Flintlock Plains pistol & Case
Black Powder. #NSN 7 7/8" marked WK 1/2 round 1/2 oct 50 cal bbl. in
the white, walnut stock & comes in nice walnut case w/accessories.
300.00 - 500.00

151 Uberti Colt Walker Replica
Black power. #14512; std config. w/blued & case colored metal & is in
nice, lightly handled condition. 400.00 - 600.00

163 Uberti SA 44 cal Black Powder replica Pistol
#165933; 44 cal. BP percussion. w/ 5 1/2" bbl w/blued, case color finish
& is in nice used condition. 200.00 - 300.00

152 Cimarron Colt Walker Percussion
Black Powder. #13416; 44 cal. Italian produced Cimarron replica of the
famous Colt Walker pistol & has fine, antiqued finish & in very nice
condition. 500.00 - 700.00

164 Italian Remington 44 cal Replica Revolver
Black Powder. #A4351; 44 cal. copy of the 1858 New Model. In very nice
lightly handled condition & comes w/Confederate States pistol belt & cap
box. 250.00 - 350.00

153 Pair of Starr Civil War Replica Revolvers
Black Powder. 1858 Dbl Action Model #G00445; & 1863 Single Action
Model #G00616; both are in very fine, lightly handled condition. 500.00 600.00

165 Replica Remington New Model BP Revolver in 36 cal
Black powder. #242320; 36 cal. 6 1/2" bbl. w/greyed antiqued patina &
comes w/1 additional cylinder, leather pistol holster rig & cap box. 200.00
- 300.00

154 Colt Comm. Grant Black Powder Navy Revolver
Black Powder. #4124; Std 1851 Navy config. w/case colored frame silver
grip strap & blued bbl. Comes in commemorative case & is in NIB
condition. 600.00 - 800.00

166 Colt Patterson Percussion Revolver Replica
Black Powder. #402; comes w/9" & 12" bbls plus one additional cylinder.
Bbls are marked w/original style bbl markings & gun does not have any
visible markings from mfg. Gun has wood grips & is mechanically good,
metal has mixed spots. Overall a nice Paterson replica. 500.00 - 700.00

155 Colt Black Box Series 1851 Navy Perc. Revolver
Black Powder. 28999; std config. w/silver plated grip strap, blue & case
colored finish. Gun is NIB condition w/some handling as drag line on
cylinder is visible. 500.00 - 700.00
156 NIB Colt Signature Series 1860 Army Revolver
Black powder. #213373; 44 cal. Signature Series gun w/Colt name on
back strap, blue & case colors & is like new in box condition but has
some light surface rust from long term storage which should clean up fine.
500.00 - 600.00
157 NIB Colt Signature Series 1860 Army Revolver
Black powder. #213374; 44 cal. Signature Series gun w/Colt name on
back strap, blue & case colors & is like new in box condition 500.00 600.00
158 Replica Confederate Maynard/Perry Brass Frame Carb
Black powder. #27; Made by L. Romano Rifle Co of NY. Gun has brass
frame case colored & blue metal w/walnut stock. A rare carbine. 650.00 850.00
159 Liberty 12 ga Dbl Coach Gun
#02C1717; 12 ga. 20" bbls w/3" chambers, case colored receiver,
exposed hammers, checkered pistol grip stock & metal butt plate. Gun is
in very nice used condition. 450.00 - 600.00
160 Marlin Golden 39A 22 Rifle
#99138029; 22 cal. blued finish std config & checkered walnut stock. Gun
is in very fine, lightly handled condition. 600.00 - 700.00
161 Navy Arms 36 cal Black Powder Revolver
Black Powder. #7548; 36 cal. w/blue & case colors. In good used
condition w/wooden case & accessories. 150.00 - 250.00

167 Pair of Replica Black Powder Firearms
Rogers & Spencer 44 cal #025779; & 1860 Army Reproduction #P55980;
both are in very nice, lightly used condition. 300.00 - 400.00
168 Replica Texas Patterson Revolver
Black Powder. #3791; 36 cal w/9" bbl, in nice lightly handled condition &
made by Pietta. 400.00 - 500.00
169 Pair Remington Cartridge Conversion Replica Revs
Black Powder. Pietta #236866; 44 cal. Comes w/Howell style cartridge
conversion cylinder. In nice lightly used condition.
Pietta #R264330; another style of cartridge conversion, both guns also
include original black powder cylinder. 350.00 - 500.00
170 Italian Replica of Colt Dragoon Revolver
Black Powder. #14011; Uberti replica w/case colors & blued metal.
Comes in wooden case w/tools. 400.00 - 600.00
171 Pair of Black Powder Pistols
Black Powder. Pietta 36 cal Navy Replica #422036; & CMC Screw Bbl
boot pistol #17742A; both are in nice, lightly handled condition. 200.00 300.00
172 Pair of Replica Confederate BP Revolvers
Black Powder. Bass frame replica of Griswold #437374; 44 cal. & Dance
Brothers replica #C00415; 44 cal. Both are in very fine, lightly handled
condition. 350.00 - 450.00
173 Pietta 1860 Army Replica w/Shoulder Stock
Black Powder. #P60883; 44 cal. w/blued & case colored metal, includes
a nice replica shoulder stock. 400.00 - 500.00
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174 Hartford Arms Model 1892 in 38 Spec/357 Magnum
#K259959; 38 spec/357 Mag w/20" oct bbl, case colored receiver & plain
walnut stock. Action has been tuned for Cowboy Shooting & runs
smoothly. Gun is in good used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
175 Winchester Model 94 30-30 Carbine
#2205682; 30-30. Std config. & Pre-64 w/nice original blue, in very nice,
lightly handled condition w/few small marks on stock. 500.00 - 700.00
176 Winchester Model 71 348 WCF Rifle
#21632; 348 WCF. Mfg in 1942. 24" bbl & is mechanically good. Original
blue finish is in good condition & the lever & loading gate have been
nickel plated. Recoil pad has been added to stock along w/silver inlay.
Gun has Redfield receiver sight & is in good customized condition. 800.00
- 1,200.00
177 Antique Remington Rolling Block 50 cal Carbine
Antique. #637; 50 cal carbine w/ 23 1/4" bbl. & is in fair condition. 400.00
- 600.00
178 Early Winchester 32-40 1894 1/2 Round 1/2 Oct Bbl
#191211; 32-40. 1900 production. 26" half round half oct bbl. in nice
refinished condition. Mechanically gun is good w/fair bore. 750.00 1,250.00
179 Browning Gold 10 ga Shotgun
#02356NTR91; 10 ga. 28" vent rib bbl w/INV chokes. Good original blue
clean checkered walnut stock w/some light marks from use. Overall in
very good condition w/2 additional INV tubes. 650.00 - 850.00
180 Winchester Model 70 223 Heavy Varmit Rifle & Scope
#G2497960; 223 cal. New Haven mfg w/push feed action & 26" heavy
weight bbl. Gun has over molded varmit style stock & is topped w/3-9x
Tasco scope. In very nice, lightly used condition. 700.00 - 900.00

LOT #
186 Remington Model 700 CDL 223 cal Rifle
#B6766438; 223 cal. Heavy weight 24" bbl w/checkered walnut stock,
raised cheek piece & black end caps. Topped 6x Burris scope attached &
gun has few light scratches & marks from use, but overall in very fine,
lightly used condition. 700.00 - 900.00
187 Marlin Original Super Goose 10 ga Shotgun
#18731073; 10 ga. bolt action shotgun & 34" bbl. Gun is in very nice,
lightly used condition. 450.00 - 600.00
188 Ithaca Mag 10 10 ga Shotgun
#100008669; 10 ga. 32" bbl w/3 1/2 chamber blued finish & walnut stock.
Overall in very nice used condition. 600.00 - 900.00
189 Remington Model 870LW Special 20 ga.
#499259U; 20 ga. 21" vent rib bbl. w/REM choke system & 3" camber.
Gun has straight grip English Stock w/light scratches on metal & wood,
overall in good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
190 Remington 870 Express Magnum 20 ga Shotgun
#A419583U; 20 ga 28" bbl w/matte blue finish & wood stock. Gun is in
like new condition. 300.00 - 400.00
191 Remington Model 1100 28 ga Shotgun
#L492643J; 28 ga. 25" vent bbl w/MOD choke. Gun has very good
original blue w/some light marks on stock. Overall a nice, lightly used
Model 1100 in desirable 28 ga. 650.00 - 800.00
192 Browning Model 1895 30-06 Rifle
#04447PW187; 30-06. 24" bbl. w/blued finish & plain walnut stock. Gun is
in very fine lightly handled condition. Butt stock does have some mixed
scratches & marks. 700.00 - 900.00

181 Belgium Browning Grade I BAR 243 cal Rifle
#66000 M9; 243 cal. 22" blue steel bbl. w/checkered walnut stock & iron
sights. Mfg in Belgium & in very fine, like new condition. 700.00 - 900.00

193 Browning Citori 410 ga O/U Shotgun
#28648NR783; 410 ga. w/3" chambers,26" bbls & INV chokes. Gun has
strong original blue finish, checkered pistol grip stock w/some small
marks on pistol grips. Otherwise gun is very clean & mechanically crisp.
2,000.00 - 2,500.00

182 Remington SP10 Magnum Shotgun
#RM007568; 10 ga. 25 1/2" ribbed bbl. w/REM choke. Gun has grey
parkerized finish & checkered walnut stock, in very nice lightly handled
condition. 700.00 - 900.00

194 US Repeating Arms Co 1892 Winchester
#NT2430; 45 Colt cal. 24" round blued bbl. w/engraved receiver & tang
safety. Walnut stock has few small marks, but overall gun is in like new
condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

183 Remington 11-87 Premier 12 ga Shotgun
#PC549411; 12 ga. 25 1/2" vent rib bbl w/REM choke system. This is the
light contour bbl chambered for 2 3/4 or 3" shells. Has premier engraved
receiver, fancy checkered walnut stock & in very fine, like new condition.
700.00 - 900.00

195 Marlin Model 922M 22 Magnum Semi Auto Rifle
#05577244; 22 Magnum. 20" bbl w/checkered walnut stock Gun is topped
w/small scope & is in very fine used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

184 Browning A-Bolt 12 ga Slug Gun
#02017ZX151; 12 ga. 22" fully rifle dbl w/iron sights, composite camo
stock & in like new condition. 500.00 - 600.00
185 (RM) Remington Model 700 BDL in 17REM
#C6221743; 17 Rem center fire. 24" bbl w/checkered walnut stock, raised
cheek piece & black end caps. Gun is in nice used condition w/some light
marks & spots, topped w/4-12 Bushnell scope. Overall in good used
condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00

196 Browning Model 12 20 ga High Grade Shotgun
#00932PN932; 20 ga. 26" bbl w/fancy engraved receiver w/gold filled dog
& fowl. Gun has high grade checkered walnut stock & is in like new
condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
197 Limited Prod. Winchester Model 12 20 ga Circa 1994
#MT0033; 20 ga Made in Japan. 1993-1995 w/approx. 4000 guns
produced. 26" vent rib bbl w/IMP cyl choke, commercial blue finish w/ few
light spots mixed. Gun has jeweled bolt & shell carrier & stock has few
marks but overall in nice, lightly handled condition. 600.00 - 800.00
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198 Winchester Model 70 Featherweight 243 cal Rifle
#G1498583; 243 cal. XTR Model w/beautiful original blue, gold filled
lettering & fancy walnut Featherweight stock. Gun is in like new condition.
700.00 - 900.00
199 Schoenauer 270 cal MCA Mannlicher Carbine
#60583; 270 cal. 20" bbl w/full length wood & mfg in 1970. Gun has iron
sights & is drilled for scope bases w/great bore, nice original blue & clean
walnut stock. However this was a transitional gun which originally had
tang & bolt safety, tang safety button is absent & as is gun will only fire if
cocked & fired w/muzzle in the doward position. A fine MCA carbine wich
needs some gun smth work before being fully functional. 800.00 1,200.00
200 Ruger Red Label 12 ga O/U
#410-12391; 12 ga. 2 3/4" chambers & 26" bbls. w/MOD & IMP Cyl
bores. Checkered walnut stock w/marks & scratches, but overall gun is in
clean used condition. 700.00 - 800.00
201 Browning Model 65 218 BEE Rifle
#00777PN167; 218 BEE w/24" bbl, blued metal & walnut stock. Gun is in
like new condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
202 Early Marlin Model 336SC 35 cal Carbine
#H3902; 35 REM. 20" bbl w/blue metal & plain pistol grip stock. In very
nice, lightly handled original condition. 500.00 - 700.00

LOT #
209 Remington Model 541-S 22 cal Custom Sporter
#1225012; 22 cal. 24" bbl. engraved receiver w/fancy checkered walnut
stock & decorative end caps. Gun is topped w/4-12x Bushnell scope &
has some light marks in wood, otherwise in very fine used condition.
500.00 - 600.00
210 Savage Mark II 22 cal rifle
#G852543; 22 cal. 24" blued bbl, checkered walnut stock w/black end
caps, ACCU trigger & topped w/3-9x scope. Gun is in very nice lightly
used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
211 Savage Model 24V Series D 223/20 ga. Combo
#D889924; 223 cal/20 ga w/blued bbls, case colored frame & deluxe
checkered stock. Overall in excellent original condition. 700.00 - 900.00
212 Savage 24H-DL Combination Gun
#NSN; 22 WIN Mag/20 ga. 24" bbls w/good bores & silver finished
receiver w/blued bbls. Checkered stock is clean & in nice condition, gun
topped 2-7x Burris scope w/see through mounts. Overall a very nice
Savage combo gun. 500.00 - 600.00
213 Savage Model 24V Chambered 219 Donaldson Wasp/20ga
#3134; top bbl has been re-chambered but not remarked currently
chambered for 219 Donaldson Wasp. Overall gun is in good used
condition w/some light marks & topped w/3-9x scope. Overall is in good
used condition. 500.00 - 650.00

203 Weatherby Mark XXII 22 w/Weatherby Scope
#23055; 22 cal. Made in Italy. Std config w/24" bbl. & fancy checkered
Weatherby stock & rosewood ends. Gun has grooved receiver & topped
w/4x50 Weatherby scope, has leather scope caps. Gun has few small
marks right side of stock above trigger guard. Overall in excellent, lightly
used condition. 800.00 - 900.00

214 Approx. 250 rds of Donaldson Wasp Ammo
219 Donaldson Wasp ammo made from various cases, plus some brass
in ammo can.

204 Remington 11-48 16 ga Shotgun
#5547628; 16 ga w/MOD choke, 28" plain bbl, strong original blue &
clean walnut stock w/some light marks from age & use. Overall in good
condition. 350.00 - 500.00

216 Russian Baikal Combination Gun 12ga/7x57R
#97M7864; 24" bbl 12 ga 3" /7x57R. Gun is in like new condition 500.00 700.00

205 Marlin Model 336CB 38-55 cal Rifle
#99116122; 38-55 cal. 24 oct bbl. Gun has straight checkered walnut
stock, blued finish, cross bolt safety w/few light marks on wood, but
otherwise in excellent condition. 700.00 - 900.00
206 New Weatherby Olympian 20 ga O/U Shotgun
#R000252; 20 ga. 28" bbls w/3" chamber & MOD/IMP cyl. Gun has single
selective trigger, automatic ejectors & is in new condition w/original box.
A fine example of a desirable Weatherby O/U. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
207 Winchester Model 50 12 ga w/Vent Rib Shotgun
#165151A; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl w/Simmons ventilated rib. Gun
has strong blue finish & clean checkered stock w/Whiteline recoil pad.
400.00 - 600.00
208 Winchester Model 50 20 ga w/Factory Vent Rib
#91370; 20 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl w/factory vent rib. Gun has good
original blue w/light edge ware, checkered walnut stock & overall in nice,
lightly used condition. 500.00 - 600.00

215 Tikka/Ithaca Combination Gun
#50479; 12 ga./223 REM. In very nice overall condition & looks like
markings have been re-struck from 222 to 223 cal. 600.00 - 750.00

217 Remington Model 700 22-250 ADL Rifle
#A6550690; 22-250. 24" blued bbl w/iron sights & checkered walnut
stock. Topped w/1.7-5x scope & is in very nice, lightly handled condition.
600.00 - 800.00
218 Savage Model 342 Rifle in 22 Hornet
#NSN; 22 Hornet. 16 1/2' bbl w/full length stock & is in nice used
condition. 500.00 - 600.00
219 Winchester Model 50 12 ga Shotgun w/Vent Rib
#155383A; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl & Simmons vent rib. Gun has nice
original blue finish, clean checkered walnut stock & overall in nice, lightly
used condition. 500.00 - 600.00
220 Winchester Model 12 12 ga w/Solid Rib
#1361363; 12 ga. 28" MOD bbl. w/solid factory rib. Gun retains good
original blue & receiver has more edge wear & some light spots. Wood is
good & overall gun is a good original Model 12 w/desirable solid rib.
500.00 - 600.00
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221 Winchester Model 12 12 ga Trap Gun
#1921709; 12 ga. 30" FULL Choke bbl w/Factory vent rib. Winchester
proofs on bbl & receiver are offset. Gun retains strong blue finish w/matte
blue finish on top of receiver. Butt stock has 14 1/2" LOP w/Winchester
pad & raised comb. Overall in very nice original condition. 600.00 800.00
222 Winchester Model 59 WIN-LITE 12 ga Shotgun
#41878; 12 ga. 25 1/2" bbl w/removable compensated choke. Gun has
gold filled receiver w/fancier checkered butt stock added & is in good
used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
223 Marlin Model 336 44 Mag w/Scope
#Z48467; 44 Mag. 20" JM marked bbl w/straight grip plain stock. Topped
w/PINTY 3-9x50 scope w/illuminated reticle. Gun is in very nice lightly
used condition. 600.00 - 800.00
224 CZ 452 American 22LR Rifle
#S14981; 22 cal. w/blued bbl & checkered walnut stock. Gun is in like
new condition. 400.00 - 500.00
225 Ruger SS 10-22 Carbine
#234-80906; 22 cal. SS metal & checkered deluxe style stock. In very
nice, like new condition. 300.00 - 400.00
226 (RM) Mitchell Arms Citation II 22 Target Pistol
#C201356; 22 cal. 7 1/4" SS Target weight bbl. w/matte SS finish, target
sights & checkered target grips. Gun is in very fine, lightly handled
condition & comes w/soft case. 650.00 - 850.00

LOT #
six. 400.00 - 600.00
234 Ruger Mark II Govt Target 22 Pistol
#210-20018; 22 cal. 8 1/8" heavy weight target bbl, target sights &
checkered wood grips. Right side is marked Government Target Model &
gun is in very nice, lightly used, original condition. 500.00 - 600.00
235 Ruger SP101 22LR Revolver
#577-03517; 22LR. 4" SS bbl. w/adj rear sight & std. rubber & wood grips.
In very fine lightly handled condition & complete w/Ruger leather holster.
500.00 - 600.00
236 NIB Colt Pocket 9 Series 90 9mm Pistol
#NP04214; 9mm. SS finish w/3" bbl Gun is in NIB condition & is a hard to
find Colt pistol. Mfg only 1999, a rare Colt model. 600.00 - 800.00
237 SIG Sauer P229 40 cal Pistol w/Accessories
#AM32 564; 40 cal. std. config & in very nice, lightly used condition
w/original box. Overall it includes a total of 5 magazines w/mag pouch &
Blackhawk plastic holster. 500.00 - 700.00
238 S&W Performance 44 Mag Hunter Plus Revolver
#SLM0059; 44 Magnum. Basic 629-5 frame w/ 7 1/2" ported
Performance Center bbl. SS finish & topped w/FX-II 2x Leupold handgun
scope. Gun is in very nice lightly used condition & comes in Performance
Center aluminum case w/original rear sight. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
239 Ruger Redhawk 44 Magnum Revolver
#500-37536; 44 Mag. 7 1/2" bbl. SS finish w/wood grips & scope base is
attached. Gun is in nice used condition. 600.00 - 700.00

227 (RM) Ruger New Model Blackhawk 327 Magnum Rev
#38-10419; 327 Mag w/5 1/2" bbl., SS finish & wood grips. Gun is NIB
condition. 600.00 - 800.00

240 (RM) Ltd Production Ruger Blackhawk 30 cal Carbine
#51-30128; 30 cal carbine w/case colored receiver, 7 1/2" oct blued bbl &
wood grips. Gun is like new in box. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

228 NIB Colt Pony Series 90 380 cal Pistol
#ML03624; 380 cal. SS finish & gun is NIB condition w/additional
magazine & paperwork. 600.00 - 800.00

241 (RM) Ruger Mark II Target Pistol
#217-54205; 22 cal. w/10"bull bbl, SS finish & comes w/2 additional
magazines. Gun gun is like new condition in original box. 500.00 - 700.00

229 (RM) NIB Ruger Vaquero 45 cal Revolver
511-32769; 45 LC. SS finish w/7 1/2" bbl. & white Ruger grips. Gun is in
like new in box condition. 600.00 - 700.00

242 (RM) Ruger 44 Mag Blackhawk Hunter
#88-75073; 44 Magnum w/7 1/2" bbl., matte SS finish, dark wood grips &
scope rings. Gun in NIB condition. 600.00 - 800.00

230 SIG Sauer P229 40 cal Pistol
#Al34640; 40 cal German mfg w/3 3/4" bbl. & blued finish. In good used
condition w/some light edge & holster wear. Comes w/4 additional
magazines, plastic holster & original box. 500.00 - 600.00

243 (RM) Ruger Single Six Hunter 22 cal. Convertible
#265-93862; 7 1/2" bbl. 22 LR & 22 Mag cylinders & comes std w/scope
rings & dark wood grips. Gun is NIB condition. 500.00 - 700.00

231 SIG Sauer P229 22 cal Conversion Slide
#NSN; 22 cal. 4 1/2" bbl. Comes w/2 magazines, original box &
paperwork. Gun is in like new condition. 400.00 - 600.00
232 (RM) CZ 75 Tactical 9mm Target Pistol
#A121732; 9mm. w/target sights, heavier weight target frame & std 5" bbl.
Gun is in very nice lightly used condition. Includes 4 additional
magazines. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
233 Early Ruger Single Six 22 Revovler
#177618; 22 cal. 5 1/2" bbl w/early markings, blued finish & walnut grips
w/black eagle. Gun has few small scratches on grips & frame, gun has
not had the safety transfer bar conversion & is a nice original, early single

244 S&W Texas Ranger Pistol & Knife Comm. Set
#TR8930; Model 19-3. 357 cal. 4" bbl w/blued finish & Texas Ranger
Gold motif. Gun is in very fine lightly handled condition & comes in
commemorative case w/commemorative knife having matching number.
Also includes correct leather sheath for knife, box has some marks &
scratches, but otherwise in like new, handled condition. 1,000.00 1,250.00
245 Safari Club Int. Gun of the Year Winchester 70 338
#G341468; Winchester Model 70 338 WIN Mag classic Sporter w/26"
bbl,checkered walnut stock & in very fine, lightly handled condition.
Receiver is engraved YEAR OF THE HUNTER 37 of 100 SAFARI CLUB
INTERNATIONAL LIMITED EDITION. Gun also has decorated bolt &
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floor plate & is topped w/6x Ferlach scope. Comes in custom aluminum
Vanguard case from SCI & is in excellent condition of desirable SCI rifle.
1,500.00 - 2,500.00
246 C. Sharps Arms Co 45-70 Rifle Big Timber MT
#S670; 45-70 cal. 30" oct bbl 1" across at flats. Gun has bright bore,
silver finished receiver, case colored trigger & action block w/veneer tang
sight & hooded front, checkered metal butt plate & fancy walnut stock.
Gun is in very fine lightly used condition. 2,000.00 - 3,500.00
247 Browning XT Citori Trap Gun
#05422MY131; 12 ga. 32" ported bbls w/INV chokes, engraved coin
finished receiver, blued bbls & checkered pistol grip stock. Gun is in very
nice, lightly used condition. Includes custom soft case, one additional
choke tube, additional trigger shoes & fiber optic front sight inserts. Hard
case is somewhat smoke scented, but gun is in fine condition. 1,500.00 2,000.00
248 (RM) Weatherby Mark V 416 REM Mag Rifle
#SB066504; 416 REM Mag 24" bbl. w/iron sights & tally rings. In very
nice, lightly used condition. 700.00 - 900.00
249 Remington 700 Rifle in 204 Ruger
#G6399334; 204 Ruger. Heavy weight 26" bbl w/laminate Varmiteer
stock. Gun is in nice used condition w/some scratches & marks on wood
w/scope rings & bases attached. 600.00 - 800.00
250 Browning Citori 12 ga O/U Shotgun
#07083NZ753; 12 ga. w/28" bbls adj butt, INV chokes, & pistol grip
stock. Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition & includes 7 additional
choke tubes & wrenches. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
251 (RM) Remington Model 700 DBL Enhanced 260 cal
#T6246513; 260 REM. 24" bbl. SS rifle w/enhanced engraved receiver &
detachable box magazines. Gun has custom walnut stock w/rosewood
ends, raised cheek piece & topped w/Nikon Buck Masters 4.5-14x scope.
In very nice, lightly used condition. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
252 Browning Gold Hunter 12 ga Shotgun
#113M38019; 12 ga. 26" vent rib bbl blued metal & walnut stock. Some
scratches on butt stock but overall in nice, used condition. 600.00 800.00
253 Schultz & Larsen Model 65 7x61 S&H(7mm Mag)
#6903; Gun made in Denmark & chamber in 7x61 cal which later came to
be known as 7mm REM mag. Gun has nice blued metal finish, nickeled
bolt, checkered walnut stock w/raised cheek piece & is topped
w/Weatherby 2 3/4x -10x scope. Overall scope & rifle are in very nice
used condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
254 Winchester Super-X Model 1 SKEET Gun
#M46886; 12 ga 26" ported SKEET choke bbl. w/vent rib. Gun has gold
filled engraving on bbl & receiver w/high grade walnut stock & soft rubber
Winchester pad. In very nice, used condition. 600.00 - 800.00
255 SAKO Finnbear 270 cal Rifle w/Leupold Scope
#30958; 270 cal. std config. 24" bbl. w/blued finish & checkered walnut
stock. Gun has some scratches & marks on wood & metal from use.

LOT #
Topped w/Leupold VX Freedom 3-9x scope w/good optics. Overall in
good used condition. 600.00 - 800.00
256 Browning Citori 12 ga O/U Shotgun
#23296H57; 12 ga. 28" bbls FULL/MOD w/3" chamber, checkered walnut
stock & is in very fine, lightly used condition. Includes original box & is
mechanically crisp. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
257 Ruger 77/17 17 HRM Rifle
#702-72952; 17HMR. Gun has threaded muzzle & blued finish &
checkered walnut stock. Topped w/4x scope & is in very fine overall
condition. 500.00 - 600.00
258 Ruger M77 270 WIN Short Mag Rifle
#772-08656; w/custom 270 WSM bbl. from G.A. Wakkinen. Bbl also has
threaded muzzle & is on early style Ruger M77 action w/tang safety.
Stock has some scratches & marks from use, overall in good used
condition & includes Ruger rings. 500.00 - 700.00
259 Browning BPS 20 ga Pump
#45836PN162; 20 ga. 22" vent rib bbl & INV chokes. Gun has straight
grip walnut stock w/some light scratches & marks. Overall in good, lightly
used condition. 500.00 - 600.00
260 Remington 11-87 Premier 12 ga Semi Auto Shotgun
#PC112076; 12 ga. 25 1/2" bbls. 3" chamber & REM Chokes, blued metal
& checkered walnut stock. Left had of receiver has one scratch,
otherwise gun is in like new condition. 600.00 - 800.00
261 Ruger No 3 22 Hornet Single Shot Rifle
#130-64279; 22 Hornet. 22" bbl w/band & plain walnut stock. Gun is in
like new condition w/scope bases attached. 750.00 - 1,000.00
262 Kimber Classic 22 Rifle
#KA01387; 22 cal. 22" bbl. w/blued finish & checkered walnut stock
w/Yonkers NY address on bbl. Gun has William rear sight & is in very
fine, lightly used condition. 700.00 - 900.00
263 Weatherby 7mm-08 Vanguard Rifle
#VB183959; 7mm-08. 24" bbl. Gun has synthetic stock & in very nice
lightly used condition. 500.00 - 600.00
264 Sauer 22 Target Rifle
#147; 5.6 mm/22 cal. 25 1/2" target weight bbl w/blued finish, target style
rear sight. Bbl is grooved for additional sights & gun has fancy checkered
walnut target style stock. Overall is in very fine, like new condition.
750.00 - 1,250.00
265 Remington Model 870 Magnum 12 ga Shotgun
#W439651M; 12 ga. 3" chamber w/28" vent rib bbl, REM choke system.
Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
266 Fine Belgium Browning Dbl Automatic Shotgun
#6A52082; 12 ga. 25" ventilated rib bbl w/MOD choke. Gun has excellent
original blue & wood is very clean aside from 1 spot on hand guard right
side near chamber. Comes w/original box & is a very fine Dbl Automatic
Browning Twelvette. 600.00 - 800.00
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267 Belgium Browning A5 Magnum
#69V40918; 12 ga w/32" vent rib bbl., FULL choke & 3" chamber.
Belgium mfg w/strong original blue & light edge ware. Wood is solid but
w/some scratches & marks mainly on butt stock. LOP is approx 14" &
overall is in fine original condition. 650.00 - 900.00
268 (RM) Belgium Browning Light Twelve A5 Shotgun
#68G52101; 12 ga. 27 1/2" vent rib bbl w/nice original blue, gold trigger,
checkered pistol grip stock. Overall gun is in very nice, lightly used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00
269 (RM) Remington Model 700 Classic 221 Fireball
G6341535; 21 fireball. std config w/scope rings & bases attached. Gun is
in very fine, lightly used condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
270 (RM) Remington Model 700 Classic 280 cal Rifle
#E6367907; 280 cal. std config w/ checkered walnut stock, scope bases
attached & in very fine lightly handled condition. 700.00 - 900.00
271 Ruger M77 6mm Rifle w/Weaver V12 Scope
#70-09227; Factory 6mm w/early bbl markings & early style tang safety &
bolt. Checkered stock is in nice condition along w/Weaver V12 scope.
Scope & rifle are in nice condition. This is a great example of an early
production original 6mm Ruger. 600.00 - 800.00
272 (RM) Remington Model 700 Classic in 338 WIN Mag
#B6841804; 338 WIN Mag. Std config w/Leupold rings & bases. Gun has
checkered walnut stock w/Limb Saver recoil pad added. 700.00 - 900.00
273 Marlin Original Golden 39A 22 cal Rifle
#24209640; 22 cal. 24" JM marked bbl. w/plain pistol grip stock. In very
nice oriinal condition w/scope base attached. 550.00 - 650.00
274 Early Production Remington Model 870 Wingmaster
#1116221V; 28" FULL choke plain bbl w/good original blue & some spots.
Gun has nickel bolt & shell carrier, checkered walnut stock. Overall is in
good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00
275 Remington Model 11-48 12 ga Semi Auto
#5222508; 12 ga. 28" plain bbl w/MOD choke. Gun has nickel bolt & shell
carrier, checkered stock w/some marks from age & use. Overall in good
used condition. 300.00 - 400.00
276 (RM) Remington Model 700 Classic 7mm Mauser Rifle
#B6309074; 7mm Mauser. Std config. & topped w/Redfield 3-9x scope.
Gun is in nice used condition w/some light scratches or marks on wood.
700.00 - 900.00
277 30-06 FN Mauser w/Leupold Scope
#29391; 30-06 Belgium Mfg. & 1954 dated w/24" bbl . Gun has blued
finish w/checkered walnut stock & cheek piece. Topped w/Leupold
VX-Freedom 3-9x scope. Overall in very good used condition. 600.00 700.00
278 Remington Model 8 32 cal Self Loading Rifle
#60685; 32REM. Std config w/good original blue & some light spots
mixed. Original walnut stock is solid & in good condition w/one small chip
at end of forearm, small marks & metal butt plate. Overall a nice original
Model 8 Remington Self Loader. 600.00 - 800.00

LOT #
279 Remington Nylon 76 LA Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. Std config. w/good original blue & light spotting on receiver.
Nylon stock is solid & in very good condition w/some light marks. Overall
in very nice, original condition. 700.00 - 900.00
280 Rare Remington Model 14 1/2 38-40 Carbine
#35150; 38-40. 18 1/2" carbine bbl. Gun has good bore & markings are
clean although gun may have been previously been refinished. Rear sight
slots are absent & gun has Marbles rear tang sight, aluminum butt plate &
is mechanically good. Overall a nice example of a rare 38-40 Remington
Carbine. 750.00 - 1,000.00
281 Remington Model 141 35 cal Pump Rifle
#46351; 35 REM 24" bbl w/strong original blue & plain pistol grip stock.
Stock has larger scratch on right side, otherwise gun is in very good
lightly used condition. 500.00 - 600.00
282 (RM) Marlin Model 336CB 38-55 Rifle
#99126865; 38-55. 24" oct JM marked bbl w/rear tang sight, straight grip
checkered stock & in like new, lightly handled condition. 800.00 1,000.00
283 (RM) Marlin 410 LA Shotgun
#91042059; 410 ga. 2 1/2" chamber & 22" bbl w/checkered wood stock.
Gun is in like new condition. 1,000.00 - 1,200.00
284 (RM) Remington Model 700 8mm Mauser Classic
#G6363890; 8mm Mauser. Classic std config. Stock does have some
light scratches or marks on right side from storage, otherwise gun
appears to be in like new condition. 600.00 - 800.00
285 (RM) Remington Model 700 Ltd 280 cal Rifle
#S6726858; 280 cal. 24" fluted SS bbl. w/checkered stock, black end
caps & engraved 280 Limited Edition floor plate. In very fine, like new
condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
286 (RM) Remington Model 700 Ltd 6mm Rifle
#S6761776; 6mm. 24" fluted SS bbl w/Leupold rings & bases attached,
custom 6mm Limited Edition floor plate & is in very fine, lightly used
condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
287 (RM) Remington Model 700 Ltd 17 REM Fireball Rifle
#S6610823; 17 REM Fireball w/24" SS fluted bbl, checkered walnut stock
& factory engraved floor plate for the 17 Fireball limited production rifle.
Gun has some light marks in wood & includes Leupold rings & bases, in
nice used condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
288 Early Ruger Finger Groove Sporter 10-22 Carbine
#10-97159; 22 cal. w/early bbl markings & desirable finger groove stock.
Gun has scope base attached & some light scratches on wood, overall in
good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
289 Winchester Model 94AE 357 Mag Saddle Ring Trapper
#6217571; 357 Magnum. 16" bbl. w/saddle ring frame & 1894-94 on right
side of receiver. Gun is in very fine, lightly handled condition. 600.00 800.00
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290 (RM) Remington Model 700 Classic 350 REM Mag Rifle
#B6717290; 350 REM Mag. 22" bbl w/iron sights & checkered stock. In
very fine, lightly handled condition. 700.00 - 900.00
291 (RM) Remington Model 700 Custom Bbl in 458 WIN Mag
#6494399; 458 WIN Mag. 24" 458 WIN Mag bbl w/scope rings & bases
attached. Gun has fancy checkered walnut stock w/ rosewood ends. Gun
is in very nice, lightly used condition. 100.00 - 100.00
292 (RM) Remington Model 700 BDL in 7mm-08 Rifle
#A6870993; 7mm-08. 24" heavier weight bbl. w/checkered walnut stock,
cheek piece & black end caps. Gun has scope rings & bases attached &
overall in very nice used condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
293 (RM) Remington 700 BDL 220 Swift 1st prod marked
#C6733176; 220 Swift. 24" heavy weight bbl marked 220 Swift marked
First Production. Gun has blued finish, checkered walnut stock, raised
cheek piece & black end caps. Includes scope rings & bases, overall is in
very nice, lightly used condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
294 (RM) Remington Model 700 BDL in 222 cal.
#B6270344; 222 cal. 24" heavier weight bbl. w/blued finish, checkered
walnut stock, raised cheek piece & black end caps. Gun comes
w/Leupold rings & bases attached & is in very fine, lightly used condition.
800.00 - 1,200.00
295 Remington Model 700 CDL 25-06 Rifle
#A6428263; 25-06. 24" blued bbl w/deluxe checkered stock, raised cheek
piece & ebony caps. Gun includes Leupold rings & bases & is in very
fine, lightly handled condition. 600.00 - 800.00
296 (RM) Remington Model 700 BDL 22-250 Rifle
#B6671615; 22-250. 24" heavy weight bbl w/blued finish & scope rings &
bases attached. Gun has checkered walnut stock, raised cheek piece &
black end caps. In very nice, used condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
297 (RM) Remington 700 BDL 6mm Rifle
#B6771314; 6mm. 24" heavier weight bbl w/blued finish, checkered
walnut stock, raised cheek piece & black end caps. Gun has Leupold
rings & bases attached & in very nice, lightly used condition. 800.00 1,200.00
298 (RM) Leupold 6-18 VXII Rifle Scope
matte black finish & in very nice used condition (D)
299 (RM) Leupold VXIII 4.5-14x50 mm Long Range Scope
matte black finish, std. cross hairs & in nice used condition (C)
300 Leupold VXII 4-12x Scope
w/std cross hairs & in good used condition (B)
301 Leupold VXII 4-12x Scope w/fine cross hairs
in good used condition (A)
302 (RM) Leupold 3-9 VXII Rifle Scope
gloss finish, std cross hairs w/few light scratches & marks from use, but
good overall (H)

LOT #
303 (RM) Burris 6-24x Signature Series Rifle Scope
in nice used condition (I)
304 (RM) Leupold VXIII 3.5-x10x Rifle Scope
gloss black finish w/fine cross hairs & in lightly used condition (G)
305 (RM) Leupold VX.R 1.5-4x Rifle Scope
in nice used condition. (F)
306 (RM) Leupold VXII 3-9x Rifle Scope
matte black finish, std cross hairs & in very nice used condition (E)
307 (RM) Marlin 1895 Century Ltd 45-70 Rifle
#18952398; 45-70 cal. 24" half round half oct blued bbl. Gun has silver
finished engraved receiver w/fancy checkered pistol grip stock. Stock
&/or metal has few small marks, but overall in fine, handled condition.
1,250.00 - 1,500.00
308 (RM) Marlin 1894 Century Ltd Deluxe Comm. Rifle
#94CL1337; 44-40 cal. 24" oct blued bbl., has fancy case colored &
engraved frame. Gun has checkered walnut stock & in very fine, lightly
handled condition w/few small marks on wood & metal. 1,250.00 1,500.00
309 Fine Remington Model 2 Rolling Block in 38 Rimfire
Antique. #9564; 38 rimfire w/24" oct bbl, bright bore & good original blue.
Mechanically crisp w/case colored receiver, walnut stock is original but
solid w/small scratches & marks. Overall a very clean & desirable Rolling
Block. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
310 1873 Winchester Rifle in 22 Short
Antique. #352009; 22 Short. Mfg in 1890 w/24" oct. bbl., fair bore & good
magazine tube. Bbl retains fair amount of original blue which is lightly
fading silver. The receiver is in the white w/no original finish remaining &
mechanically gun operated smoothly, stock is solid w/some scratches &
marks. Overall a nice 1873 in rare 22 Short cal & mechanically as lightly
used as you will find this model & configuration. 3,000.00 - 4,000.00
311 Rare 1953 Sheridan Model A Pellet Rifle & Box
Air rifle #00809; 5mm in std config & mechanically gun does not seem to
hold air any longer. Aluminum receiver & blackened bbl & air tube
w/original walnut stock. Stock has few small marks from age & use but
overall gun is very clean for being original. Also comes w/ original box
which is complete but worn w/some holes. Only approx. 2100 of these
were produced between 1947-1953. This is a nice example of an early
desirable Sheridan Model A rifle.
312 Custom Silver SEITZ Trap Gun
#33; 35" ventilated rib single trap bbl. Gun has high grade walnut stock,
checkered w/palm swell pistol grip, adj leather cheek piece & kick-eez
butt pad. Gun is in fine, lightly used condition w/aluminum Silver Seitz
case. Each Silver Seitz trap gun is custom made, current LOP approx. 14
1/2" 5,000.00 - 7,000.00
313 (RM) Marlin Model 39 Century Limited Carbine
#14565; 22 cal. 20" oct bbl. w/straight grip plain stock & gold accents.
Metal is good, stock has some marks & scratches from handling. Overall
in good condition. 500.00 - 700.00
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314 (RM) Marlin 1894 Cowboy Limited
#99117200; 357 cal/38 spec. 24" oct bbl w/straight grip checkered stock
& in very fine lightly handled condition. 700.00 - 900.00
315 (RM) Marlin 1894 Cowboy 32 H&R Magnum
#95200453; 32 H&R Mag. 20" oct bbl. w/blued finish, cross bolt safety &
plain walnut stock. In like new condition. 700.00 - 900.00
316 (RM) Marlin 1895M 450 Marlin LA Rifle
#99008554; 450 Marlin cal w/18 1/2" compensated bbl. & straight grip
checkered stock. Gun has scope base & rings attached & limb saver
recoil pad added. In very fine lightly used condition. 600.00 - 900.00
317 Early Belgium Browning 22 Take Down w/Wheel Sight
#172033; 22cal Belgium made w/strong original blue & grooved receiver
& early rear Wheel Sight. Walnut stock set is very good w/few light
scratches & marks on forearm. Gun has one noticeable scratch on left
side of bbl forward hand guard, otherwise a mint example. 600.00 800.00
318 (RM) Marlin 1894 Cowboy Carbine 41 Mag
#CCl00525; 41 Magnum w/20" oct. bbl w/plain walnut stock. Gun is in like
new condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00
319 308 cal Browning BLR Rifle
#03055PR227; 308 cal. 20" bbl. w/blued finish, checkered walnut stock &
few small marks in wood. Overall in very fine, lightly handled condition
w/scope bases attached. 600.00 - 700.00
320 Custom BSA Martini Cadet Rifle in 6.8x43R cal
#7884; chambered in 6.8x43R cal. 26" bbl. w/bright bore, even blued
finish, a Lyman receiver sight, hooded front sight w/insert & checkered
pistol grip stock. In very nice, used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
321 Ithaca Mag 10 Bbl
32" vent rib bbl in very nice condition.
322 Remington 870 Rifle Barrel & Scope
23" rifled bbl w/cantilever mount w/parkerized style finish & 2-7x scope
attached. In good used condition.
323 Remington 870 28" Vent Rib Bbl for 3" chamber
Blued finish & in like new condition w/REM choke system & fiber optic
sights attached.
324 Bbl & Accessories lot for Remington 1100
Hastings 50 cal black powder bbl for the Model 1100 w/unique top loading
storage for a ram rod & is in very nice condition. Plus original plain 3"
Magnum 30" bbl.;
rifled 12 ga slug bbl 2 3/4" w/iron sights; & 24" vent rib bird bbl
w/removable choke tubes, both are Hastings mfg & in very fine condition.
Comes w/approx. 8 Remington style choke tubes & Konus 1.5x5 Slug
Scope w/mount.
325 Remington Model 1100 12ga Magnum
#M415009M; 12 ga. MOD 30" bbl. w/vent rib & 3" chamber & some light
edge wear. Wood is good although butt stock has visible 4" crack on left
side, wood feels solid but crack is visible. Overall in very fine condition.
400.00 - 600.00

LOT #
326 Ruger 77/17 17HMR Rifle w/Scope
#702-84763; 17 HRM. Std config & topped w/Leupold VXI 3-9x scope.
Gun is in good used condition w/some light scratches on metal & wood,
magazine is absent. 500.00 - 600.00
327 Custom FN Mauser 264 WIN Rifle
#A4627; FN Mauser action & 22" bbl. chambered in 264 cal. w/fancy
checkered maple stock, raised cheek piece & ebony end caps. Gun has
scope rings attached & is in nice, used condition. 600.00 - 800.00
328 SAKO Model 461 Vixen Re Chambered in 223 cal.
#77841; originally 222 cal & gun has been re chambered to 223 w/original
markings defaced on bbl. Gun has fancy checkered stock w/rosewood
ends & mixed scratches & marks on metal. In fair overall condition & gun
has been re chambered & remarked, be aware of this prior to bidding.
500.00 - 700.00
329 Remington Sportsman Model 74 30-06 Rifle
#8466437; 30-06. w/22" bbl., blued steel, newer composite stock & 2-7x
Burris scope. Overall in very nice, lightly used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
330 (RM) NIB Remington Model 700 Classic n 243 cal
#A6749113; 243 cal. 22" bbl. in std config & in like NIB condition. 700.00
- 900.00
331 Savage Model 110 7mm Mag w/Scope
#F345694; 7mm Magnum. 24" blued bbl & composite stock. Gun is
topped w/3-9x Barska scope & is in nice used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
332 Beretta AL 391 Ringneck 12 ga.
#PF0140; 12 ga. 1 of 1,000 Pheasants Forever edition w/28" vent rib bbl,
blued finish & golden Pheasants Forever motifs. Gun has ext magazine,
ext choke, mercury inserts, checkered wood stock & gun has some
scratches & marks, shows use & includes original box, paperwork & 6
additional ext choke tubes. 500.00 - 700.00
333 Beretta AL391 Urika 12 ga Trap Shotgun
#AA054603; 12 ga. 32" Trap marked bbl for 2 3/4 & 3" shells. In good
used condition w/mixed scratches & marks on wood & metal. 400.00 600.00
334 Ruger 77/22 Rifle
#700-47677; 22 cal. 20" bbl w/blued finish, checkered walnut stock & is
topped w/Weaver K6-C3 rifle scope. Gun has some light scratches &
marks on wood, overall in good used condition & absent magazine.
450.00 - 550.00
335 Marlin 39A 22 cal rifle Circa 1953
#M15632; 22 cal. 24" round JM marked bbl. w/strong blue finish & clean
pistol grip stock w/Marlin Bulls Eye. Bbl is tapped for side mount scope &
overall is in very nice condition. 600.00 - 800.00
336 Fine VZ24 243 cal. Custom Sporter Rifle
#1579D1; w/custom 243 cal. 24" bbl. ,blue finish & VZ24 short action
receiver w/3 position safety & scope rings. Gun has fine Fajen walnut
stock w/rosewood ends & overall a very nice custom Sporter 243. 500.00
- 700.00
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337 Spanish Rifled O/U 12 ga Shotgun
#13-03-02545-12-12-76; 12 ga. 21" bbls, both are fully rifled. Gun has
engraved silver finished frame, single selective trigger & topped
w/Leupold Vari XIII 1.5-5x rifle scope. Overall in good used condition.
600.00 - 800.00
338 New England 12 ga Model SB2 Shotgun
#NC224804; 12 ga. 22" bbl w/3" chamber & MOD choke. Includes a 223
cal bbl w/attached Simmons scope. Gun is in very nice, lightly used
condition. 100.00 - 200.00
339 H&R Handi Rifle in 35 Whelen
#311465; 35 Whelen. 22" bbl. Topped w/3-9x scope & gun is in like new
condition. 300.00 - 400.00
340 Remington Model 1100 12 ga Shotgun
#N048008V; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbl. w/MOD choke & 2 3/4" chamber.
Receiver & bbl have light spots on most metal. Wood is solid w/adj butt
pad. Gun is in good used condition w/spots on metal. 250.00 - 350.00
341 (RM) Burris Signature Series 8-32x Scope
gloss finish w/fine cross hairs & in very fine, lightly used condition (M)
342 (RM) Burris 8-34x Signature Series Rifle Scope
gloss black finish w/circle center cross hair & caps have scratches &
marks, otherwise good used condition. (L)
343 (RM) Burris 4-16x Signature Series Rifle Scope
matte black finish w/mil dots on cross hairs (K)
344 (RM) Burris 6-24x Signature Series Rifle Scope
in nice used condition w/fine cross hairs (J)
345 Leupold Vari X II 3-9x 50mm Scope (z)
gloss finish w/some exterior marks from rings & use, std reticle & in nice
lightly used condition.
346 Leupold Vari X III 2.5-8x Scope (Y)
matte finish & in very nice, like new but used condition.
347 (RM) Leupold VXII 1-4x Scope
in very fine used condition (N)
348 Hornady Bullet Boards
measures 22"x14" & is in nice condition.
349 Nosler Bullet Board
measures 17"x9 1/2" & is in nice overall condition.
350 Giant Non Typical White Tail Replica Mount
Replica horns which are removable for easy transportation, original buck
was PA deer scoring 375 5/8 BC, non typical. 1,000.00 - 2,000.00
351 AYA #2 20 ga Game Gun
#602471; 20 ga. 26" bbls w/right bbl choked MOD, left bbl choked
IMP/CYL. bores are bright w/strong original blue. The receiver is case
colored fully engraved w/8 Pin removable side plates. Gun has finely
checkered English style straight stock w/wooden checkered butt. LOP is
approx. 14 5/8". Gun appears to be in new or like new condition & comes
in a form fit, toe under luggage case. Overall a beautiful High Grade AYA
20 ga Game Gun. 3,000.00 - 4,000.00
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352 LC Smith Featherweight Ideal Grade 20 ga Dbl
#FW103280; 20 ga. Mfg in 1927. 30" bbls FULL/FULL w/bright bores &
case colored engraved receiver w/single selective Hunter style trigger &
automatic ejectors. LOP is approx. 14", wood appears original & in fine
condition. Mechanically gun is crisp w/strong original finish overall &
action lever remains right of center when closed, overall gun appears
original & lightly if every used. Comes w/leather mutten leg case & a
vintage Marbles cleaning rod. 4,000.00 - 5,000.00
353 Antique Parker PH Grade - #1 16 ga Dbl
Antique. #88239; 16 ga. 28" Damascus pattern twist bbls. Bores are good
w/some light pits & strong pattern remains on outside of bbls, right bbl
does have small dents at muzzle. The frame is fading silver in case
colors in protected areas. Mechanically gun is crisp & wood is good
w/LOP approx. 14 2/8" to rubber pad. Circa 1897 date of mfg., overall a
good early Parker 16 ga. dbl. 750.00 - 1,250.00
354 Parker Company Glass Jar Coffee Grinder
measures approx. 11 1/2" tall w/no handle & has original instructions
inside w/Parker embossed glass jar. Parker like Winchester & Colt also
branched off into Hardware & Home good items for a period, a unique
piece for the Parker collector.
355 A.H Fox Sterlingworth 12 ga Dbl Bbl Shotgun
#115503; 12 ga. 30" bbls w/bright bores & good exterior blue remaining.
Case colored receiver shows strong colors overall, mechanically gun is
crisp w/action lever right of center upon closing. Dbl triggers & extractors,
wood is original & solid w/mixed small marks from use. LOP is approx. 14
2/8" & DAH approx, 2 3/4". Overall a fine Philadelphia made Fox
Sterlinworth. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
356 Hollenbeck Gun Co Damascus Bbl Drillings
#382; 12 ga/32 cal rifled bbl. (32-40) Damascus bbls marked Hollenbeck
Gun Co Wheeling W. VA Damascus Steel. Bore are good & receiver has
case colors in protected areas. Wood appears original & in good condition
w/correct Hollenbeck butt plate. Mechanically gun is good & overall a nice
example of an early American Drillings. 750.00 - 1,250.00
357 Custom Engraved Winchester Model 12 12 ga
#1352082; 12 ga. 30" high rib full choke bbl w/fully engraved German
style receiver signed by engrave V. Doyen, left side is deer & right side is
wild bores. Gun has high grade checkered stock w/elaborate pistol grip
cap & raised cheek piece. Mechanically gun is good & a very attractive
customized Winchester Model 12. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00
358 Pre War Winchester Model 12 Black Diamond Trap Gun
#803682; 12 ga. 1939 production. 30" FULL choke vent rib bbl. & retains
strong blue overall. Gun has checkered black diamond stock & rubber
Winchester pad w/3 spacers. LOP is approx. 14 1/2" & gun is Trap
marked below serial number & mechanically gun is smooth. Overall gun
is in very nice condition & is a fine Pre-War Model 12 Black Diamond
Trap gun. Includes a 30" vent rib IMP-MOD bbl, is not serial numbered to
match, but goes nicely w/the gun for a different choke combination. Also
includes a nice leather take down case. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
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359 Factory Engraved Remington 8 35 cal Self Loading
21946; 35 REM. Gun is in std config w/Peerless grade engraving &
checkering. Gun retains strong original blue overall w/only some light
edge wear. High grade checkered walnut stock w/sling swivels attached &
hard rubber butt plate attached. Includes period Lyman receiver sight
w/ivory bead front. Overall a fine example of a rare factory engraved
Model 8 Remington. 2,500.00 - 3,500.00
360 American Arms Co of Boston Side Swinger 10 ga Dbl
Antique. #113; 10 ga. 30" bbls bores are frosted but in good useable
condition. This is a higher grade dbl w/engraved receiver & trigger guard.
Some case colors remain in protected areas & stock is original, solid & in
good overall condition. Skeletonized butt plate & overall a nice example
of a very rare & desirable American Gun Co of Boston Dbl. 10. 1,000.00 1,500.00
361 Custom Engraved Winchester 1895 405 cal Rifle
#91862; Mfg in 1915. 24" bbl. in 405 cal. Gun has deep relief engraved
receiver w/canoe paddlers on left & bear on right. Bbl is engraved at
breech & muzzle w/high grade walnut stock, gold trigger, jeweled bolt &
gun has 3 Leaf express sight. Stock & metal fit have some gap in wrist
area which have been partially filled & visible in photos. Otherwise an
exceptional Custom 405 cal 1895 Winchester. 3,000.00 - 4,000.00
362 Antique Winchester 1886 in rare 50 Express Cal
#82362; 50 Express. Mfg. in 1893. 26" oct bbl. Bore has decent rifling but
lightly frosted overall. Gun has spotted brown patina bbl & magazine tube,
receiver is spotted silver. Mechanically gun is good & gun has fancier
figured walnut stock w/sling swivel added in butt plated w/rear ladder style
sight. Overall a good example of a desirable 50 Express cal. 1886
Winchester. 4,000.00 - 5,000.00
363 Winchester 1873 38 WCF Rifle w/Extra Long 30" bbl
Antique #234865; 38 WCF. mfg in 1887 w/extra long 30" oct bbl. & fair
bore. Bbl & receiver retain good original blue& typical edge wear & mixed
brown spots. Visible case colors on lever & hammer, bbl has additional
J.H.M. stamp behind Winchester patents. Wood is original & solid, overall
a very nice special order long bbl 1873 rifle. 3,000.00 - 5,000.00
364 Antique Large Frame Colt Lightning Rifle
Antique. #1116; 40-60 cal. 1888 production. 28" oct bbl w/re-blued metal
finish & bore is pitted, otherwise fair. Mechanically gun is good & wooden
forearm has some repair but is original w/interesting Marbles rear tang
sight. Overall a decent example of a hard to find Large Frame Colt Pump
Rifle. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00
365 Unopened box of Winchester 44 cal 1873 Bullets
Box is in very nice, original condition & is unopened but with seams split
on right & left ends. Overall in clean & in nice condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00
366 Unopened box of UMC 25 Stevens Rim Fire Cartridges
in very overall condition & wrapped.
367 Unopened UMC 25 Stevens short Rim Fire Cartridges
in very nice condition & wrapped.
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368 Original Box of Winchester 38-72 cal Bullets
assumed full & correct, box has been opened but in nice original condition
& is wrapped.
369 50 round box Rare 35 WIN SLR Ammo
370 Box of Winchester 00 Buckshot Brass Shells
2 piece box of original loaded condition, box is in fair condition w/some
split seams.
371 Early Colt Single Action 45 cal Revolver
#195319; 45LC. Mfg in 1900 4 3/4" bbl. w/faded silver finish.
Mechanically gun is good & has white bone/ivory grips. Comes w/factory
letter showing it shipped to W. YETH Hardware & Mfg Co St Joseph, MO
April 24, 1900. Overall in nice original condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
372 Smith & Wesson No 2 Percussion Revolver
Antique. #12251; 6" oct bbl. Spotted grey to brown patina & mechanically
fair. Grips are original & in good condition, overall in nice condition for a
Civil War era revolver. Comes w/later production Slim Jim style holster.
500.00 - 700.00
373 Colt SA Army 357 Magnum Revolver
#30330SA; 357 Mag. 5 1/2" blued bbl & case colored frame w/hard
rubber grips. Frame retains good case colors, bbl & cylinder show holster
wear, otherwise gun is in very nice condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00
374 Copy of Colt Single Action Revolver
Antique. #10705; 41 cal. 5 3/4" bbl. & 1 1/2" cylinder. Gun has even
spotted grey patina w/good markings on bbl. Colt style grips are well worn
& chipped on both front corners. Mechanically gun is ok & is approx. 3/4
size of a true Colt SA. These were made by various Spanish & foreign
companies taking advantage of Colt name & recognition in handguns of
that time. Overall in good original condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00
375 Original Colt SA Army Revolver in 38 WCF cal
Antique. #174514; 38 WCF. Mfg in 1897. 5 1/2" bbl. w/single line
address. Gun is mostly silver but w/case colors in protected areas on
frame. Mechanically good & grips are worn smooth, overall a nice antique
production Colt Single Action. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00
376 Antique Colt Dbl Action Revolver
Antique. #219024; 38 cal Colt. 6" bbl. w/spotted brown patina w/clear
patent date Mar 5.95. Mechanically good, grips are solid & a nice original
early dbl action Colt. 500.00 - 700.00
377 Rare Antique Remington Model 1875 SA Army Rev.
Antique. #14241; 44 cal. 7 12" bbl. Metal is a spotted brown to grey
patina. Mechanically gun is ok, grips are original & in fair condition.
Correct lanyard loop swivel on butt & overall a good example of a scarce
SA Remington which its condition may improve w/some TLC. 1,000.00 1,500.00
378 Fine Antique Remington Vest Pocket 22 Short Pistol
Antique. #NSN; 22 short w/nickel finish & original wood grips,
mechanically good w/some light spots & overall a nice example of scarce
vest pocket Remington Derringer. Only 4" in overall length. 500.00 700.00
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379 Original Colt 2nd Model 41 Rim Fire Derringer
#4823; 41 Rim Fire. In fair condition w/original grips & typical mixed
marks & scratches from age & use. 400.00 - 600.00
380 Antique 22 Short Rim Fire Baby Hammerless Pocket
Antique. #NSN; 22 short rim fire w/1 1/2" bbl, nickel finish & MOP grips.
Mechanically gun is fair & w/good original condition. Right grip is cracked
but remains solid. 300.00 - 400.00
381 Early Whitney Spur Trigger 32 cal Revolver
Antique. #6223B; 32 Rim Fire. Nickel finish w/3 3/8" bbl. Mechanically
cylinder does not rotate or index. Most nickel is in good condition aside
from areas on cylinder. Grips are original & overall a good antique
Whitneyville revolver. 150.00 - 250.00
382 Colt 41 Rim Fire Swivel Bbl Derringer
Antique. #NSN; 41 rim fire. 2 1/2" bbl w/silver plated brass frame & wood
grips. Mechanically gun is good & in nice original condition. 400.00 500.00
383 Faultless Silver Pen Gas Gun
non-gun, curio item in nice condition.
384 20 ga Parker Trojan Dbl Bbl.
#160662; 20 ga. Circa 1915. 28" bbls & bright bores. Good exterior blue
remains & lightly fading to silver in spots, frame has some case colors in
protected areas. Mechanically gun is crisp & wood clean & solid w/approx
14 1/8" LOP, butt plate is a replacement. Overall a fine Trojan Grade 20
ga. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
385 Winchester 21 3" Heavy Duck w/Grand Amer Engraving
#30301; 12 ga w/30" bbls & 3" chambers w/bright bores, single selective
trigger & ejectors. Gun has Grand American style engraving w/gold
pheasants & dog. Plus custom engraved stock & forearm w/ elaborate
inlays & high relief carving. Overall in very fine condition & a beautiful
Model 21 Heavy Duck. 7,000.00 - 10,000.00
386 LC Smith Trap Grade Dbl Bbl 12 ga.
#219036; 12 ga 32" bbls FULL/IMP/MOD. Mfg in 1916 w/single selective
Hunter style trigger & automatic ejectors. LOP approx 14 1/8" to pad &
bores are good w/right bore showing some visible pits, left bore is cleaner
but w/some visible pit spots. Gun has good exterior blue on bbls. & right
bbl does have some dent or ding approx. 12" from muzzle. The trap grade
engraved receiver has visible case colors but also fading to silver w/some
brown spots mixed. A MN drivers licensed is lightly electro pencilled on
bottom of receiver. Mechanically gun locks up good & overall a fine
example of a partially restored LC Smith Trap Grade dbl. 1,500.00 2,500.00
387 Fine Winchester Model 21 20 ga w/28" SKEET bbls
#22084; 20 ga. w/28" bbls. Right bbl is marked WS1, left bbl is marked
WS2 w/single selective trigger, ejectors & 14 1/2" LOP on hard red
Winchester pad. Mfg in 1948 & made to spec for a Mr. Edwin Flato
President of the Corpus Christie Hardware Co of Texas. Mechanically
gun is crisp, bores are bright & forearm shows some light age crack
where wood meets receiver, but wood remains solid. Gun has some light
space & repairs along upper tang, but overall a fine 20 ga Model 21 in an

LOT #
odd configuration w/28" SKEET bbls, includes letter. 7,000.00 - 10,000.00
388 Custom Engraved Winchester 1886 45-70 cal Rifle
#139957; 45-70. 1906 production w/24" bbl. Receiver is fully floral
engraved along w/engraving bbl breech & lever. Gun has deep reliefed
engraved stock & forearm, mechanically gun is smooth w/Marbles
Buckhorn rear sight & Ivory Bead Lyman front. Comes w/original rubber
butt plate & overall is a nice example of a Custom Engraved 1886
Winchester 2,000.00 - 3,000.00
389 Rare Winchester 30-06 1895 NRA? Musket
#95173; 30-06. Mfg in 1915. 24" round bbl w/bright bore & strong blue
finish remaining on bbl & receiver. Mechanically crisp & smooth, wood is
in good condition w/hand guard, compass has been placed in top comb of
stock & gun has bayonet lug on front band. A good original example of a
very scarce 30-06 Musket. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00
390 Fine American Arms Co Boston Side Swinger 12 ga
Antique #892; 12 ga. 32" Damascus bbls w/bright bores & center rib
marked American Arms Co Boston. Receiver retains case colors in
protected areas & mechanically gun is good. Skeletonized butt plate
stock is solid w/visible crack at wrist on left side. Overall an attractive &
unusual 12 ga. Side Swing Dbl. 750.00 - 1,250.00
391 Swaine & Adeney Bird Hunters Lunch Satchel
includes glass flask w/silver lid & silver sandwich box w/form fitting
leather pouch. In very nice condition w/belt & over the should strap.
392 Ithaca NID Grade 5 Dbl Bbl Shotgun
#457525; 12 ga. 32" bbls. w/good bores & good exterior blue remaining.
Gun has raised ventilated rib w/matted top & dbl ivory beads. Case
colored 5E engraved receiver w/golden Woodcock on right, single trigger
& ejectors, checkered beaver tail forearm, butt stock has LOP of approx
14 1/2" to rubber pad. Wood appears solid, but w/numerous small
scratches & small chips from age & use. Action lever stays right of center
upon closing & overall is a fine example of a 5E Ithaca dbl. Over the
course of the NID Ithaca mfg only 155 guns were made in the Grade 5,
this is a fine example of a rare New Ithaca Double.
393 LC Smith Specialty Grade 12 ga Dbl
#S-20328; 12 ga. 30" bbls FULL/MOD w/single selective trigger &
automatic ejectors. Mechanically gun locks up good & the raised rib has
matted finish & is dbl beaded. Gun has been restocked w/oversized
beaver tail checkered forearm & LOP is approx. 13 1/2". Overall a very
nice restocked LC Smith Specialty Grade Dbl 1,500.00 - 2,500.00
394 Early Winchester 1894 32-40 cal
#305460; 32-40. 1904 production w/ 26" oct bbl. & fair bore. Good original
blue fading to grey. Mechanically gun is good & wood is solid w/period
Lyman tang sight. 800.00 - 1,200.00
395 A.H. Fox Sterlingworth Dbl Bbl 12 ga Shotgun
#125590; 12 ga. 30" Fluid steel bbls, good bores & very nice original
external blue w/some typical small scratches & marks. Gun has case
colored receiver showing good colors remaining w/light fading on bottom
w/dbl triggers & extractors & is mechanically crisp. Wood appears original
& is in nice condition w/some small marks, LOP is approx. 13 5/8" & DAH
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measures approx. 2 3/4". Overall a fine original Fox Sterlingworth
Philadelphia mfg gun. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
396 Winchester Model 1895 SRC
#400793; 30 cal Army. Std saddle ring config w/bright bore & is
mechanically good w/Williams receiver sight added. Gun has strong blue
overall w/bbl fading to silver patina & walnut stock is very clean w/original
rear sight. A nice example of a Model 1895 Winchester saddle ring
carbine, Mfg. 1922. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00
397 LC Smith Specialty Grade 12 ga Dbl
#R66282; 12 ga. 30" FULL/MOD bbls. Mfg in 1924. Bbls are marked
London Steele & has bright bores. Engraved & case colored receiver,
lightly fading silver w/some brown spots, dbl triggers, extractors, LOP
approx. 14 1/8" & wood is clean & in nice overall condition. Mechanically
gun is crisp & it locks up tight w/action lever slightly right of center when
closed. A fine Ideal Grade LC Smith 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
398 Factory Built Custom Trap Winchester for Ed Ulrich
#1948151; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl. w/Salesman Sample Duck Bill
vent rib. Gun is factory engraved w/12-2 pattern of Gold inlayed pointer
on left & ducks on right side. Fancy Monte Carlo roll over stock w/marble
texture. Gun retains strong original blue & is mechanically crisp w/jeweled
bolt & shell carrier. Comes w/some documentation from Ed Ulrich &
overall a very nice Custom Model 12. 2,500.00 - 3,500.00
399 Fine Early Hammered German Drillings
#NSN; 16 ga/ 11mm bore for rimmed cartridge. 28" bbls w/bright shotgun
& rifle bores. bbl flat marked P. OBERHAMMER MUNCHEN. Dark case
colored receiver & locks w/scroll engraving & flip up sight on tang & flip up
rear blade. Mechanically gun is crisp w/checkered walnut stock & horn
trigger guard extension. Overall a very fine condition German Drillings.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00
400 Custom Engraved Winchester Model 12 12 ga
#1783890; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbl w/MOD choke, fully engraved receiver
w/ducks on right side & dogs on left side. Also has fully engraved high
relief stock w/flushing pheasants & grouse on right & ducks on left side.
Gun has jeweled bolt & shell carrier, is mechanically good. A very nice
custom engraved Winchester Model 12. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00
401 Nice Winchester 32-40 Lever Action Rifle
177544; 32-40. Mfg. in 1899 w/26" round bbl & bright bore. Bbl magazine
tube & receiver retain good original blue wearing on edges. mechanically
gun is good & wood is solid, in nice condition. A nice LA 32-40. 800.00 1,200.00
402 American Arms Co Boston 10 ga Dbl
Antique. #370; 29" Damascus Pattern bbls w/good bores & fancy
engraved receiver. Wood is original & butt stock is in good condition
forearm is solid but shows repair. Gun has spotted grey to brown patina &
overall a good early American 10 ga dbl. 500.00 - 650.00
403 Winchester 1894 25-35 Rifle
#562848; 25-35. Mfg in 1911. 26" oct bbl w/fair bore. Nice original blue
remains on bbl & magazine tube. Receiver has brown patina, wood is
solid w/scratches & marks. Overall a nice 1894 in a rare caliber. 1,000.00

LOT #
- 1,500.00
404 Fine Antique Bornmann Slide & Break 12 ga Dbl
Antique. 30 1/8' bbls in good condition, lightly frosted bores. Center rib
marked JOH. Bornmann in DROSSEN. A unique action where the under
lever first slides bbls forward then breaks them open. Gun has elaborate
engraved receiver, dbl triggers, a horn trigger guard w/break on front end.
Wood appears original & in good condition. A very interesting antique
German dbl. 600.00 - 800.00
405 Factory Engraved Winchester 12 12 ga Trap Gun
#902355; 12 ga. Mfg in 1942. 30" FULL choke bbl w/solid rib. Gun is
marked Model 12 Trap forward of serial number w/factory engraved
receiver, checkered high grade walnut stock & original Winchester butt
pad. Mechanically gun is in excellent condition however top of comb on
stock does show 1 scratch in finish. Previously this gun was owned by Ed
Ulrich & was engraved by Pauline Muerrle, custom shop engraver at
Winchester. Gun comes w/some documentation from Ed Ulrich. 2,500.00
- 3,500.00
406 Winchester Model 1886 45-70 Take Down Rifle
#156578; 45-70. 1919 production w/24" take down bbl & good bore. Good
blue remains on bbl & receiver is fading to silver. Walnut stock is solid &
overall gun is a nice 45-70 Take Down Winchester. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
407 Rare Ethan Allen Hinge Breech 12 ga Dbl
Antique. #2701; 12 ga. w/unique flip open breech, 26 1/2" bbl & pitted
bores. Mechanically good & gun has brown to silver patina w/original
stock. Overall in good condition for age. Circa 1865-1871 w/potentially
only hundreds produced. 600.00 - 1,000.00
408 Remington 1894 Dbl Bbl Trap Gun
#139938; 12 ga. circa 1910. 30" bbls. dbl triggers & auto ejectors. Bores
are fair w/some light pits & right bbl. Nicely checkered high grade walnut
stock is cracked at wrist w/previous glue repair w/period recoil pad added.
Mechanically gun is good & is a nice early Remington dbl. w/approx
14,000 mfg. 500.00 - 700.00
409 Rare Belgium Top Rifle Drillings
Antique. Bbls are 30" & top bore is approx. 30 cal. rifled. Shotgun bbls are
12 ga & all have good bores. Mechanically gun is good & wood is solid
w/an attractive Fiddle Back walnut figure. A nice example of an unusual
American market Drillings. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
410 Winchester Model 88 243 WIN Carbine
#H270968; 243 WIN. Mfg in 1972 in carbine config w/bbl band. Very
clean original blue & clean original carbine stock, comes w/one additional
magazine. 750.00 - 1,250.00
411 Pre 64 Winchester Model 88 308 cal Rifle
#99967; 308 cal. Mfg in 1960. Std config & gun has nice original blue
finish w/checkered walnut stock. Stock has some scratches & light marks
w/scope base attached. Includes 1 additional magazine & overall a very
nice used Pre 64 Model 88 rifle. 700.00 - 800.00
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412 Antique Hanover Dbl Bbl 36 cal Rifle
Antique. The right lock is marked Hanover & gun has 27 1/2" rifled bores
for approx. 36 cal. cartridge. Bores are good & gun has claw mounts for
scope, under lever action, patina metal finish & original checkered walnut
stock. Overall gun is in good original condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
413 Pair of Spanish Colt Single Action Copies
Antique copies made of Single Action Colts by Spanish companies in
displayed in old wooden plaque. Top 7 1/2" bbl & bottom 4 3/4" bbl., both
guns are somewhat crude but both do mechanically function. Numerous
foreign countries made copies of the popular Colt Single Actions of the
day to take advantage of the well known name Colt Firearms. 600.00 800.00
414 Early Powder Horn Charging Flask
approx 8" overall w/unique flat horn & forged style spring & opener. Has
name or unit markings & is an interesting early powder flask.
415 Antique Allen & Thurber Pepperbox Pistol
Antique. 20 cal. w/3 1/2" bbls & mechanically good. Nipple shroud is in
tack & wood grips are original w/some pitting is visible on bbl after
cleaning, but overall in good condition. 400.00 - 500.00
416 Antique Bacon & Co Under Hammer Pepperbox Pistol
Antique. 30 cal bores w/3 1/2" bbls, spur trigger & under hammer design.
The nipple shroud & action are pitted & silver. Mechanically gun is ok &
wood grips are original. Overall in fair original condition. 400.00 - 600.00
417 Antique Allen & Thurber Pepperbox Pistol
Antique. 3 1/2" bbl. w/spotted brown patina, grips are fair w/visible crack
& gun is mechanically ok. 250.00 - 350.00
418 Parlor Card 1866 Winchester Cassville, WI
in nice condition & measures 4 1/4" x 6 1/2"
419 Secret Service Special 32 cal Top Break Revolver
#43001; 32 S&W Short. w/nickel finish, 5" bbl & rubber grips. Gun is in
nice original condition & has unique safety knob w/ 1917 patent date.
200.00 - 300.00
420 H&R Trapper Model 22 Pistol
#113697; 22 cal. 6" oct bbl. w/good original blue, checkered grips & some
light spots. Overall in very nice original condition. 200.00 - 300.00
421 Hopkins & Allen Range Model 32 Short Revolver
Antique. #6972A; 32 short Colt cal. 6" oct bbl w/nickel finish & wood
grips. Mechanically gun does not always index or cock property, but a
good looking antique cartridge revolver.
422 33 rounds Vintage 45-75 Ammo
423 Hi Standard Model B 22 Pistol
#18871; 22 cal. 6 3/4" bbl. w/good original blue & light holster wear on
edges & original grips. Nice original condition & comes w/period holster.
400.00 - 500.00
424 (RM) High Standard HD Military 22 w/4 3/8" bbl
#259068; 22 cal. 4 3/8" bbl. Gun has blued finish w/typical edge ware &
marks, in fair used condition. 300.00 - 400.00
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425 HI Standard Model H-D Military 22 Pistol
#191574; 22 cal. 6 3/4" bbl. w/blued finish & checkered walnut grips. Gun
has some light marks but overall in very clean original condition. 500.00 600.00
426 Colt Match Target 22 cal Pistol
#208371-S; 22 cal. 6" target bbl. w/blued finish, target sights & checkered
target grips. Gun has few light spots or marks, but overall is in very good
lightly used condition. 600.00 - 800.00
427 Fine Colt Huntsman 22 cal Pistol
#076230S; 22 cal. 6" bbl w/strong original blue finish & nice checkered
wood grips. Circa 1975 mfg & overall in very fine condition. 400.00 600.00
428 Colt Targetsman 22 Pistol
#189209-C; 22 cal. 6" 1/8" bbl. w/blued finish, holster wear & marks on
bbl. Gun has target style wood grips & is in good used condition. 400.00 500.00
429 Colt Police Positive 32 cal Revolver
#158304; 32 Short Police cartridge. Mfg in 1920 w/5" bbl, blued finish &
hard rubber grips. Mechanically gun is good w/some light edge wear, but
overall in nice original circa 1920 Colt revolver. 400.00 - 600.00
430 Early Colt 1903 Pocket Pistol
#17029; 32 ACP. Mfg in 1905. Std config w/good original blue, but holster
wear on edged & mixed spots or marks. Grips are original & gun is a good
example of an original 1903 Colt Pocket Pistol. 450.00 - 600.00
431 Colt 1903 32 cal Pocket Pistol
#146807; 32 cal. 1913 mfg. Gun has good original blue w/typical edge/
holster wear, mixed spots, hard rubber grips are good & has dual tone
magazine. A nice original 32 cal Pocket Model. 500.00 - 700.00
432 Colt 1908 25 ACP Pocket Pistol
#82144; 25 ACP. Std config. w/blued finish & case colored trigger & grip
safety. Gun retains good original blue & has some scratches & marks,
mainly on front of slide. Original grips are good & magazine is in rougher
condition than gun w/visible pits & marks. Overall gun is in good original
condition. 300.00 - 500.00
433 Colt 1903 32 cal Pocket Pistol
#87819; 32 ACP. circa 1909. Gun retains good original blue finish w/niter
blue trigger & safety catch. Right side does have some visible spots &
has rubber grips. Overall in good original condition. 400.00 - 600.00
434 (RM) Remington Model 700 Classic in 300 Whelen
#C6282381; 35 Whelen in std classic config. Gun is in very nice, lightly
handled condition. 600.00 - 800.00
435 NIB left handed Cooper Model 21 Varminter 17 REM
#VF219L; chambered in 17 REM rim fire. 24" SS target bbl w/checkered
walnut stock w/contoured forearm. Gun is NIB condition w/original factory
test fire target & scope rings in box, in original box w/shipping sleeve.
2,000.00 - 2,500.00
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436 (RM)NIB Remington Model 700 Classic in 300 H&H Mag
#B6462493; 300 H&H Magnum w/22" bbl, checkered walnut stock & is in
NIB condition. 700.00 - 900.00
437 Winchester Crazy Horse Commemorative Rifle
#CCH10147; 38-55 cal. 24" bbl. std comm. config. Gun is in like new
condition, in original box. 1,200.00 - 1,500.00
438 (RM) NIB Remington Model 700 Classic 222 cal
#C6761019; 222 REM cal. Classic config & gun appears to be in NIB
condition but does have scope base attached. 700.00 - 900.00
439 Winchester Model 52B Utah Cent 22 Rifle
#100UT0435; 22 cal. 24" bbl. & gun is NIB condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
440 (RM) Remington Model 700 CDL-SF Ltd Ed. 300 SAV
#RR40505M; 300 SAV w/SS fluted bbl. & in NIB condition w/decorative
floor plate to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the 300 Savage
caliber. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
441 (RM) NIB Remington Model 700 Classic 270 cal Rifle
#B6534599; 270 cal. Std classic config in like new in box condition.
700.00 - 900.00
442 (RM) NIB Marlin 94 Cowboy Ltd in 44-40 cal. Rifle
#03032704; 44-40 cal. 24" oct bbl w/blued finish & checkered walnut
stock. Gun is in NIB condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00

LOT #
w/some scratches in toe area of butt stock & includes original box. A very
fine modern High Wall Rifle w/custom sight package. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
449 SAKO 375 H&H Mag Mannlicher Rifle
#590670; 375 H&H Magnum. 20" bbl w/blued finish & full length
Mannlicher stock Topped w/Weaver 4x Marksman rifle scope. Gun is in
very nice lightly used condition w/ original box. 800.00 - 1,200.00
450 Caesar Guerini Summit Trap Gun
#400258; 12 ga. 32" single bbl w/adj high rib & 2 3/4" chamber. Gun has
fancy checkered stock set w/adj comb, wood has some scratches from
use & comes w/4 total choke tubes & accessories. Gun does have some
scratches & marks from use but overall, but still in good usable condition.
2,000.00 - 2,500.00
451 NIB Browning 2015 DU A5 Shotgun
#2015DU1402; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbl w/INV chokes fancy engraved &
gold filled receiver. Gun is NIB w/accessories & paperwork. 1,250.00 1,750.00
452 Ruger Gunsight Scout Rifle
#680-24911; 308 cal in special Gunsight Scout config. w/shorter bbl, flash
hider,forward mounted scope rail & Vortex 6-24x Viper scope attached.
Gun is in very nice, lightly handled condition & comes w/hard case, extra
stock shims & original scope box. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

443 NIB Browning BL22 Rifle
#03124RT226; 22 cal. Std config & NIB condition. 600.00 - 800.00

453 NIB Remington 870 Wingmaster 410 ga Pump Shotgun
#RS49999U; 410 ga. 25" vent rib bbl w/MOD choke, satin finish stock &
is NIB condition. 600.00 - 800.00

444 NIB Beretta Model 686 Spec. 20 ga O/U
#D46683B; 20 ga. 26" bbls. 2 3/4" chamber. Bbl MOD/IMP/CYL w/single
selective trigger & automatic ejectors. Bbls are blued, gun has coined
finished receiver & checkered walnut stock .Gun is NIB condition.
1,250.00 - 1,500.00

454 NIB Remington 870 Wingmaster 20 ga Magnum
#D820627U; 20 ga. 28"bbl. w/REM choke system, satin finish & walnut
stock. Gun is NIB condition w/additional choke tubes & wrench. 500.00 700.00

445 (RM) NIB Remington Model 504 17 MACH II Rifle
#50408286; 17 MACH. Std config w/checkered walnut stock. Gun is in
NIB condition. 400.00 - 500.00

455 Colt Ned Buntline Commemorative SA
#NB1407; 45LC. Mfg in 1979 w/production run of 3,000 revolvers. 12" bbl
w/nickel finish in commemorative glass & wood case. In like new
condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

446 NIB Original Belgium Browning T-Bolt Rifle
#21564X6; 22 cal. std config & made in Belgium. Gun is in like NIB
condition although right side of the stock shows some wear to finish near
the butt & bolt area, this appears to be due to long term storage in
styrofoam box. Original magazine & bolt are still in original package & box
is in very nice original condition. Overall a very fine Browning T-Bolt rifle.
700.00 - 900.00

456 Fausti DU 2013 O/U Gun of The Year
#0201DU2013; 12 ga. 28" bbls w/removable chokes. Gun has fancy
engraved silver receiver w/gold decoration, single selective trigger, fancy
checkered pistol grip stock & is in NIB condition. Includes additional
choke tubes. A very fine new Fausti O/U however the 2nd space in
ventilated rib is bent (see photos). 1,250.00 - 1,750.00

447 (RM) NIB Remington 700 CDL Ltd Ed. 300 WIN Mag
#RR65458C; 300 WIN Mag. SS fluted bbl w/engraved floor plate
commemorating 50th anniversary of 300 WIN Mag cartridge. Gun is in
like NIB condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
448 Uberti Model 1885 Hi Wall Rifle in 38-55 cal.
#S05316; 38-55 cal. 30" oct blued bbl has few small spots on left side
near muzzle. Gun has case colored receiver w/few spots on left side &
bright bore, plain walnut stock & includes David Pedersoli Long Range
Veneer tang sight & hooded front w/spirit level. Comes w/original wood
box for the sight & extra inserts. Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition

457 NIB Browning 22 Short Semi Auto Take Down Rifle
#03035NN212; 22 Short cal. std config w/blued finish & checkered walnut
stock. Gun is in NIB condition. 600.00 - 800.00
458 Auto Ordnance1927 A1 Thompson Carbine
#KM2225: 45 ACP std config w/finned bbl & walnut stock set. Includes a
50 round drum & 30 round stick mag. Gun is in very fine, like new
condition in box. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
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459 Modern Thompson Violin Case
in very fine, like new condition for a modern size Thompson semi auto
carbine & drum

473 (RM) Custom Bullberry 22-250 TC Encore Rifle Bbl
Bullberry 24" SS bbl in 22-250 cal w/scope ring & base attached, some
light spots marks from, otherwise in good used condition.

460 NIB Ruger 10-22 Take Down Rifle
#002-63866; 22 cal. Take Down rifle w/SS bbl & frame. Gun is NIB
w/carrying case & was 1st year production of this new Take Down model.
300.00 - 400.00

474 (RM) TC Encore 45-70 Rile Bbl
24" blued bbl w/iron sights & walnut forearm, in very nice, lightly used
condition.

461 NIB CZ 455 American 22 Mag Rifle
#A885256; 22 Magnum. 20 1/2" bbl w/blued finish & checkered walnut
stock. Gun is NIB condition. 400.00 - 500.00
462 Remington DU Model 597 22 cal Rifle NIB
#D3006814; 22 cal. DU Special Edition & gun is NIB. 300.00 - 400.00
463 NIB Henry 22 cal Golden Boy Rifle
#GB384559; 22 cal. std config. & in NIB condition. 400.00 - 500.00
464 NIB Henry 22 cal Golden Boy Carbine
#GB06761Y; 22 cal. walnut stock w/blued finish. Gun is NIB condition.
400.00 - 500.00
465 SIG 556 Rifle
#JT009836; 5.56 cal. Std config w/folding butt stock. Appears to be in like
new condition w/original box, magazine, STS-081 Mini Red Dot sight &
paperwork. 800.00 - 1,200.00
466 DPMS Model A-15 5.56 cal Rifle
#FH60631; 5.56 cal w/quad rail & tactical light. Comes w/original hard
case & 2 magazines, sling & cleaning kit. Overall it is in nice lightly used
condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00
467 DPMS A-15 Rifle
#FFH083090; 5.56 cal. w/18" bbl & flash hider, adj butt stock, flat top
receiver & this model includes raised scope base, 5 magazines & is in
NIB condition. 600.00 - 800.00
468 NIB Winchester Golden Spike Comm. Carbine
#GS6343; 30-30. std commemorative config, NIB condition. 600.00 800.00
469 NIB Winchester Centennial 66 Rifle
#73280; 30-30 w/26" oct bbl & in std commemorative config, NIB
condition. 600.00 - 800.00
470 (RM) Thompson Center Encore 204 Ruger Rifle
#102854; 204 Ruger. 26" bbl w/blued finish & walnut stock. Gun is topped
w/Bushnell scope & is in very nice, used condition. 400.00 - 600.00
471 (RM) TC Encore 22-250 Pistol w/Scope
#1187; 22-250 cal. 17" bbl. w/ported muzzle. Topped w/Burris 1-4x scope
& gun has walnut grips. Comes w/TC soft case & is in very nice, lightly
used condition. 500.00 - 600.00
472 Thompson Center 35 REM Encore Pistol
#338672; 14" bbl chambered in 35 REM w/walnut grips & TC 3x Electra
Dot Scope. Comes w/over the shoulder Uncle Mike's nylon holster. In
very fine, lightly used condition. 600.00 - 700.00

475 (RM)TC Encore w/45-410 Custom Bullberry Bbl.
#156071; 15" custom Bullberry bbl chambered in 45 LC/410 ga. In very
nice, lightly used condition. 400.00 - 600.00
476 (RM) TC Encore 7mm-08 Pistol w/Burris Scope
#563368; 7mm-08. 16 1/2" bbl w/screw on compensator, blue finish,
walnut grips & topped w/2-7x Burris scope. In very nice, lightly used
condition. 500.00 - 600.00
477 (RM)TC Encore 30-06 Pistol w/BSA Sight
#71035; 30-06. 15" bbl. w/walnut grips & BSA Red dot sight. In very nice,
lightly used condition. 400.00 - 600.00
478 (RM) TC Bergara Custom 300 Blackout Bbl & Scope
300 Blackout cal 16 1/2" SS bbl & topped w/Precision Optics 2-7x 300
Blackout scope, in very nice used condition w/threaded muzzle.
479 (RM) TC Encore Custom Shop 220 Swift Bbl & Scope
220 Swift 16 1/8" w/muzzle break & blued finish. a Custom Shop Special
w/Burris 2x scope, in like new condition.
480 NIB Leupold VX3 2.5-x8x36mm Rifle Scope
gloss black finish w/1" duplex, new in box condition.
481 (RM) Pair of TC Encore Pistol Bbls
223 cal 15" bbl. w/scope rings attached & a 15" 243 cal w/attached Burris
2-7x scope. Both are in nice, lightly used condition.
482 (RM) TC Encore Custom Shop 30 Carbine Bbl
16 1/8" bbl blued w/muzzle break in 30 cal carbine & scope rings
attached. In very nice lightly used condition.
483 (RM) Pair of Encore Pistol bbls
1- 12" 44 Mag bbl, blued metal w/iron sights in nice condition; 1 -15" 204
Ruger Bbl, blued w/iron sights & in nice condition.
484 Vortex Strike Eagle 1-8x24 Rifle Scope
matte black finish & in NIB condition.
485 NIB Leupold VX3i 2.5-8x36 Rifle Scope
matte black finish w/1" duplex, new in the box condition
486 Leupold FX3 12x40mm Target Scope
matte black finish, in good used condition & comes in original box
487 Burris MTAC 4.5-14x42mm Rifle Scope
matte black finish in like new condition in original box.
488 Bushnell Elite 4500 Precision 2.5-10x40mm Scope
matte black finish w/1" tube & in like new condition in original box.
489 Leupold VX3 3.5-10x40mm Rifle Scope
matte black finish w/1" duplex, like new condition.
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490 NIB Leupold VX3 3.5-10-x40mm Rifle Scope
matte black finish w/1" duplex, new in the box condition.
491 Tasco 3-12x52 Euro Classic Rifle Scope
glossy black finish, in good used condition & comes in original box.
492 Nikon Pro Staff 3-9x Scope (x)
In like new in box condition & includes attached metal rings.
493 Vortex Crossfire II Muzzleloader Scope
1x24 V-PLEX & in like new condition in original box.
494 (RM) Lot 220 rds of 221 REM Fireball Ammo
50 GR Accu Tip -V Boat Tails
495 5,000 rds case Federal 22LR 40GR solid Ammo
496 5,000 count Federal No 100 Small Pistol Primers
497 5,000 rds case Federal 22LR 40GR solid Ammo
498 850 rds of Winchester 22 Magnum Ammo
40 GR Jacketed Hollow Points
499 5,000 rds case Federal 22LR 40GR solid Ammo
500 300 rds of Remington 40 cal S&W Bucket of Bullets
501 Remington Bucket of 22 Bullets approx 1,400
22LR Hollow Point bullets
502 1800 count Remington Primers
800 ct small rifle
Full 1,000 ct. Large pistol
503 800 count Federal Small Magnum Pistol Primers
504 2 Bricks of 1,000 Remington 22LR Thunderbolt Ammo
500 per brick
505 5,000 rds case of CCI 22 LR Ammo
mini mag target Copper Plated round nose
506 3 Bricks(1500 rds) of CCI Blazer 22LR Ammo
includes 50 cal ammo can.
507 London Rifle Club Plaque & Photo Grouping
large plaque measures approx. 33" tall x 29" across, THE HENWOOD
SHIELD for the London Road Car Rifle Club. 1st Shield winner is dated
1907 w/last date of 1986. Displays nicely & comes w/2 large albums of
period photos from members, banquets & winners throughout early years.
This is oversized item, additional shipping charges would apply if NOT
picked up in person.
508 WWII German Dummy MG42 Machine Gun
Includes torch cut then repaired 1942 receiver which has been welded
solid w/bar stock when repaired. Gun has orignal feed tray, top cover,
wooden butt stock, dated 1942. Quick change bbl assembly no longer
operates, presumed to be welded shut. Has some rust spots, but overall
a very cool display piece of what appears to be a mainly original WWII
parts on a MG42 Dummy Gun.

LOT #
509 WWII German SS Helmet
Helmet has single decal w/SS runes on right side. Includes original liner &
chin strap w/sanded greenish color & overall appears to be in good
original condition for age. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00
510 WWII Luftwaffe Sheeps Wool Flight Suit
Wool lined w/makers tag & overall it is in nice original condition, no large
tear or holes, zippers function. A great example of a scarce WWII
Luftwaffe Flight Suit.
511 Dummy WWII German MG15 Machine Gun
includes water jacket & bbl., a magazine, dummy receiver, carry handle
sling & bipod. It is in nice display condition.
512 British Bren MK1 Dummy Machine Gun
Gun has solid dummy receiver & is MK1 kit w/ distinctive rear wheel sight
& is in nice overall display condition. Includes an original wooden transit
chest. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
513 WWII Breda 37 Deactivated MachineGun w/Accessories
Italian original torch cut parts kid which has been remanufactured to be
fired as a single shot, not semi automatic only. Dated 1939 & makes a
good display piece & includes a 3ft wooden carry case w/extra bbl, a
wooden field kit & wooden magazine can w/12 trays for ammunition, the
ammo case has large Nazi Eagle on front. Gun w/accessories will be
heavy & oversized, preferred pickup only item, however could be shipped
for additional shipping & freight charges.
514 Lewis Model 1914 Dummy Machine Gun
Non-gun. Gun includes original bbl & bbl shroud w/6 or 7 combat bullet
holes. Original pistol grip, trigger housing & magazine. Gun has aluminum
dummy receiver & custom bipod for display. Aluminum receiver top does
remove & looks like it was previously braised in position. Overall a good
looking & hard to find Lewis Dummy Machine Gun. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00
515 WWII Nazi 4th Signal Battalion Tunic
1st Lieutenant w/4th Signal Battalion, may be field made piece, original &
in nice overall condition.
516 WWII Nazi Sergants 65th Infantry Tunic
original & in good condition, the 65th Infantry was also an Infantry Glider
unit. In nice overall condition w/shadows from former medals.
517 Nazi WWII Late War Panzer Lieutenant 's Tunic
from the 26th Panzer Regiment ,a late war piece made w/Italian cloth,
original & in overall good condition.
518 WWII Nazi Infantry Captains Late War Tunic
Late War style & in good original condition.
519 WWII Nazi Artillery Officers Visor Hat
shows some repair, but overall in good condition.
520 WWII Nazi Infantry Visor Hat
Enlisted Infantry soldiers visor, original hat w/some moth damage & in fair
overall condition.
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521 Torch Cut Sten Parts Kit
MKIII & includes 2 magazines.

538 Pair of German WWII Soldiers Rings
Paratrooper(?) ring & Afrikorps(?) ring

522 US M1A1 Thompson Kit
torch cut receiver missing the middle section, but includes bolt, spring,
magazine & lower trigger assembly.

539 30 cal. American Eagle Luger Pistol
#46693; 30 cal. all visible numbers are matching. Gun has American
Eagle crest on receiver ring, blue to brown patina, straw colored triggers
safety & extractor. This is an early model w/grip safety & custom wood
grips. These grips were originally used for the Ideal metal & leather
holster stock assembly. Gun is marked German below serial number on
frame & is overall in nice, original condition. 1,250.00 - 1,750.00

523 Finnish Suomi 1931 Torch Cut Kit
torch cut part kit, appears fairly complete & in good condition.
524 CZ Model 24/26 Torch Cut Parts Kit
no bbl, 2 magazines & looks fairly complete
525 Suomi Model 1944 Torch Cut Part Kits
Looks like one fairly complete kit w/some extra trigger assemblies.
526 US Thompson Torch Cut MG Kit
no bbl or magazines
527 WWII Nazi Recon Majors Combat Tunic
includes Afrika & Krim Service decoration, original & in nice condition.
528 WWII Nazi 6th Signals Battalion Privates Tunic
original & in good condition
529 WWII Nazi Combat Pioneers Captains Tunic
Original tunic & in good condition overall w/most wear on collar.
530 WWII Nazi 66th Battalion Sergeants Tunic
A Machine gunner tunic from the 66th battalion, a vet bring back, original
& in good condition w/more moth holes & wear on backside of tunic.
531 West German MG34/MG42 Belt Loader
532 German(?) MG34/42 Belt Loader
appears to be unmarked but in good condition.
533 Lot of Yugo M53 50 round Machine Gun Belts
3 packages packed for long term storage of 50 round belts for MG34/42
or post War M53 Machine Guns.
534 WWII German Entrenching Shovel
535 German Simson & Co Luger Pistol
#8712; 9mm. All visible numbers are matching & toggle is marked
Simson & Co SUHL. Gun has checkered wood grips & wood bottom
magazine w/non matching number, good original blue & holster wear. Gun
has std spots from use & straw colored parts are yellow to tarnished
silver. Gun has various Imperial & waffenamt proofs & chamber is
unmarked. Overall a nice example of rare Simson & Co Luger. 1,250.00 1,750.00
536 Mauser Pre War Commercial Broom Handle Pistol
#211943; 30 cal. Std config. w/commercial proofs, overall blue to brown
patina. Visible numbers are matching & wood grips have 34 serrations.
Gun is not import marked & is a good original pre-war Commercial Model
Broom Handle. 900.00 - 1,300.00
537 WWII German SS Arm Band
has some damage & band has tag

540 Ithaca 1911A1 Army 45 Pistol
#1871480; 45 ACP. Ithaca marked slide w/military frame & parkerized
finish fading to grey mainly on frame. Gun is in fair overall condition.
800.00 - 1,000.00
541 Pair WWII German Eagle & Swastika Uniform Patches
542 Nazi NSDAP Party Pin
543 Pair of WWII Nazi Medals
Faithful Service 25 years & West Wall
544 German WWI Silver Service Plaque
measures approx 8 1/2" x 8"
545 1935 Era G Code German Luger
#6995; 9mm. Std config & has G coded receiver & S/42 marked toggle.
All visible numbers are matching aside from magazine. Checkered wood
grips, good original blue remains w/typical holster wear & mixed spots or
marks. Original straw parts are gold to fading silver w/early style proofs &
a good example of an early WWII era style pistol. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
546 Antique French Model 1873 Military Revolver
Antique. #F75919; std config w/1875 mfg date Straw colored trigger &
hammer & balance of metal is correctly in the white. Gun has wooden
checkered grips & overall is in very nice original condition. 500.00 700.00
547 Late War WWII Nazi Belt & Buckle
aluminum Army buckle w/late war style belt, maker marked w/penciled
soldiers name.
548 Early G Code WWII Luger & Holster
#5249; 9mm. Std. config. w/G Code on frame & S/42 marked toggle. Gun
has strong original blue w/typical holster wear on edges & light spots
mixed. Original straw colored parts are fading to tarnished silver. Includes
2 aluminum bottom magazines & 1942 dated Nazi marked holster w/take
down tool. G Code Guns were mfg circa 1935 & overall a very nice
example of an original early German WWII Luger. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00
549 WWI Colt 1911 45 Pistol
#470417; 45 ACP. Mfg in 1918. Spotted brown to grey overall patina,
diamond checkered grips & all slide & frame markings & cartouches
visible. Mechanically gun is ok & in fair overall condition. 700.00 - 900.00
550 Set of Silver SS Eagle & Skull Badges
Both are marked 900 for silver content on back.
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551 WWII Nazi Tank Badge
552 Pair of Aluminum WWII Luftwaffe Eagle Uniform Pins
one has broken pin back.
553 German SS Paratrooper Cuff Title & Eagle Boullion
554 Nazi Police Marked Sauer Model 38 Pistol
#423467; 32 ACP. Std late war config w/minimal markings on slide
w/Eagle N proof below serial numbers & Eagle C Police proof on front
bow of trigger guard. Gun has white plastic grips, blue to brown patina
finish & comes w/military style holster. 600.00 - 800.00
555 Customized 9mm German Luger Pistol
#7054a; 9mm. Most visible numbers are matching & some toggle parts
are not. Gun has some Imperial proofs on right side of frame & has 1913
chamber date. Original grips are worn smooth & has some engraving on
frame. This is earlier Luger model w/out stock lug on grip strap & is in fair
condition overall, an interesting project Luger.
556 Antique French Model 1892 Military Revolver
Antique. #G16404; std config & mfg in 1898.Good original blue lightly
spotted w/checkered wood grips, mechanically good & overall a nice
French side arm. 400.00 - 500.00
557 Pair of Nazi Luftwaffe Badges
Pilots Badge & Ground Assault

LOT #
565 Hungarian Frommer 32 cal Pistol
#66167; 32 cal. Std config w/pitted blued to grey metal & markings are
clear. Mechanically gun is ok & is an interesting early pistol design.
Comes w/military or police style holster. 300.00 - 400.00
566 Commercial DWM 30 cal. Luger Pistol
#6029; 30 cal. Commercial gun w/unmarked chamber & DWM toggle. All
visible numbers are matching. Wood bottom magazine simply stamped
Germany. Good original blue w/typical holster wear on edges, straw
colored safety & trigger. Overall in very nice orignal condition. 1,000.00 1,500.00
567 Langenhan 6.35 cal Pocket Pistol
#NSN; 25 ACP. 3 1/4" bbl w/blued finish, original hard rubber grips,
original mag & good original blue w/typical holster wear. German designed
pistol circa WWI. Overall in nice original condition. 400.00 - 600.00
568 Bayard 25 ACP Pistol
#34112; 25 ACP. Blue to grey metal w/holster wear on edges. Grips are
fair w/some cracks or repairs. Mechanically ok & overall a very good
example. 350.00 - 450.00
569 WWII German P38 Pistol
#8572X; 9mm. w/matching numbers & import marked. Gun is in nice
condition w/reproduction holster. 500.00 - 600.00

558 German Medal Bar
includes Honor Cross & Luftschutz Air Warden badge.

570 Polish TTC 7.62x25 cal Pistol
#PA11128; 7.62x25 cal. Std config. dated 1952 & is import marked.
Comes w/1 additional magazine. 350.00 - 500.00

559 7 WWII Nazi Medals & Badges
including: Close Combat badge; Tank Assault silver & gold; General
Assault & Wound Badges.

571 Collecting Edged Weapons of Third Reich Book Set
Volumes 1-8

560 Lot of 6 WWII German Medals
including: Iron Cross WWI & WWII; Eastern Front; & other War Merit &
Comm decorations.
561 Japanese Type 94 Nambu Pistol
#45473; 8mm Nambu. Std config. w/mismatched magazine. Dated 18-12
(Dec 1943). Gun has spotted grey patina but overall in good original
condition. 400.00 - 500.00
562 Antique French Model 1873 Military Pistol
Antique. #H36591; mfg in 1881 in std military config. Overall spotted
patina & clear plastic grips. Gun is in good surplus condition. 400.00 500.00
563 WWII Japanese Type 90 Dbl Bbl Flare Pistol
Non-gun #93006. Dbl bbl flare pistol Circa 1944-1945 w/painted black
finish, plastic grips w/Japanese characters. in nice overall condition &
includes leather holster, also in good condition. Typical used by Japanese
Navy for flight gear for Naval Aviators.
564 Astra Model 1921 Pistol
#47451; 9mm Largo. Std config in good re-blued condition & comes w/1
additional magazine. 200.00 - 300.00

572 German KAR 98 AZ Transitional Carbine
#2783; 8mm. 24" bbl. w/turned down mismatched bolt, bayonet lug &
stacking bar on forearm cap. Gun has walnut stock w/slot for new sling
attachment w/later production sling & has good bore, comes w/WWI era
bayonet & is a nice example of a transitional WWI to WWII carbine.
500.00 - 700.00
573 Nazi Marked Mauser 22 Training Rifle
#14813; 22 cal. Single shot training rifle w/26" bbl. Gun has good original
blue & bore is good, bolt does not match the gun w/full length military
style wood, period style military sling, butt is stamped w/Nazi markings &
early Luftwafe K9(?) proof. Overall in very nice condition. 1,000.00 1,250.00
574 Fine 1917 Eddystone w/Bayonet
#973173; 30-06. Std config. Bbl is marked R11-18. Gun has good bore
good original blue finish & very clean walnut stock w/Eagle head
cartouches front & rear of trigger guard. Comes w/web sling, a very nice
1917 dated bayonet & scabbard. Overall a very fine 1917 Eddystone &
bayonet. 700.00 - 900.00
575 Rare US Model 12 Trench Gun
#1007549; 20" CYL marked bbl does not match receiver w/US flaming
bomb on right side of receiver & 6 hole hand guard. Metal appears to
have been refinished at one time but still w/visible spots & wear on
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edges. Wood appears original & well worn w/GHD cartouche in stock,
reshaped toe of butt stock & numerous scratches, marks & initials.
Overall an interesting Trench Gun which looks to have seen lots of action.
Comes w/British Remington bayonet & scabbard. 750.00 - 1,250.00
576 US Remington 03-A3 Rifle & Bayonet
#3810700; 30-06. Std config w/9-43RA bbl. Gun has bright bore, good
metal & clean Scant style stock w/leather sling. Comes w/nice 1918 RIA
bayonet w/later USN MK1 scabbard. Overall a very nice 03A3 Remington
w/fine WWI bayonet. 600.00 - 800.00
577 Springfield M1 Garand Rifle
#1907258; 30-06. Bbl marked SA9-64 w/ME of approx. 1 & TE of approx.
1. Gun has even parkerized finish & wood clean but may have
replacement butt stock. Overall a very nice M1 Garand rifle. 1,000.00 1,200.00
578 WWII Inland Division M1 Carbine & Bayonet
#4907268; 30 cal carbine. Bbl is marked under wood & 1-44. Gun has
parkerized metal & stock has AAU cartouche on left side, includes
reproduction stock pouch, sling & reproduction or after market bayonet.
650.00 - 850.00
579 Winchester M1 Carbine Receiver
#5758109; 30 cal carbine, receiver only & in good condition.
580 Pair of WWII PAL Mfg M1 Garand Bayonets
1942 dated 16" & Undated 10", both with scabbards.
581 US 1917 Eddystone Military Rifle
#560918; 30-06. Std config. Gun has bright bore & is marked E4-18.
Retains good original blue on bbl & receiver has typical wear on edges.
Wood is solid w/1918 dated sling. Sling has some repair but overall a very
nice WWI Eddystone rifle. 450.00 - 600.00
582 Rare Nazi Marked Steyr M95 Short Rifle
#5875V; 8x56R. std config. w/Nazi eagle on left side receiver & right side
of butt stock. Gun is import marked at bbl. & in nice surplus condition.
700.00 - 900.00
583 WWII US Remington 03-A3 Service Rifle
#4143074; 30-06. Bbl is marked RA 3-44. Gun has nice parkerized finish,
clean bore, clear cartouches on stock & overall a nice WWII 03-A3.
600.00 - 700.00
584 US 1917 Eddystone Military Rifle
#1209290; 30-06. bbl is marked JA w/ordnance bomb & has good bore,
good blue exterior wood is clean & nice. Overall in very good surplus
condition. 500.00 - 700.00
585 WWII Inland Division M1 Carbine
#865212; 30 cal carbine. Mfg by Inland Division of General Motors. Bbl
dated 10-43 w/nice parkerized finish & various cartouches in stock.
Comes w/sling but absent magazine & is overall in very nice condition.
700.00 - 900.00

LOT #
586 Egyptian FN49 8mm Military Rifle
#22016; 8mm. Std config in nice surplus condition & import marked at
muzzle w/bayonet. 600.00 - 800.00
587 Lot WWII Era M1 Garand Rifle Grenades & Launchers
2 - M7 launchers & 3 dummy grenades, including a new in package M31
588 384 rds/2 Cans of Greek M1 Garand Ammo on Clips
589 384 rds/2 Cans of Greek M1 Garand Ammo on Clips
590 Lot of 6 US Military Steel Pots & Liners
various ages & all appear to be in good condition
591 Lot of 280 rounds 30 cal Ball M1 Garand Ammo
280 rds on clips & comes in 30 cal ammo can w/original shipping receipt
from CMP in 1999
592 1,000 round case of 45 ACP Match Ammo in can
numbers on box, match numbers on metal ammo can. Hard to find
original 45 ACP Match ammunition.
593 Springfield 1865 Allin Conversion Trapdoor
Antique. #NSN; 58 cal. rim fire w/33 1/2" bbl. Lock is marked 1865 US
Springfield w/2 bbl bands, rifled bore & darker spotted patina metal.
Walnut stock is in good condition w/clear cartouche w/ESA on left side of
stock. Circa 1865 approx. 5,000 Springfield muskets altered to this
configuration. This appears to be a good example of this rare
configuration although the thumb latch may be later replacement. Comes
w/US marked bayonet. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
594 Springfield 50 cal. Allin Short Rifle Conversion
Antique. #NSN; 50 cal w/fair rifled bore. Arsenal altered to 32 1/2" w/bbl
band slot Arsenal filled. Lock is is US Springfield 1864 marked,
mechanically good & has numerous cartouches on left side of wood,
wood is solid w/typical scratches & marks from use. Another good
example of a desirable variation of an Allin conversion rifle & comes
w/correct bayonet & scabbard. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
595 Antique Belgium ALBINI-TERSEN Military Rifle
Antique. #K686; Belgium mfg Breech Loading military rifle w/11mm bore
& 32" bbl w/3bbl bands & bayonet lug. Full length military stock & has
unique breech loading action. A rare Belgium Military rifle & overall in nice
condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00
596 Springfield 1866 50 cal Allin Conversion
Antique. #NSN; 50-70 cal. 36 1/2" rifled bbl. w/Eagle head proof on frame
& 1864 marked lock. Metal has good original silver finish & stock is solid,
but may have been lightly sanded. Overall a nice example of an
interesting transitional weapon from Musket to Breechloader. 1,250.00 1,500.00
597 50-70 Trapdoor Conversion to Colt Civil War Musket
Antique. #NSN; 50-70 cal. locked marked 1864 & made by Colt. Early
style of Trap door conversion w/32 1/2" rifled bbl, 2 bbl bands & some
deeper pits near muzzle. Wood is solid & may be lightly sanded, but
overall a good early Trapdoor conversion. 750.00 - 1,000.00
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598 Springfield 1873 Trap Door Rifle & Bayonet
Antique. #54547; 45-70 w/fair bore , blued exterior & mechanically good.
Wood is solid & overall in good condition for age, includes bayonet.
600.00 - 700.00

608 Winchester Model 64 30-30 LA Rifle
#1688964; 30-30. 24" bbl. w/plain walnut pistol grip stock & has Lyman
Model 66A receiver sight. Little light wear on receiver edges, but overall in
very fine, lightly handled condition. 600.00 - 800.00

599 Springfield 1898 Krag Army Rifle
#184853; 38-40 cal. Std config. Gun has a spotted blue to grey metal &
early style rear sight w/clear 1899 cartouche & wood is solid w/early
leather military sling. Overall in good condition & original configuration.
500.00 - 700.00

609 Davis & Co Antique Hammered Combination Gun
Antique. #22; right bbl is 16 ga shotgun & left bbl is 38 cal rifled. Both
bores are lightly pitted but good w/spotted grey to brown patina, right side
marked Davis & Co, left side simply marked TWIST. Gun has lever on left
side which opens action, stock is fair for age w/some repair. A unique
early combination or Cape. 500.00 - 750.00

600 Standard Arms Co Slide Action Model M Rifle
#28140; 30 cal REM. This is the pump action version w/25" bbl. & gun
has spotted brown patina w/decorative brass forearm & butt plate.
Mechanically gun is ok, circa 1912-1914 w/Wilmington Delaware. 700.00 900.00
601 American Arms Co Boston Semi Hammerless Sidecocker
Antique. #804; 12 ga. 28" Twist pattern bbls. Bores are lightly pitted but
good overall. Good exterior w/twist pattern & bbls marked American Arms
Co Boston. Gun has unique side cocking levers which gives it the unique
semi hammerless trade name. Wood is original w/slight chip at toe,
otherwise in good overall condition for age w/original butt plate. A nice
early American dbl. 300.00 - 600.00

610 Antique Bornmann Single Shot Stalking Rifle
Antique. 32 cal. rifled bbl w/good bore. bbl is Nitro proofed & marked
JOH. Bornmann in Drossen. Gun has unique forward slide & tip up action,
2 leaf rear sight, fully engraved receiver, horn trigger guard & dbl set
triggers. An attractive German Stalking Rifle. 750.00 - 1,250.00
611 BSA Martini Cadet Rifle in 30-20 cal.
#60634; 30-20 cal. 25" bbl. w/bright bore. The 30-20 is a 32-20 cased
necked to 308 cal. Gun has original rear sight, hooded front target sight &
receiver has been drilled for a receiver sight. Wood is original & metal is
blue to brown & gun is mechanically good. Overall gun is in nice used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00

602 Standard Arms 35 cal. Model G Semi Auto/Pump
#5920; 35 cal. REM in std config w/brass pump handle & butt plate.
Mechanically good & gun is in fair overall condition. A good example of a
rare & unusual early American Semi Auto Hunting Rifle. Circa 1910.
600.00 - 800.00

612 C.B. Holden Single Shot Boys Rifle
Antique. #NSN; 32-20(?) cal rifled bore pitted but showing rifling
throughout. Gun is break action & 23 3/4" round to oct bbl w/silver frame,
spur trigger & exposed hammer. Butt stock is loose at wrist & shows
some previous repair. Overall in fair condition for age. 400.00 - 600.00

603 American Arms Co Boston 10 ga Dbl
Antique. #219; 10 ga. 22 7/8" bbl. Bores are pitted but fair, mechanically
gun is ok w/brown spotted patina on metal & stock shows repair at the
wrist. Overall a good example of a scarce early side swinger dbl. 300.00 600.00

613 BSA Cadet Martini 25-20 cal Single Shot Caliber
#6210; 25-20 single shot cal. 25" bbl. w/full length original stock & good
bore. Left side of receiver is drilled for a receiver sight & gun has hooded
front sight w/insert. Overall gun is in nice condition. 500.00 - 700.00

604 Winchester 1886 33WCF Take Down Rifle
#158382; 33 WCF. Mfg 1920. 24" take down bbl. Metal is blue to grey
w/correct marbles rear tang sight. Wood is solid & gun is mechanically
good. Overall in nice condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
605 Rare Boyd & Tyler Swivel Breech 10 ga Dbl
Antique. #NSN; 10 ga unique action pivots the bbls for loading &
unloading. center rib marked F. E. Boyd & P. S. Tyler w/Dec 29 1868
patent date. Even brown patina on metal w/28" bbls. & mechanically gun
is good. Wood appears good & original. A cool early American dbl. 600.00
- 800.00
606 Winchester Model 1892 25-20 LA Short Rifle
#558510; 25-20. 23" oct bbl. w/blue to brown patina on metal & bore is
fair. Wood is solid & good overall. 650.00 - 850.00
607 (RM) Original Marlin 94 25-20 LA Rifle
#394041; 25-20. 24" oct bbl w/darker bore. Gun is in good re-blued
condition & wood is solid w/dents in magazine tube. 400.00 - 600.00

614 Antique Colt 22 cal Lightning Rifle
Antique. #12901; 22 cal. 24" round bbl. w/blue to brown patina & some
spots. Gun has original butt plate & wood is good. 500.00 - 600.00
615 Marlin Model 97 22 cal Lever Action Rifle
#288444; 22 cal. 24" bbl. Gun has a fair bore, clear markings & is
mechanically good. Blued finish has light wear on edges, butt plate is
replacement & wood is solid. Overall in good condition. 600.00 - 800.00
616 Martini Greener Cadet Rifle in 300 Sherwood
#948; 300 Sherwood cal. 26" round bbl w/bright bore. Std cadet action
w/even blue finish & original butt stock w/sporter forearm & attached
Lyman receiver sight & hooded sight insert. in very fine sporter condition.
500.00 - 750.00
617 Snider Patent Breech Loading Rifle
Antique. Middle Eastern Musket transferred to Breech Loader w/E.F
marked lock plated & 26" bbl. In nice condition. 300.00 - 500.00
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618 Winchester 1892 44 WCF Rifle
#433765; 44-40 cal. Mfg in 1907. 24" round bbl w/good bore. Gun has
blue to brown spotted patina w /some protected case colors visible on
lever. Mechanically gun is good & original wood is in solid condition. A
nice example of a desirable 44-40 cal Winchester. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
619 Custom Winchester 1892 Rifle in 357 Magnum
#542148; 24" round bbl re-chambered in 357 Mag. Gun has good bore &
is mechanically good w/even blued finish & custom checkered walnut
stock. A very nice customized 1892 Winchester. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00
620 Early LC Smith Baker Patent Dbl Bbl 10 ga
Antique. #5043; 10 ga. 32" Damascus pattern bbls w/frosted bores.
Center rib marked LC Smith Maker of Baker Gun Syracuse NY
Damascus Steel. These guns open by pushing the front trigger to the
open position. Mechanically gun is ok & hammers are pitted & may or
may not be original. Wood is fair w/tip of forearm broken. 250.00 - 500.00
621 Rare Winchester Commercial Lee Rifle
#12661; 236 USN. 24" bbl. w/spotted grey brown patina on metal &
mechanically gun operates good. Stock has visible rack on left side
above trigger guard but remains solid. But plate is slightly oversized &
overall in fair condition on a rare Winchester model. 500.00 - 700.00
622 Rare Cartridge Belt Lee 6mm Navy Rifles
A Mils style belt w/patent markings of March 19 1889. Has 4 pouches for
loaded magazines & 30 slots for individual cartridges. Overall in good
condition & a rare US Military belt.
623 Unusual Marlin 1893 Take Down Rifle in 32-40 cal
#180140; 32-40 cal. w/30" take down bbl & good bore. Muzzle of bbl has
been drilled for a suppressor? & dove tail has also been added approx 4"
forward of rear sight base. The magazine tube has also been shortened
approx. 4". Case colored receiver has faded silver & blued bbl w/wear on
edges w/light spots. Mechanically gun is good, butt stock is missing butt
plate. An unusual Marlin Take Down rifle 500.00 - 800.00
624 BSA Martini Cadet Rifle in 30 Herrett
#68181; re-chambered to 30 Herrett w/25 1/8" bbl. & good bore. Blue to
brown patina w/Lyman rear receiver sight & hooded front sight w/insert.
Wood is solid & mechanically gun is good. 500.00 - 700.00
625 Antique 16 ga Pin Fire Underlever
Antique. #3006; 16 ga. pin fire w/28 1/2" bbls. Elaborate engraved
hammer & receiver, mechanically operational, original stock is solid
w/shell trap door in metal butt plated. Overall a nice antique pin fire.
400.00 - 600.00
626 Nice Winchester Model 1892 32 WCF Rifle
#635122; 32 WCF. 1911 production. 24" oct bbl. w/bright bore & strong
original blue remaining. Receiver has more brown patina & gun is
mechanically good w/scratches & marks on wood, but overall solid & in
good condition. A nice original 1892 rifle. 1,000.00 - 1,200.00
627 Antique Three Barrel Gun Co Drillings
Antique. #828; 12 ga/32-40 cal. 28" Damascus shotgun bbls w/good
bores & strong rifling in rifle bbl. The rib has 2 extra dove tails cut
presumably for a period long tube scope. Mechanically gun is ok & wood

LOT #
is solid w/original butt plate. A good example of a scarce early American
made Drillings. 700.00 - 900.00
628 Winchester 1892 25-20 Rifle
#763799; 25-20. 24" round bbl. Mfg in 1914. Gun has blue to grey patina
on bbl & magazine tube & silver finished receiver. Wood is solid &
mechanically gun is good w/vintage tang sight. Overall in nice original
condition. 700.00 - 900.00
629 Winchester 1873 38 WCF Rifle
Antique. #272575; 38 WCF. Mfg. in 1888. Rusted brown overall patina &
mechanically gun is fair, firing pin is absent, wood is solid & overall in fair
condition on an early Winchester. 750.00 - 1,250.00
630 Winchester Model 92 SRC in 25-20 cal.
#924615; 25-20. std saddle ring config. Mfg in 1923. Gun has darker bore
& spotted blue to grey patina w/dents in magazine tube. Wood is well
worn but solid, overall in fair condition. 500.00 - 700.00
631 Winchester 1894 30 WCF Rifle
#180839; 30 WCF. Mfg in 1899. 26" oct bbl w/good bore. Original blue to
grey metal w/some light spots & gun has period Lyman tang sight.
Mechanically gun is good w/good wood. 800.00 - 1,200.00
632 Antique Winchester Model 1892 44-40 LA Rifle
Antique. #15338; 44-40. Mfg in 1895. 24" round bbl. w/fair bore & spotted
grey to brown patina on metal. Gun has period tang sight & is
mechanically ok w/solid wood which is well worn. Still a good example of
a scarce antique production 1892 Winchester 44-40. 700.00 - 900.00
633 Winchester 1894 30WCF Rifle
#962518; 30 WCF. Mfg in 1925. 26" round bbl w/good bore & Buckhorn
rear sight. Metal is lightly spotted blue to grey patina, mechanically gun is
good & wood is good. 650.00 - 850.00
634 Winchester Model 1892 38 WCF Rifle
#833748; 38WCF. Mfg in 1917. 24" oct bbl. Metal has been re-blued &
stock is solid, mechanically gun is ok. Overall gun is fair condition as
refinished. 500.00 - 700.00
635 Winchester 1892 32WCF SRC
#855980; 32WCF 1918 production. Std saddle ring config w/rear ladder
sight. Gun has gumwood style stock & blue to brown metal patina
w/mixed spots. Overall a good original Saddle Ring Carbine. 700.00 900.00
636 Winchester Model 1897 16 ga Pump Shotgun
#697779; 16 ga. Mfg in 1922. 28" FULL choke bbl. Good blue remains on
bbl & receiver is fading more silver & wood is worn but solid, overall a
nice & scarce original 16 ga. 1897 Winchester. 500.00 - 700.00
637 Antique Winchester 1887 10 ga Shotgun
Antique. #23792; 10 ga. Mfg. in 1889. 32" bbl. w/spotted grey metal,
mechanically ok & has recoil pad added. Otherwise gun is in good original
condition but absent front bead. 700.00 - 900.00
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638 Winchester 1895 35 WCF Rifle
#49601; 35 WCF. Mfg. in 1904. 24" bbl w/good bore & metal is in good
refinished condition. Wood is solid, although butt stock shows some
heavy marks & scratches from use. 700.00 - 900.00

648 Springfield Model 1884 SRC
#425136; 45-70. 24" bbl. w/saddle ring sling on left side & in fair condition
overall. Appears to be original Springfield which has been shortened to
carbine config. 500.00 - 700.00

639 French Darne 12 ga Dbl. Shotgun
#4G623; 12 ga. 27" bbls. & bores appear frosted w/light pitting
throughout. Gun has brown to grey patina on metal & some case colors
remain in protected areas of frame. Mechanically action works ok & wood
appears to be refinished w/some older repair visible. Overall a good
example of a French Shotgun action. 500.00 - 700.00

649 Original Civil War 4th/5th Model Burnside SRC
Black Powder. #7935; Mechanically good & stock is solid w/visible
cartouches. Gun has lightly spotted grey metal, overall a good example of
a Civil War carbine. 750.00 - 1,000.00

640 Winchester Model 1886 33WCF light weight Take Down
#150481; 33WCF. Mfg in 1911. 24" take down bbl w/bright bore & good
exterior blue, Gun is mechanically good w/very clean original walnut
stock. A nice light weight take down 1886. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
641 Henry Sears & Co. Dbl Bbl Damascus 10 ga.
#18488; 10 ga. 20" Damascus bbls & center rib marked HENRY SEARS
& CO CHICAGO FINEST DAMASCUS STEEL BBLS. Mechanically good
w/engraved receiver, spotted grey to brown patina & wood is very good
w/replacement pistol grip cap. 400.00 - 600.00
642 Winchester Model 1892 44-40 Carbine
#180929; 44-40. Gun has unmarked 20" bbl w/fair bore & metal appears
to be re-blued. Wood is in good condition & gun is in nice refinished
condition. 500.00 - 700.00
643 Underlever Dbl Rifle in 43 Spanish
Antique. Belgium proofed & appears to be 43 Spanish caliber w/27" fully
rifled bbls. Mechanically gun is good w/decorative locks & wood appears
original & solid. A nice antique Dbl. rifle. 700.00 - 900.00
644 BSA Martini Cadet Rifle in 327 Federal Mag
#4051; 26" oct bbl chambered in 327 Federal Mag w/bright bore, nicely
blued exterior, mechanically good, rear Lyman receiver sights & hooded
front sight w/insert & original butt stock. Gun is in nice Sporter condition.
500.00 - 700.00
645 Rare Antique Winchester 1893 Pump Shotgun
Antique. #WRACo; 12 ga. w/solid frame & 32" bbl. Blue to brown patina &
is mechanically ok. Wood appears original & is fair for age. The Model
1893 was soon replaced by the smokeless powder Model 1897, therefore
many of these models were exchanged & removed from the market. The
WRA Co stamp is believed to be on early guns which Winchester
removed from discount retailers like Sears & Roebuck see letter from
Cody Museum. 500.00 - 750.00
646 Springfield Trapdoor SRC
Antique. #449715; 45-70. Std config. w/spotted grey metal & light rust.
Bore is dark & gun is mechanically fair w/solid wood. 700.00 - 900.00
647 Rare Antique 1873 Winchester in 22L
Antique. #263289; Mfg in 1888. Chambered in 22L w/24" oct bbl.
w/darker bore. Gun has spotted blue to brown patina & is mechanically
ok, wood has typical scratches & marks but remains solid. Magazine tube
insert is complete & appears to be in good order. The 22L is the scarcest
caliber in 1873 production & this is a solid example. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00

650 Civil War Starr Saddle Ring Carbine
Antique. #43478; in rougher overall condition, butt stock has some large
chips absent, mechanically gun does function & metal seem in tack. A
fair representation of a Civil War carbine. 400.00 - 600.00
651 Springfield 45-70 SRC
Antique. #44416; 45-70. 22" bbl. Std config & mfg just after the Custer
massacre. Mechanically gun is ok, bore is dark & gun shows heavy use
but an interesting version of the 1st Model 73 saddle rings. Correct w/out
compartment in butt stock & has correct rear sight & 3 click tumbler. A
good example of the earliest 45-70 carbines. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
652 US Leather Cavalry SRC Boot
Indian War era in fair condition w/brass plate.
653 US Navy circa 1889 Pistol Belt Rig
holster flap marked USN & has correct belt & buckle w/saber hanger &
USN marked cartridge box. Overall in nice condition for age & a good
example of a hard to find early US Navy leather. 500.00 - 1,000.00
654 Lot of Vintage Shot Shell Belts
2 leather belts w/metal shot shell holders; both in fair condition for
age,plus Mexican(?) style shell belt in fair condition.
655 Original Civil War Burnside Parts Gun
656 Mexican Mission Bell
stands approx. 19 1/2" tall on stand, bell measures 9" across base & is in
good condition.
657 Antique Winchester Model 1892 32 WCF Rifle
Antique. #129633; 32 WCF. Mfg in 1896. 24" oct bbl w/rough bore &
spotted brown to grey patina. Mechanically gun is fair, action is loose
from age & wood is solid w/visible cracks & chips. Overall in fair
condition. 500.00 - 600.00
658 Antique Kirkwood Dbl Bbl 10 ga Shotgun
Antique. 201; 10 ga. 32" twist pattern bbls. Bores are fair & lightly pitted.
Center rib is marked M. Kirkwood Boston Some case colors remain in
protected areas of receiver, mechanically gun is ok & stock is original & in
good condition w/period decorative hard rubber butt plate. 400.00 - 500.00
659 Winchester Model 55 32 Spec. Lever Action
#6336; 32 spec. 1927 production. 24" take down bbl w/good original blue
finish & some light spots & scratches. Wood is very clean & gun is
mechanically crisp w/Lyman receiver sight. Overall a very nice original
Model 55. 800.00 - 1,200.00
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660 Antique Winchester 1894 25-35 Take Down Rifle
Antique #145805; 25-35 Mfg. in 1898. Gun has good bore w/22" take
down bbl. Metal is blue to grey patina w/some light spots & typical edge
ware w/period Lyman tang sight. Wood is solid w/some larger gouges &
marks. Overall a good example of a antique take down Winchester in a
rare caliber. 800.00 - 1,200.00

670 Springfield Model 1884 Trap Door Rifle & Bayonet
Antique. #43630?: 32 1/2" bbl. w/fair bore & spotted blued metal on
exterior & wood is solid. Gun is absent rear sight & includes bayonet.
500.00 - 600.00

661 Parker Lift Action Dbl Bbl. Rifle
Antique. #9494; gun has rifled 26" bbls in 50 cal. w/iron sights attached.
Brown to grey spotted patina, mechanically ok & wood shows previous
repairs in the wrist area. Otherwise an interesting antique Parker Shotgun
turned Dbl Rifle. 400.00 - 800.00

672 Swiss Model 1911 Schmidt Reuben
#393139; 7.5x55 cal. Std config w/matching numbers & good bore.
Overall in good original condition & includes British Martini socket
bayonet(bayonet does not fit gun but included in lot) 500.00 - 600.00

662 Winchester Model 1894 30 WCF Rifle
#357642; 30 WCF. Mfg 1906. 26" oct bbl. w/good bore & good blue on bbl
& magazine tube. Receiver is fading to grey & wood is solid. Overall gun
is in nice original condition. 600.00 - 800.00
663 Remington Whitmore Dbl Bbl 12 ga Shotgun
Antique. #15; 12 ga. 30" bbls w/good browned exterior & each bbl is
pitted & frosted throughout. Mechanically gun is ok & wood is solid.
Center rib on bbl is marked E. Remington & Sons. 500.00 - 600.00
664 Antique Iver Johnson Ring Trigger 12 ga.
Antique #13794; 12 ga. 29 1/2" bbl. Spotted grey to brown exterior &
mechanically ok but loose. Wood is original & in good condition. 300.00 400.00
665 US Springfield Model 1888 Ram Rod Bayonet Trapdoor
#551727; 45-70. This model has ram rod bayonet & trap compartment in
butt stock & includes various tools. Gun has Numerous cartouches in
wood & mechanically gun is good w/spotted grey to brown patina on
metal. Overall in nice condition. 650.00 - 800.00
666 US 1898 Krag Rifle & Bayonet
#369774; 30-40 Krag in std config. w/good bore. Metal is good w/spots
scattered but original finish. Gun has clean 1902 cartouche on stock &
wood is solid & good overall. Comes w/1902 dated bayonet w/metal
scabbard. 500.00 - 700.00
667 French Model 1907-15 Mannlicher Rifle
#31905; w/matching bolt & approx. 31 1/2" bbl. w/upper hand guard, grey
to brown patina & bore is good. Wood is solid w/some arsenal repair
w/matching number on stock & comes w/sling & bayonet. Overall in fair
military condition. 400.00 - 600.00
668 US Springfield 1884 Trapdoor Rifle
Antique. #238763; 45-70. Std config w/bright bore, a plum patina to
metal, mechanically good w/Buffington rear sight & wood is solid w/typical
small scratches & marks from use. 600.00 - 800.00
669 Civil War Mason Contract 1861 Musket
Black powder. 58 cal std. config & lock is dated 1863 & US W Mason.
Spotted silver to grey patina & wood is solid w/period ram rod. In good
original condition. 650.00 - 850.00

671 Pair of Early US Socket Bayonets
both have 16" triangular blade & are US marked.

673 Swiss Schmidt Reuben Military Rifle & Bayonet
#280785; 7.5 al. w/matching numbers, 30" bbl, walnut stock w/added
pistol grip. Gun is in very nice surplus condition & includes a large saw
tooth engineers bayonet w/scabbard. Overall nice condition on rifle &
blade. 500.00 - 700.00
674 Full Stock Flint Lock 50 cal. Rifle
Black powder. 42" oct bbl & finished in the white w/mixed spots on metal.
Rifled bore is fair & gun has full length maple stock w/brass furniture
w/name Larry J Severtson on patch box. Needs a little TLC but overall in
good used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
675 M.A. Meese Full Stock Flintlock 50 cal Smooth Bore
Black powder. 38" half round half oct brown bbl marked M.A. Meese. Full
decorated walnut stock w/wooden patch box & brass furniture. Overall a
very nice contemporary Flintlock 600.00 - 800.00
676 54 cal Navy Arms Hawken Rifle
Black Powder. #01802; 54 cal. 32" oct bbl. w/lightly spotted metal. Stock
has tack decoration & gun could use some TLC. 300.00 - 400.00
677 Flintlock Blunderbuss
Antique. approx 15 1/2" bbl. & muzzle is flared 1 1/4" Top of bbl is
marked hunter & overall length is approx. 31". A good looking antique
Blunderbuss. 400.00 - 500.00
678 Display of 8 Stone Indian Knives
measuring approx. 4-5" in length
679 2 Displays of GAR Medals
framed displays measure 12" x 18" each holding 6 various medals, both
in nice condition & display nicely.
680 Collection of Ohio Indian Arrowheads
largest point approx. 4"
681 2 Displays of GAR Medals
framed displays measure 12" x 18" each holding 6 various medals, both
in nice condition & display nicely.
682 Collection of OK & TX Indian Arrowheads
largest point measures approx. 5" to broken stem.
683 Display Case of GAR Medals & Books lot
display holds 6 various GAR medals, lot includes books & GAR collector
information.
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684 Collection of Arrowheads from Albany, GA
largest point approx. 3 1/2"

LOT #
overall condition. 450.00 - 600.00

685 2 Displays GAR Medals
framed displays measure 12" x 18" each holding 6 various medals, both
in nice condition & display nicely.

699 Remington Model 870 Wingmaster 12 ga Shotgun
#V094736V; 12 ga. 25 1/2" FULL choke vent rib bbl. Gun retains good
original blue & clean checkered walnut stock. Gun is in nicely, used
condition. 350.00 - 500.00

686 Collection of Arrowheads from Riley County KS
frame measures approx. 16"x12" & arrow heads range from approx. 1
1/4" - 3" in size.

700 Winchester Model 90 22 Short Pump Rifle
#388566; 22 short. Std config. w/oct bbl. & is in very nice refinished
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

687 Collection of Suffolk County NY Arrowheads
various points ranging from approx. 1-2 3/4"

701 Winchester Model 12 16 ga Pump
#1468452; 16 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl. Gun retains very good blue & has
clean wood stock. Mechanically good & overall in nice, lightly handled
condition. 400.00 - 600.00

688 2 Displays of GAR Medals
framed displays measure 12" x 18" each holding 6 various medals, both
in nice condition & display nicely.
689 2 Frames of Native American Modern Beadwork
frames measure 18"x12" & come from Larry Severtson Estate.
690 Display of 8 Miniature Knives
Made by Linder & overall length are approx 5" each. Comes in glass
case & overall in nice condition.
691 2 Frames Native American Modern Beadwork
frames measures approx. 18"x12" & include Wompom bracelets &
necklace from the Larry Severtson Estate.
692 5 ft Winchester Indian & Barrel Store Display
display comes folded unassembled, in original cardboard packaging &
when folded out stands approx. 5 ft tall.
693 Ithaca Model 37 16 ga Pump Shotgun
#M370015538; 16 ga. 26" bbl w/removable choke tube & checkered
walnut stock & Ithaca recoil pad. Gun has some blue loss near muzzle &
a few other spots on bbl, otherwise in good used condition. 300.00 500.00
694 Winchester Model 63 22 cal Rifle
#66091; 22 cal. 23" round bbl. w/strong original blue & wood is clean.
Overall gun is in very nice condition. 600.00 - 800.00
695 Ithaca Model 37 Ultra Feather Lite 20 ga Pump
#ULT-371661782; 20 ga. 25" vent rib MOD choke bbl. Gun has some
light spots on bbl & edge wear on receiver, but overall in nice used
condition. 400.00 - 600.00
696 Mossberg Model 640K 22 Magnum Chuckster Rifle
#NSN; 22 Magnum. 24" bbl. w/3-9x scope & M1 Garand sling. In very
nice, lightly used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
697 Ithaca Model 37 Feather Lite 12 ga Magnum
#371641855-MAG; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke vent rib bbl. w/good original
blue & light spots w/typical edge ware. Wood is solid w/visible crack &
repair at wrist. 250.00 - 350.00
698 Beretta BL-4 O/U 12 ga Shotgun
#P46300; 12 ga. 28" bbls. Gun is in good used condition & receiver is
fading due to handling. Ventilated rib is dented near the muzzle & gun has
mixed scratches & marks. Gun has single selective trigger & is in fair

702 Winchester 1890 22 WRF Pump Rifle
#463014; 22WRF. Bore is dark & gun has plum colored patina on metal,
gun is mechanically good w/solid wood. 400.00 - 500.00
703 Winchester Model 12 20 ga Shotgun
#1413448; 20 ga w/28" FULL choke plain bbl. & strong blued finish. Wood
is clean & gun is mechanically good, receiver may have been refinished
on the sides, otherwise a very good Model 12. 400.00 - 600.00
704 Winchester Model 62A 22 Pump
#271291; 22 cal. Std config. in very nice refinished condition. 400.00 500.00
705 Winchester Model 12 Featherweight Pump Shotgun
#1800102F; 12 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl. GUn has jeweled bolt & shell
carrier w/checkered pistol grip stock, strong original blue & light edge
ware. Overall a fine, used Featherweight Model 12. 400.00 - 500.00
706 Winchester Model 90 22WRF Rifle
#687138; 22WRF. Gun has rear tang sight attached & is in nice
refinished condition. 400.00 - 500.00
707 Winchester Model 12 SKEET Shotgun
#747925; 12 ga. 25" WS-1 marked bbl. w/CUTTS choke compensator at
muzzle. Gun is SKEET marked below serial number w/checkered walnut
stock & rubber pad. Mechanically gun is good w/typical edge ware, typical
scratches & mark, overall a good, scarce SKEET marked Model 12.
400.00 - 600.00
708 Winchester Model 69 22 cal Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal in std config. Receiver has been previously drilled,
otherwise in fine used condition. 150.00 - 250.00
709 Winchester Model 37 16 ga Single Shot Shotgun
#NSN; 16 ga. 28" bbl w/good original blue & bright bore. Butt stock may
be a replacement, otherwise in very nice overall condition. 200.00 300.00
710 Winchester Model 25 12 ga Shotgun
#48060; 12 ga. 28" plain MOD bbl w/good original blue, light edge ware &
stock is clean. Gun is in nice, used condition. 300.00 - 400.00
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711 Winchester Wild Cat 22 Rifle
#255MP08879; 22 cal. bolt action & clip fed. Made in Russian licensed
by Winchester & in like new condition. 150.00 - 250.00
712 Winchester Model 50 12 ga w/Factory Vent Rib
#173546A; 12 ga 30" FULL choke bbl w/factory vent rib & retains very
nice original blue w/clean checkered walnut stock. In very nice, lightly
used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
713 Winchester Model 70 30-06 w/Scope
#G1204093; 30-06. 22" bbl w/blued finish,iron sights, checkered wood
stock & topped w/Bushnell 3-9x scope. In good used condition w/some
light spots where bbl & receiver meet. 550.00 - 650.00
714 Winchester Model 59 WIN Lite Shotgun
#20900; 12 ga 30" bbl. Metal has been refinished, checkered walnut
stock is clean. Overall in good condition. 300.00 - 400.00
715 Winchester Model 12 16 ga Pump Shotgun
#1149268; 16 ga. 28" bbl & gun retains very nice original blue w/some
edge wear. Mechanically gun is crisp & gun has clean walnut stock. A
very nice 16 ga Model 12. 400.00 - 600.00
716 Smith & Wesson Model 1000 20 ga Semi Auto
#FS29055; 20 ga. 26" ribbed bbl w/SKEET choke. Gun is in fair used
condition w/some scratches & marks on bbl. 300.00 - 500.00
717 Winchester Model 07 351 SLR
#57427; 351 cal. Metal has been refinished, wood is solid & butt stock
may be replacement. Overall in good refinished condition. 400.00 600.00
718 Remington Model 32 SKEET O/U Shotgun
#3346; 12 ga. 26" plain SKEET bbls. Original is toning to brown w/light
marks & mechanically gun is crisp & checkered walnut stock is solid.
Overall in good used condition w/typical scratches & marks. 400.00 600.00
719 Winchester Model 90 22 WRF Rifle
#701567; 22WRF. Std config. w/good bore & appears to be in very nice
refinished condition. 500.00 - 700.00
720 Ranger 12 ga Model 103 O/U Shotgun
#2598; 12 ga. 30" bbls w/bright bores. Mid portion & muzzle of bbls have
surface rust, otherwise gun is in good used condition. 250.00 - 350.00
721 Winchester Model 67A 22 cal Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. 27" bbl. w/strong original blue & chromed bolt. stock has
some marks from use, but overall in good condition. 150.00 - 250.00
722 Winchester Model 12 12 ga w/Riot Length Bbl
#1605413; 12 ga. 20 1/2" bbl. marked FULL choke & missing front bead.
Right side of bbl has scratches & marks, otherwise gun is in nice used
condition w/strong blue finish. 300.00 - 400.00
723 Winchester Model 37 410 ga Shotgun
#NSN; 410 ga 26"bbl. Gun retains strong original blue & wood is very
good. Overall gun is in very fine condition. 250.00 - 350.00

LOT #
724 Winchester Model 50 12 ga Trap Gun
#126074; 12 ga. 28" round post vent rib bbl w/MOD choke. Gun has
fancier checkered stock w/raised comb & oversized forearm. Good
original blue w/some edge wear & overall a nice Model 50 Trap Gun.
600.00 - 800.00
725 Winchester Model 97 12 ga Pump
#738245; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl w/take down frame. Gun has blue to
grey finish & mechanically is good. Stock is original & solid, overall gun is
nice Winchester 97 Pump. 350.00 - 500.00
726 Winchester Model 490 22 Semi Auto Rifle
#J021431; 22LR. Std config w/checkered walnut stock. Topped
w/Weaver D No 4 scope. Gun is in very nice, used condition. 300.00 400.00
727 Winchester Model 50 12 ga w/ MOD Choke
#8200; 12 ga. 28" MOD plain bbl w/some light scratches on receiver,
wood is clean & solid. Overall a good, used Model 50. 350.00 - 450.00
728 Winchester Model 41 410 ga Bolt Action
#NSN; 410 ga. single shot bolt action w/24" bbl & spotted brown patina
metal. Gum wood stock is solid but has numerous scratches & marks.
200.00 - 300.00
729 Winchester Model 50 12 ga Shotgun
#98811; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke plain bbl. Gun has good blue w/some
light wear spots & one are w/some pits at midpoint of bbl. Wood is very
clean. Overall in nice used condition. 350.00 - 450.00
730 Marlin 81-DL 22 cal Rifle
#NSN; 22" bbl w/strong blued finish & bright bore. Gun has grooved
receiver & other sights have been removed w/clean walnut stock &
leather sling. In very fine lightly used condition. 200.00 - 300.00
731 Winchester Model 50 20 ga Semi Auto Shotgun
#151239; 20 ga. 27 1/2" FULL choke bbl. Receiver appears to be
professionally refinished & stock is very clean. Overall a very fine 20 ga
Model 50. 400.00 - 500.00
732 Winchester Model 50 12 ga Semi Auto w/FULL choke
#17709; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl w/good original blue & nice clean
checkered walnut stock. 400.00 - 500.00
733 Winchester Model 94 30-30 Carbine
#2117753; 30-30. Std config. Pre 64 gun w/Lyman receiver sight added.
Lightly spotted blue to grey patina metal & wood is well worn but solid.
Gun is in good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
734 Deluxe Ruger 10-22 Carbine
#125-10112; 22 cal. std config w/deluxe style checkered walnut stock.
Gun is in like new condition. 250.00 - 350.00
735 Smith & Wesson Model 1000 12 ga Semi Auto Shotgun
#FS91402; 12 ga. 28" vent rib MOD bbl. gold filled engraved receiver,
checkered stock & in nice used condition. 400.00 - 600.00
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736 Winchester Model 70 in 264 WIN Mag
#704865; 264 WIN Mag. 24" bbl. w/blued metal & walnut stock. Gun has
good original blue & stock has a few light marks overall in good used
condition. Topped w/6.5-20x Simmons scope. 500.00 - 700.00
737 Winchester Model 50 12 ga Featherlight Skeet Gun
#191587A; 12 ga. 24" ventilated rib bbl. w/Winchester proof marks off of
left side of rib. WS-1 marked choke, checkered walnut stock & rubber
recoil pad. Gun has some light scratches or marks, but overall in clean
lightly used condition. 400.00 - 600.00

LOT #
748 Winchester Model 1892 Carbine
#4783789; 32-20 cal w/20" bbl & no markings visible. Metal is blue to
grey patina, wood is solid & gun is mechanically good w/period Lyman
rear tang sight & Model 1892 marked above rear tang sight. Overall in
good condition. 500.00 - 700.00
749 Remington Model 31 12 ga Pump Shotgun
#65780; 12 ga 30" FULL choke bbl w/blued finish & light spots on
receiver. Mechanically gun is good & gun has very clean wood. 150.00 250.00

738 Winchester Model 64 32 Spec Rifle
#1116739; 32 spec. w/24" bbl. w/good blue remaining on bbl. & receiver
fading grey. Gun is mechanically good w/Redfield receiver sight. Wood is
solid but has some chips & marks around butt plate. 500.00 - 700.00

750 Winchester Model 50 12 ga Shotgun
#51209; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl w/spotted blue to grey metal & wood
is solid w/scratches & marks, butt plate is a little loose where meets
stock, otherwise in fair condition. 150.00 - 250.00

739 H&R Huntsman 12 ga Black Powder Shotgun
#AL245291; 12 ga. 28" bbl w/case colored receiver & brass loading rod.
In very nice, lightly used condition. 150.00 - 250.00

751 Custom Ruger 10-22 Target Rifle
#352-83122; 22 cal Gun has Shooters Ridge heavy weight fluted target
bbl. & thumbhole camo composite stock. In very nice, lightly handled
condition & is absent magazine.

740 H&R Topper Model 158 Rifle/Shotgun Backpack Gun
#4751; case colored receiver w/22" 30-30 bbl & 28" 20 ga bbl. Gun has
strong original condition & was mfg in the early 1960's. These guns were
originally marketed as a backpack or survival gun. Overall in very nice
original condition. 300.00 - 500.00

752 Winchester Super X Model 1 SKEET Gun
#M53277; 12 ga. 26" vent rib SKEET choked bbl. Good original finish
w/some scratches from use. Stock is clean w/nicely figured walnut.
Overall in nice lightly used condition. 500.00 - 600.00

741 Winchester Model 37 410 ga Single Shot Shotgun
#NSN; 410 ga. Std config in fair used condition w/some scratches &
marks along receiver, wood is good. 150.00 - 250.00

753 Husqvarna 6.5x55 Custom Rifle
#612369; 6.5xx55 cal. w/21" bbl. & topped w/Winchester 3-9x scope
w/illuminated reticle. Overall in nice condition. 500.00 - 700.00

742 Smith & Wesson Model 3000 20 ga Pump
#FB89547; 20 ga. 28" vent rib bbl w/MOD choke & 3" chamber. Gun has
strong original blue & nice original walnut stock. 300.00 - 500.00

754 Remington 20 ga 870 Wingmaster
#598112X; 20 ga. 28" MOD plain bbl. w/good original blue & receiver is
fading grey. Wood is solid w/some light marks overall a good early 28 ga
Wingmaster. 250.00 - 350.00

743 Savage Model 6J- DL 22 Rifle w/Scope
#NSN;22 cal. 20" bled bbl. w/SS finished receiver & trigger guard, along
w/some chrome accents. Gun has Weaver V22 3-6x scope & overall gun
is in nice, used condition. 100.00 - 200.00
744 Stevens Marksman-12 22 Boys Rifle
#K1000; 22 cal. Gun has good bore w/good exterior blue finish. Wood is
nice & gun is mechanically good, appears to have been professionally
refinished. In nice overall condition. 150.00 - 250.00
745 Mossberg Model 1000 12 ga Semi Auto Shotgun
#ED08877; 12 ga. 28" vent rib MOD bbl. w/gold filled receiver & bbl
markings. Made by HOWA for Mossberg & this gun is in very nice lightly
used condition. 50.00 - 50.00
746 Winchester Model 50 20 ga Shotgun
#88894; 20 ga. 28" FULL choke plain bbl. Gun has strong original blue &
nice checkered walnut stock. In very fine, lightly handled condition.
500.00 - 600.00
747 Winchester Model 50 12 ga w/MOD Choke
#30170; 12 ga. 28" plain bbl w/MOD choke. Original blue is fading on
edges w/some light scratches & marks. Checkered walnut stock is very
clean w/replacement rubber butt pad. 350.00 - 450.00

755 Winchester Model 840 20 ga Shotgun
#CE33209; 20 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl & in very nice, lightly handled
condition. 150.00 - 250.00
756 Winchester Model 50 12 ga Shotgun
#138882; 12 ga. w/plain 28" MOD bbl. Good original blue w/recoil pad
added & overall gun is in fine, lightly used condition. 250.00 - 350.00
757 Beretta Model A 303 Turkey Gun
#M22512E; 12 ga. 2 3/4" chamber & 26" bbl. w/camo finish & ext Turkey
choke. Topped w/Bushnell Red Dot scope. Gun has oversized butt pad &
is in fair used condition. 300.00 - 400.00
758 British Enfield Drill Rifle
#36980; gun has marked DP for DRILL PURPOSE ONLY. Bore is clean
& gun has not been welded shut or de-activated in any way. Overall in
nice condition for a drill rifle. Will need to transfer as a functional rifle.
200.00 - 300.00
759 1937 Dated Russian Mosin Nagant Rifle
#44915; 7.62x54 w/non matching bolt & 1937 chamber date, in good
surplus condition & does not appear import marked. 350.00 - 450.00
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760 Matching British No 4 Military Rifle w/Bayonets
#U14791; 303 British w/matching numbers on magazine, bolt, & stock.
1942 dated in very nice surplus condition & lightly import marked w/bright
bore. Includes a Spike & bladed bayonets. 400.00 - 500.00

771 1940 dated TULA Arsenal 91-30 Mosin Nagant
#12231; 7.62x54. Gun has matching bolt & 1940 dated 32" bbl. w/early
style rear sight. Overall in nice surplus condition & is import marked at
muzzle. 300.00 - 400.00

761 Springfield M1 Garand Rifle
#3138444; 30-06. Dated 7-44. Gun is import marked & has blackened
finish over visible pitting in numerous areas. ME is approx. 2.5 & TE is
approx. 2. Wood has been sanded but is solid & in good looking
condition. 600.00 - 700.00

772 M24 Yugoslavian Mauser & Bayonet
#V907; 8mm. std config Lightly import marked at bbl & is in very nice
surplus condition w/1938 production WWII K98 bayonet & scabbard.
400.00 - 600.00

762 Original British WWII Jungle Carbine
#Z1660; 303 cal. Number on bolt is matching to the gun w/ shortened bbl
w/flash hider, hollow bold & rear sight graduated to 800 meter. Gun is in
good original condition but w/spots on finish & flash hider. Comes
w/period sling & overall is a good & desirable Jungle Carbine w/additional
magazine. 500.00 - 600.00

773 Japanese Type 38 Carbine & Bayonet
#29022; 6.5 cal. Std config & mum is visible, bolt is not matching but
overall in good condition w/bayonet & scabbard. 300.00 - 500.00
774 Norinco TU-KKW 22 Trainer
#9103117; 22 cal. Std config & modeled after the German Mauser 22
Training rifles. Gun is in very fine, like new condition. 300.00 - 500.00

763 Finnish M27 Mosin Nagant Rifle
#56012; 7.62x54R. 1942 dated VKT production on bbl w/hex receiver
good bore, matching bolt & in std config. Gun is in nice surplus condition
& is import marked on muzzle. 500.00 - 700.00

775 Saginaw Division WWIII US M1 Carbine
#3504579; 30 cal carbine. Gun has after market front & rear sights,
round bolt, 2 rivet hand guard. Overall in good condition & includes
original WWII Carbine case, original rear sight & original shipping box
when sent from Red River Army Depot TX. 700.00 - 900.00

764 1905 Ross Sporter Rifle
#NSN; 303 cal. Model 1905 which has been partially sporterized. Gun still
has the 28" bbl. & military rear sight. Mechanically gun is good w/grey
patina metal & overall in nice condition. 400.00 - 600.00

776 1940 dated Russian 91-30 Mosin Nagant Rifle
#LYE4557; 1940 dated & also has boxed SA marks on bbl. Bolt is
matching & gun is import marked & in nice arsenal overhauled condition.
300.00 - 400.00

765 Russian M44 Carbine
#NA3875; 7.62x54R. Gun has matching bolt & other numbered parts.
Chamber date 1945 & is import marked. Gun is in nice surplus condition
but is absent cleaning rod. 300.00 - 400.00

777 Indian Produced British Enfield Rifle w/Bayonet
#AA9005; 308 cal. In very nice surplus condition w/import marks. Gun
has good bore & comes w/bayonet. 300.00 - 500.00

766 CZ M52 7.62x45 Military Rifle
#E30087; 1956 mfg. Std config & chambered in 7.62x45 cal. Gun is
lightly import marked w/folding bayonet. In good surplus condition but
missing butt plate cover & has visible cracks in wrist of stock. 400.00 500.00
767 777 rds 7.62x45 Ammo for CZ Model 52 Surplus Ammo
768 102 rds of Remington & Federal 303 British Ammo
new factory, hunting style ammo

778 Czech Model 1898/22 Mauser Rifle w/Bayonet
#8887; 8mm. Mfg by CZ in BRNO. Metal is spotted grey & wood is solid.
Includes a later style Czech bayonet & is overall in nice condition.
300.00 - 400.00
779 Japanese Type 38 Military Rifle & Bayonet
#15047; 6.5 cal. Std config. w/unground mum & good blue finish & fair
bore. Wood stock is good & it includes a dust cover which is serial
numbered to match rifle. Bayonet is in fair condition, but overall a very
nice Type 38 Rifle. 300.00 - 500.00

769 British P14 WWI Military Rifle & Bayonet
#616494; 303 cal. Mfg by ERA. Gun has matching numbered bolt w/good
blue & good bore. Part of the original volley sight remains on left side of
stock. Gun has light import mark on left hand side of receiver & comes
w/period Remington mfg bayonet w/scabbard. Overall gun is in nice
surplus condition. 500.00 - 700.00

780 Steyr M95 Carbine
#8563; 8x56R. In good surplus condition. 150.00 - 250.00

770 WWII Japanese Type 99 Military Rifle
#72655; 7.7 cal. Std config. w/non matching bolt & lightly pitted receiver.
Solid & clean wooden stock & mum has been de-faced. Overall in nice
surplus condition. 300.00 - 400.00

782 Steyr M95 Military Rifle w/Bayonet
#3551S; 8x56R. Std config wood is solid w/black to grey spotted metal.
Gun is in fair condition overall & comes w/bayonet which is not correct as
it is for an early Swiss rifle. 300.00 - 400.00

781 Japanese Type 38 Military Rifle
#5032246; 6.5 cal. Std config. w/mum in tack. Gun has matching number
bolt, action & bbl are partially full of packing grease, wood is solid & in
overall good condition. 300.00 - 500.00
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783 VZ24 Mauser w/Bayonet
#5782X3; 8mm. 24" bbl receiver is BRNO marked. Bolt is mismatched &
bore is good stock is solid w/scratches & marks from military use. Comes
w/nice clean bayonet w/15" blade. Overall in good surplus condition.
500.00 - 600.00
784 Italian WWII Carcano w/Folding Bayonet
#SR1801; 6.5 cal. Model 1938 Cavalry Carbine. Overall in very nice,
surplus condition. 300.00 - 400.00
785 Japanese Type 99 Rifle
#55940; 7.7 cal. w/matching bolt & mum has been ground. Gun has early
style rear sight w/anti aircraft arms. Wood is good overall & gun has good
original finish overall & comes w/nice hooked quillon bayonet. Overall in
nice surplus condition. 400.00 - 600.00
786 Argentine 1891 Military Mauser & Bayonet
#T7443; std config w/matching numbers. Chambered in 7.65x53. Crest
has been ground w/bright bore & is in very nice surplus condition w/clean
wood & comes w/fine metal handled bayonet & scabbard. 400.00 600.00
787 1937 Dated Russian 91-30 Rifle
#37362; 7.62x54. Gun has matching bolt, is import marked & in nice
surplus condition w/1937 dated receiver & includes bayonet & sling.
300.00 - 400.00
788 British #3 Enfield Drill Rifle
#3205; gun is marked DP for Drill Purpose only, although receiver &
action are still functional. Gun is import marked & in good surplus
condition. Will need to transfer as a functional rifle.
789 Spanish FR8 Military Mauser & Bayonet
#08234; 308 cal. Std config w/parkerized style metal & is import marked
at muzzle. In fair surplus condition w/bayonet. 300.00 - 400.00
790 Japanese Type 38 Military Rifle
#867847; 6.5 cal. Std config. Mum has been ground, metal is spotted
grey, wood is solid & bolt is mismatched. Overall in good surplus
condition. 300.00 - 400.00
791 Antique British Long Tail Martini Rifle
Antique. #A9971; .577 cal. Gun has good bore w/strong rifling & 33" bbl.
Wood is solid & mechanically gun is ok. In fair overall condition w/stock
showing some cracks & repairs & includes a later productions sling.
400.00 - 600.00
792 308 cal Indian Enfield
#03286; 308 cal. Std config w/good bore & black painted exterior w/1964
dated & import marked. Gun is in fair surplus condition. 250.00 - 350.00
793 Early British SMLE No I Sporter
#ER4330; 303 cal. 25" bbl w/sporterized stock & 1905 date & spotted
blue to grey metal. Gun is in good sporter condition. 300.00 - 500.00
794 Antique Swiss Vetterli Military Rifle
Antique. #730; std config. w/spotted blue to brown metal & in good overall
condition. 250.00 - 350.00

LOT #
795 TC New Englander 50 cal Black Powder Rifle
Black Powder. #R98262; 50 cal. w/blued finish, composite stock & in
good used condition. 150.00 - 200.00
796 Remington 870 Competition Trap Gun
#V684798V; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke vent rib bbl, checkered walnut stock
w/adj butt pad. Left side of receiver does have some marks & pitting,
otherwise gun is in good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00
797 Rossi Model S20-223 Combo Gun
#5GM008665; Youth dimensions & includes 223 cal 22" bbl. & 20 ga 22"
bbl. Gun is in new condition, 20 ga bbl is still in wrap. 300.00 - 400.00
798 Rossi Model S20-223 Combo Gun
#5GM008632; Youth dimensions & includes 223 cal 22" bbl. & 20 ga 22"
bbl. Gun is in new condition, 20 ga bbl is still in wrap. 300.00 - 400.00
799 Winchester Model 1912 12 ga Pump
#214876; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl w/blue to grey finish & light spots
mainly on breech end of bbl. Wood is very good & overall a very good
example of an early 1912 pump. 300.00 - 400.00
800 Winchester Model 1897 12 ga Pump
#423976; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl. & is solid frame model. Gun is in
nice refinished condition & butt plate is a replacement. 250.00 - 350.00
801 Fox Model B 12 ga Dbl
#A420840; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbls. Bores are good w/good exterior blue
& case colored receiver w/recoil pad added. Overall in nice used
condition. 400.00 - 600.00
802 LeFever Nitro Special 12 ga Dbl Shotgun
#223591; 12 ga. Gun is in fair re-blued condition, bbls have been
shortened to 24".
803 Bakail MP-133 3 1/2" 12 ga Pump Shotgun
#0013317945B; 12 ga. 3 1/2" chamber & 28" bbl. wood stock w/some
scratches. Overall in good used condition & comes w/2 additional choke
tubes & wrench. 400.00 - 500.00
804 Belgium Browning Light Twelve A5
#6G47605; 12 ga. 27" plain bbl w/blue to grey spotted metal. Gun has
push on recoil pad added & wood is well worn but solid. In fair condition
overall. 300.00 - 400.00
805 Belgium Browning A5 Magnum
#69V35793; 12 ga 29" vent rib bbl. Original blue is grey on edges w/some
spots mainly on right side & lower receiver. Gun has nice replacement
wood & center rib is slightly bent on bbl. Otherwise in good used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00
806 Browning Belgium A5 Mag 12 Shotgun
#75V32551; 12 ga. 29" vent rib bbl. Metal is spotted overall w/light rust &
mechanically gun is ok. Wood appears to be later replacement & is
somewhat ill fitting & rough, hand guard does have small crack at bottom.
A Belgium Mag 12 which could use some TLC. 300.00 - 400.00
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807 Browning A5 Magnum Shotgun
#72V2986; 12 ga. 28" bbl. w/3" chamber & metal is spotted grey. Bbl is
Japanese marked w/INV chokes & butt stock is loose & rough. 300.00 500.00
808 Eastern Arm Co 410 Single Shot Shotgun
#NSN; 410 ga. & in fair, used condition. 100.00 - 150.00

LOT #
600.00 - 800.00
821 Ruger SP101 357 Magnum Revolver
#570-82377; 357 Mag. 2 1/4" bbl w/SS finish & comes w/Crimson Trace
grips & the original rubber grips. Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition
& comes w/original box. 500.00 - 700.00

809 Mossberg Model 500A 12 ga Shotgun
#K188624; 12 ga. 28" MOD bbl & in nice used condition. 150.00 - 250.00

822 Smith & Wesson Model 5906 9mm Pistol
#VCB6060; 9mm. 4" bbl w/SS finish & comes w/1 additional magazine. In
very fine, original condition. 500.00 - 600.00

810 Marlin Model 15YN 22 Youth Rifle
#01264849; 22 cal. 16 1/2" bbl. w/youth dimension stock & in nice, lightly
used condition w/some small marks on stock. 150.00 - 200.00

823 Ruger New Model Super Blackhawk 44 Mag Revolver
#83-06490; 44 Magnum. 7 1/2" bbl. Metal has some spots & marks mixed
w/typical edge ware. Gun is in fair used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

811 Daisy Model 2203 Semi Automatic 22 Rifle
#AC0005859; 22 cal semi auto w/magazine & scope. Gun is in fair used
condition. 200.00 - 300.00

824 (RM) NIB Ruger 357 Bisley Blackhawk Revolver
#37-81701; 357 Magnum. 7 1/2" bbl w/blued frame, Bisley style grip &
target style sights. Gun is NIB condition. 600.00 - 800.00

812 Mossberg Model 835 Buck & Bird 12 ga Shotgun
#UM508932; 12 ga. Comes w/ rifled & ported 24" slug bbl w/iron sights &
28" vent rib & ported bird bbl w/INV tubes. Gun is in good used condition
& bird bbl does have some visible pits or dark spots which will need some
TLC & comes w/2 additional choke tubes. The 835 Model is chambered
for 3 1/2" shells. 250.00 - 350.00

825 NIB Colt All American Model 2000 9mm Pistol
#PF24219; 9mm. Std config. Gun is like new in box w/some light edge
ware from long term storage, comes in case. 400.00 - 600.00

813 S&W Model 18-4 22 cal Combat Masterpiece
#34K7013; 22 LR 4" bbl. w/blued finish, case colored trigger & hammer,
checkered wooden grips & adj rear sight. In very fine, lightly used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00

827 Glock Model 19 GEN 4 9mm Pistol
#BCWT090; 9mm. Std config w/crimson trace laser grip & 4 additional
magazine 450.00 - 650.00

814 Colt Target Model 22 Pistol
#TM09600; 22 cal. Mfg in 1997 6" target weight matte SS bbl & topped
w/Bushnell Halo sight. Gun does have some light spots on metal but
otherwise is in good, lightly used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
815 Smith & Wesson Model 469 9mm Pistol
#TAD3416; 9mm. 3 1/2" bbl. & in good used condition w/1 additional
magazine. 400.00 - 500.00
816 Glock Model 21 45 ACP Pistol
#VV170US; 45 ACP. 4 1/2" bbl w/adj rear sight, laser sight on trigger rest
& is in very nice, lightly used condition. 500.00 - 600.00
817 Beretta Model 21A 22 cal Pistol
#BAS30614U; 22 cal. Blued finish w/wood grips & in very nice lightly
handled condition w/2 additional magazines. 250.00 - 350.00
818 Ruger 44 Magnum Super Blackhawk
#84-41215; 44 Mag. 5" custom ported bbl. Metal is polished in the white
w/rubber Pachmayr grips & mechanically it has been professionally tuned
for a smooth action. In nice custom condition. 450.00 - 650.00
819 NIB Ruger SS Single Six Revolver
#268-06333; 22 & 22 Mag cylinders w/5 1/2" SS bbl & wood grips. Gun is
NIB condition w/sleeve. 450.00 - 600.00
820 Ruger GP100 357 Magnum Revolver
#171-42226; 3257 Mag. 6" bbl. w/SS finish. Comes w/crimson trace grips
& original grips. Gun is in nice, lightly used condition w/original box.

826 Glock Model 26 GEN 4 9mm Pistol
#BDEE944; 9mm. 3 1/4" bbl. Std config comes w/soft sided holster & 7
additional magazines. 600.00 - 800.00

828 (RM) Glock Model 17 9mm Pistol
#XG753US; 9mm. Std config. Gun is in nice lightly handled condition
w/box & comes w/some after market components visible & 1 extra
magazine. 500.00 - 600.00
829 Smith & Wesson Model 4506 45 ACP Pistol
#TDA9291; 45 ACP. 5" bbl SS finish wrap around grips. Comes w/original
box & 4 additional magazines. 600.00 - 700.00
830 Rare Smith & Wesson Model 940 9mm Revolver
#BKF2380; chambered in 9mm Luger w/2" bbl, SS finish & concealed
hammer. Gun has rubber grips & is in very fine lightly used condition,
includes 30+ full moon clips for the std. 9mm ammunition. 600.00 800.00
831 305 rounds of Federal 9mm Rimmed Ammo
for use in revolvers only.
832 Lot of Modern 56-50 Spencer Ammunition
52 qty center fire rounds for a modern Center Fire Spencer replica
833 Rare .276 cal Pedersen Ammo
15 rounds Frankfurt Arsenal, used in early version of the experimental
rifle which later became the M1 Garand.
834 Early 2 Piece Box of Remington 7mm Mauser Ammo
Full of correct & clean ammo w/one loose end on box top, otherwise in
good condition.
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835 Lot of 5 Boxes Palma 22 Match Bullets
3 UMC Dogbone green boxes & 2 UMC red boxes. All are wrapped & in
nice condition.

850 Taurus TCP 380 cal Pocket Pistol
#41870C; 380 cal. Std config. Gun is in nice, carried condition w/some
edge ware. Comes w/original manual & tool. 150.00 - 250.00

836 Winchester Sight Lot
2 Lyman receiver sight frames; & 1 early style rear sight.

851 Beretta Model 1950 22 cal Pistol
#52754CC; 22 cal. Mfg in 1952. Nice original condition w/holster. 300.00 400.00

837 2 Boxes of Peters Police Match 45 ACP Ammo
2 full boxes of correct ammunition & in good condition.
838 Lot of 4 Confederate & Southern Bills
$50 Note Richmond VA; $0.25 Bill Georgia, $20 Confederate & $1 Bill
Bank of New England.
839 H&R Model 930 22LR Revolver
#AY094389; 22LR. Gun is SS finished & in very fine, like new condition
w/box. 200.00 - 300.00
840 H&R Model 930 22 Revolver
#AX012336; 22 cal. 2 1/2" bbl. w/nickel finish & in like new in box.
200.00 - 300.00
841 NIB Hy Hunter 22 cal Magnum Frontier Derringer
#13863; O/U 22 magnum w/blued finish, MOP style grips & original box.
Gun is NIB. 300.00 - 400.00
842 Early Ruger Super Blackhawk w/Sight.
#80-43959; 44 Magnum. 7 1/2" bbl w/early markings & wood grips. Gun is
in nice used condition w/typical edge & holster wear. Topped w/Truglow
Red dot style sight. 500.00 - 600.00
843 NIB Ruger LC9 9mm Carry Pistol
#324-13689; 9mm. Std config w/single stack & is in NIB condition. 350.00
- 450.00
844 NIB Ruger SR22 Semi Auto Pistol
#360-76752; 22 cal. 3 1/2" bbl. in std config. Gun is in like new in box
w/extra mag & grip contours. 300.00 - 500.00
845 Ruger LC9S 9mm Pistol
#327-97450; 9mm Luger. Gun is in very nice lightly handled condition &
come w/soft case, original box, 4 additional magazines & Blade Tech
holster. 400.00 - 500.00
846 NIB SCCY 9mm Pistol
#711288; 9mm. Std config w/orange frame & comes w/original box &
extra magazine. In like new condition. 300.00 - 400.00
847 Springfield Armory XDE 9mm Pistol
#HE901181; 9mm. 3 1/8" bbl w/slim profile & single stack magazines.
Gun is like new in box condition. 400.00 - 500.00
848 NIB FMK 9mm Pistol
#BB9928; 9mm. Std config. & in NIB condition w/total of 4 magazines &
Fast Action trigger kit. Gun is in NIB condition. 450.00 - 600.00
849 NIB North American Arms 22 Magnum Revolver
#E024329; 22 Mag. 5 shot cylinder w/SS finish & wood grips. Gun is in
like new in box condition. 150.00 - 250.00

852 Jennings J-22 22 cal Pistol
#034483; 22LR. Nickel finished w/scratches & marks. Gun is in fair
overall condition.
853 Colt 22 cal Short Derringer
#28589DER; 22 short. Gold washed w/MOP grips & in good condition
w/some scratches & marks. 150.00 - 200.00
854 1911 45 ACP Pistol
#NOX681417; 45 ACP w/Remington Rand slide & other parts including
frame are after market. In good condition. 500.00 - 700.00
855 JC HIggins Model 80 22 Target Pistol
#622592; 22 cal. 6 1/2" bbl blued finish w/target grips. Gun is in nice,
lightly used condition. 150.00 - 250.00
856 Early Taurus 38 Spec Revolver
#798074; 38 spec. Gun is nickel finished w/early Taurus bull motif on
grips & right side of frame. Metal is tarnished, but overall in good
condition. 300.00 - 400.00
857 Heritage Rough Rider 22 Revolver
#V21814; 22 cal. in std config & lightly handled condition. 150.00 - 200.00
858 Heritage Rough Rider 22 Conv. Pistol
#169561; 22 cal blued finish & comes w/22 & 22 Magnum cyl & Coco
Bolo grips. In good used condition. 150.00 - 250.00
859 Smith & Wesson 455 cal. DA Military Revolver
#53983; 455 Eley. 6 1/2" bbl w/various military style proofs on bbl & butt.
Mechanically ok, metal is spotted grey condition w/original finish worn off.
Gun has after market Smith grips, gun is in fair overall condition 300.00 400.00
860 Custom Leather Pistol Belt
from Roys Leather Goods in AR & would fit a Ruger 44 cal w/7 1/2" bbl.
861 (RM) High Standard Model A 22 cal Pistol
#33538; 22 cal. Gun is in rougher condition, bbl has been drilled & gun
has spots on finish & cracked grip. 100.00 - 200.00
862 Early Colt Dbl Action Revolver
#110529; 38 Colt. bbl has been shortened to 2 1/2" w/spotted blue to
grey patina. Mechanically gun is weak & gun has seen heavy carry & use,
an interesting display piece. 300.00 - 400.00
863 A Ruggles Sawhandle Underhammer Percussion Pistol
Black Powder. Approx. 32 cal w/6" bbl. Top is marked A Ruggles Stafford
"CONN" & is in fair overall condition. 150.00 - 250.00
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864 Allen & Thurber Single Percussion Pistol
Black Powder. #NSN; 36 cal 4" round to oct bbl. Metal has been
refinished, otherwise in good condition. 200.00 - 300.00

881 Box of Remington 22 Auto Loading Ammo
in nice condition, assumed full, box is wrapped w/60 cent price written on
top.

865 Pair of Antique 32 cal Cartridge Revolvers
Antique. Hopkins & Allen Dictator #NSN; 32 short & in good original
condition.
US Revolver Co #4843; 32 short w/spotted blue finish & hard rubber
grips, in fair overall condition. A good pair of early cartridge guns. 300.00 400.00

882 500 rds of ACP 230 GR FMJ Ammo
883 Pair of Rough M1 Garand Rifles
#1042709; 30-06.absent rear sight & in rough overall condition.
#248141; 30-06. very rough & pitted receiver. Both guns are rough
overall, buy as parts or project guns only.

866 Antique Iver Johnson Top Break 32 cal Short Rev
Antique. #C35072; 32 cal. 3 1/4" bbl. w/nickel finish & some flaking. Case
colored trigger & hammer & mechanically ok, in good overall original
condition. 150.00 - 250.00

884 Remington 541-S 22 cal Custom Sporter Rifle
#1119386; 22 cal. w/engraved receiver & checkered walnut stock. Bbl &
receiver unfortunately have large rust & pit marks from poor storage.
Wood is good w/some small marks & has Weaver scope attached & good
bore. 250.00 - 400.00

867 Antique H&R American Dbl Action 38
Antique. #NSN; 38 short Colt. 2 1/2" oct bbl w/nickel finish & mixed
spots. in fair overall condition. 150.00 - 250.00

885 Pair of Hamilton No 15 Boys Rifles
#NSN; both are complete w/one being in better condition.

868 Pair of Antique Top Break Revolvers
Antiques. Iver Johnson safety hammerless 38 short #33881; &
Forehand Arms Co Top Break 32 short #180037; both are in fair
condition.
869 Pair of Antique Spur Trigger Revolvers
Antique. Defender 32 Rim fire; in fair condition.
Winfield Arms Co 32 cal rimfire & in fair to poor condition. A good pair of
Spur Trigger revolvers.
870 Pair of Early Antique Cartridge Revolvers
Antique. US Revolver Co 32 short #57205; hammerless model in nice
condition.
H&R "The American" 32 cal #174697; dbl action only in spotted but fair
condition.
871 Weaver K10 Rifle Scope w/Rings
w/good optics & in fair overall condition.
872 20 Mixed Peace Silver Dollars (A)
873 20 Mixed Peace Silver Dollars (B)
874 20 Mixed Peace Silver Dollars (C)
875 20 Mixed Peace Silver Dollars (D)
876 20 1921 Morgan Silver Dollars (E)
877 20 1921 Silver Morgan Dollars (F)
878 Lot of 20 Morgan & Peace Silver Dollars (H)
16 Morgans, & 4 Peace Dollars all various years & some are more
heavily circulated.
879 20 Mixed Heavily Circulated Morgan Silver Dollars
various years(G)
880 35 Whelen 7mm-08 Ammo Lot
40 rds of Federal Fusion 35 Whelen ammo & 20 rds of Hornady Custom
Light 7mm-08 ammo.

886 Webley & Scott .177 cal Osprey Air Rifle
Air rifle. Circa 1975 & appears to be in nice original condition w/Beemans
2.5x scope attached.
887 Ruger .177 cal Air Magnum Air Gun
Air rifle in nice condition w/scope.
888 Daisy Heddon Model 30-30 Buffalo Bill BB Gun
non gun in fair condition.
889 Chinese Pellet Rifle
Air rifle #K709236; in very nice, lightly handled condition.
890 3 Modern Pellet Pistols
Makarov replica in .177 cal; Luger P08 replica in .177 cal; & Walther
PPK /S replica in .177 cal. All in lightly used or new condition.
891 NIB French MANU-ARM .177 cal Air Pistol in Case
Air pistol. French made & comes w/case, metal target box & pellet tin. In
very nice like new in box condition.
892 Firearms International Corp Single 410 ga
#8372B; 410 ga. 20" bbl w/unique metal skeletonized stock & is in good
condition. 150.00 - 250.00
893 H&R Model 1915 410 Single Shot
#133543; 410 ga. w/case colored receiver, blued bbl, bright bore & clean
walnut stock. Butt plate is absent, otherwise in very nice condition.
150.00 - 250.00
894 Deutsche Werke Model 1 Single Shot 22
#NSN; 22 cal single shot in nice condition. Blue to brown metal on
receiver. Nice wood stock w/large Deutsche Werke emblem. 150.00 250.00
895 Pair of Stevens 410 Single Shot Shotguns
Model 94C #NSN: 410 ga. & in nice, lightly used condition.
107B #NSN; 410 ga. metal is faded grey, otherwise in good used
condition. 300.00 - 400.00
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896 Unique German 20 ga Pump Action Shotgun
#M60269; 20 ga. Pump Action w/30" bbl & solid rib. German bbl markings
& Patent Applied for on left side of frame. Wood is good & mechanically
gun is ok. An unique early shotgun. 250.00 - 350.00
897 Union Firearms Co Toledo OH Pump Action 16 ga
#15845; 16 ga. 30" solid rib bbl. w/spotted grey to brown patina,
mechanically operates & butt stock may be replacement. Union arms was
in business from 1903-1913 making affordable pump action shotguns for
the American market, a good example of a scarce pump shotgun. 250.00
- 400.00

LOT #
908 Stevens 16 ga Model 311 Dbl
#NSN; 16 ga. 28" bbls. w/case colored receiver & overall in good original
condition, wood has some light scratches & marks. 300.00 - 400.00
909 Springfield Model 67D 12 ga Pump
#NSN; 12 ga Gun has 2 noticeable bulges in bbl otherwise in fair
condition.
910 Winchester Model 72 Bolt Action Rifle w/Scope
#NSN; 22 cal tube feed magazine, clean blued finish & plain walnut stock
Gun has 3-9x scope attached &is in overall very nice, used condition.
300.00 - 400.00

898 German Rheinmetall 16 ga Semi Auto Shotgun
#2058; 16 ga. 28" bbl. Nitro proofed, overall in fair condition for age.
300.00 - 500.00

911 50 cal. Contemporary Hawken Rifle
Black powder. No visible markings w/32" oct bbl & stock has visible repair
at wrist. Gun is in rougher overall condition. 200.00 - 300.00

899 Pair of Model 87A 22 cal Rifles
Stevens #NSN; 22 cal. blue to brown patina & in nice, used condition.
Springfield #NSN; 22 cal. w/good blue & 3-9x scope attached, in nice
used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

912 Unfinished Full Stock Flintlock 50 cal Rifle
Black powder. 50 cal. 38" bbl slightly swamped at muzzle, stock is
unfinished & lock is complete. A good project gun. 200.00 - 400.00

900 Pair of Single Shot 20 ga Shotguns
Savage Model 220D #NSN; 20 ga. in nice, refinished condition.
Whippet Model C #NSN; 20 ga. in fair original condition. 200.00 - 300.00
901 Pair of Stevens 22 cal Bolt Action Rifles
Model 86D #NSN; 22 cal. tube feed & drilled for a scope, in fair refinished
condition.
Model 15A #NSN; 22 single shot in fair refinished condition. 150.00 250.00
902 Antique Flobert 32 Short Rim Fire Training Rifle
Antique. Gun has good bore 28" bbl 3 bbl bands & military style full length
stock. Chambered in 32 Short rim fire w/greyed patina metal & cleaning
rod is absent. Overall in good condition for age. 200.00 - 300.00
903 Winchester Model 97 12 ga Pump
#308704; 12 ga. 32" FULL choke bbl. w/spotted brown patina & is
mechanically ok. Wood is a solid replacement & in fair overall condition.
300.00 - 500.00

913 Contemporary Flint Lock 58 cal. Muzzle Loader
Black Powder. #NSN; 58 cal. 35" oct bbl. w/spotted/rusty brown patina &
full length walnut stock. Gun is in fair condition & could use some TLC.
400.00 - 500.00
914 German O/U Combination Gun
Antique. #2573; Bbl is marked Krupp Laufstahl & is Nitro proofed w/16
ga top & 34/35 rifled bottom. Underlever action & bores are good
w/spotted metal & bbls appear to be refinished. Wood is fair w/upper half
of left side forearm absent. Gun needs some TLC but is an interesting
rifle. 300.00 - 500.00
915 Antique 22 cal European Bolt Action Rifle
Antique. #7371; 22 cal bolt action single shot. 22" oct bbl w/blue to brown
patina & stock is original & in good condition w/dbl set triggers. A nice
antique 22 rifle. 250.00 - 400.00

904 2,000 count Small Rifle Primers
1,000 CCI Small rifle magnum; 1,000 Remington #6 1/2 small rifle.

916 Lewis Percussion Combination Gun
Black Powder. 30" bbls. right bbl is approx 45 cal rifle & left bbl 12 ga.
Makers marks are partial visible on bbl flat. Silver finished patch box,
silver bbl bands & wood has had some repair over the years. Overall in
fair condition. 400.00 - 600.00

905 Antique LeFever E Grade 12 ga Dbl
Antique. #1880; 12 ga. w/good bores in the 26" bbls. Fancy engraved
receiver & trigger guard, cocking indicators & wood is fair. A nice antique
LeFever double. 300.00 - 500.00

917 Antique Winchester 1873 44-40 Rifle
Antique. #228922; 44-40. Includes receiver, bbl & internal parts, butt
stock is in rough condition. Absent magazine tube & forearm, a good
project or restoration gun. 300.00 - 400.00

906 Antique 32 ga Single Bbl Bolt Action Shotgun
Antique. #1940; 32 ga(?) smooth bore, bolt action w/30" bbl. Gun has
checkered walnut stock & brown patina. Overall in nice original condition.
250.00 - 400.00

918 Pair of 20 ga Single Shot Shotguns
H&R #AT202185; 20 ga. w/26" bbl & in fair condition.
New England #NF328427; 20 gal . w/rifled 24" bbl & iron sights. Bore is
lightly pitted & is in fair condition. A good pair which would benefit from
some TLC. 250.00 - 400.00

907 Stevens Model 5100 20 ga Dbl w/Tenite Stock
#NSN; 20 ga. good original case colors on receiver & bbls are blue
w/good bores. Mechanically gun is ok, the Tenite stock is in good
condition but very loose at the wrist. 300.00 - 400.00

919 Antique Mortimer Percussion Dbl 12 ga
Antique. 32" bbls & in fair condition w/some old repair visible at wrist.
100.00 - 200.00
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920 Antique Swiss Veterlli Military Rifle
Antique. #133913; 26" bbl. & in good partially sporterized condition.
150.00 - 250.00
921 Antique Zulu 12 ga Shotgun
Antique. 12 ga & in fair wall hanger condition.
922 Remington 513-T 22 cal. MatchMaster Target Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. 27" bbl w/ good bore & greyed patina. Magazine is absent,
but includes a Redfield Olympic model rear sight & hooded front. Gun is
in fair condition. 300.00 - 500.00
923 Antique 1875 Deutsche Beaumont Military Rifle
Antique #648; in fair overall condition & is missing cleaning rod.
924 Sporterized Schmidt Reuben Rifle & Scope
#168340; 7.5 Swiss in sporter condition w/Side Mount 3-9x scope. 300.00
- 400.00
925 Pair of Savage 24V 222/20 ga Combo Guns
#B925378; 222 REM/ 20 ga. Metal is rusted on bbls & receiver & stock is
poor replacements .
#C600563; 222 REM/20 ga. Metal is rusted & stock is poor replacement.
Pair of decent barreled actions which need proper fit & finish. 200.00 400.00
926 Winchester Model 121Y 22 cal Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal bolt action single shot in fair condition w/some scratches or
marks on wood. 100.00 - 200.00
927 Winchester Model 37A Youth Model 410
#C590507; 410 ga. 26" bbl. Receiver is fading to brown patina & bbl is
good, wood is solid w/red Winchester recoil pad. A nice vintage youth
410. 150.00 - 250.00
928 Winchester Model 77 22 cal Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. magazine fed w/grooved receiver & some light marks from
use, but overall in good used shape. 200.00 - 300.00
929 Winchester Model 37 Red Letter 12 ga Single Shot
#NSN; 12 ga. w/S338 stamped on bbl. Gun has blued metal & spots, butt
stock is broken at toe, otherwise in fair overall condition. 75.00 - 125.00
930 Antique Remington No 4 32 cal. Rolling Block
Antique #128947; 32 cal oct bbl w/spotted metal & bore is dark. Gun is in
rougher condition, but action is good. 100.00 - 200.00
931 Rare Mossberg Model 400 Lever Action 22 Repeater
#NSN; 22 cal. 24" bbl. w/spotted blue metal. Interesting lever action &
tube feed magazine. Mechanically gun may need work & wood is fair.
75.00 - 100.00
932 H&R Model 265 Targeteer
#1516; 22 cal bolt action. Gun has brown patina metal, clip fed magazine
& plain walnut stock. In fair used condition. 150.00 - 250.00
933 Pair of H&R Topper Single Shot Shotguns
158 Model #NSN; 20 ga w/28" bbl Metal is lightly spotted & in fair
condition.
Model 148 #NSN; 410 ga lightly spotted metal w/26" bbl & in fair

LOT #
condition. 150.00 - 250.00
934 High Standard Flight King Deluxe Rifled 12 ga.
#3202390; 12 ga. 22" fully rifled bbl. Bbl is grey remainder of gun is blue,
wood is solid, but has scratches & marks. 200.00 - 300.00
935 Pair of Tenite Stocked Stevens Shotguns
Model 22-410 combo #NSN; spotted & pitted metal & stock et is solid but
w/scratches.
Model 94 #NSN; 16 ga. spotted & pitted metal, butt stock has visible
crack on right side.
936 Pr New England Firearm 32 ga Spec Powder Projector
#NC286462; made by New England firearms right side of receiver marked
CAP-CHUR POWDER PROJECTOR PALMER CHEMICAL &
EQUPMENT CO DOUGLASVILLE GA. Gun has 25 1/2" rifled bbl.
marked 32 ga Special. In fair condition w/light spots & an interesting
firearm.
#AM233732; same config. in nicer overall condition.
937 Mossberg Model 200K 12 ga Pump Shotgun
#NSN; 12 ga pump w/unique plastic bake lite style pump handle. Safety
lever is absent, rear of receiver may be broken need repair (see photos).
As is only for parts.
938 National Ordnance 03-A3 Rifle
#5021649; 30-06.GI RA5-44 bbl attached w/good bore. Receiver has
been drilled for scope & GI bolt w/sporter stock & in fair condition. 200.00
- 300.00
939 Pair of Tenite Stocked Single Shot Shotguns
Wards Westernfield #NSN; 16 ga w/case colored receiver, bright bore &
nice Tenite stock. Overall very clean.
Springfield Model 94B #NSN 12 ga w/good bore & case colored receiver,
some spots & a good Tenite stock. A nice pair of Single Shots. 300.00 400.00
940 Antique Lakeside Dbl Bbl Shotgun
Antique. #230483; 12 ga. 30" bbls w/spotted grey to brown metal.
mechanically functions, but action is loose w/small visible crack at wrist
although wood remains solid. A nice wall hanger or display dbl only.
250.00 - 350.00
941 Ranger 12 ga Browning Style Hump Back Shotgun
#5624; 12 ga. 30" bbl w/ browned patina. Butt stock has had some visible
& crude repair, otherwise fair condition. 150.00 - 250.00
942 (RM) Remington 870 Wingmaster 12 ga Pump
#110124V; 12 ga. 28" MOD bbl. Metal surface are light rust covered &
wood is solid but rough, gun needs TLC 100.00 - 200.00
943 Antique Under Lever Pin Fire Dbl Bbl
Antique. #45862; 16 ga(?) in good wall hanger condition. 75.00 - 125.00
944 Japanese Type 38 Carbine Sporter
#37774; 6.5 cal. In fair sporterized condition w/mum in tack. 75.00 125.00
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945 Antique HJ Sterling Dbl Bbl Shotgun
Antique. #NSN; 12 ga. 31" bbl & is in good wall hanger condition. 100.00
- 200.00
946 Antique Springfield Arms Dbl Bbl 12 ga
Antique. #NSN; 12 ga. Springfield Arms Co. Bbls are pitted &
mechanically fair, in good wall hanger condition.
947 Stevens 410 ga Single Shot
#NSN; bbl is stamped 410 bore or 12 mm & is in fair overall condition.
948 Antique 12 ga Dbl Coach Gun
Antique. ACME Arms & is in good wall hanger only condition.
949 Winchester Model 97 12 ga Pump
#832136; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl. Gun has been refinished &
mechanically gun is ok w/lots of visible pitting beneath new finish & in fair
overall condition. 150.00 - 250.00
950 Italian Carcano Military Sporter Rifle
#T3905; 7.35 cal. 1939 dated. Stock is sporterized & metal has been
refinished w/lots of visible pits on exterior of bbl. Gun is in fair sporterized
condition. 100.00 - 200.00
951 Shotgun Pair
Noble Model 60 #NSN; 12 ga pump in fair condition.
Stevens Model 39A #NSN; 410 ga bolt action w/tubular magazine &
spotted metal, in fair condition. 200.00 - 300.00
952 High Standard Bird Wing 12 ga Automatic
#3133769; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbl. Receiver is worn grey on top & gun has
mixed scratches & marks. Overall gun is in fair condition. 150.00 - 250.00
953 Early German GECO 1919 22 Carbine
#877; 22 cal single shot bolt action w/repair at wrist & is in rougher overall
condition. 50.00 - 100.00
954 Browning BLR Parts Gun
#01652NN341; 7mm-08. Receiver is cracked & unusable, will transfer as
non gun for salvageable parts only. Bid accordingly.
955 Mossberg 410 ga Pump
#L132872; 410 ga. 18 1/2" bbl w/CYL choke & in good used condition.
956 2000 ct Remington Bench Rest Small Rifle Primers
957 2000 ct Small Rifle Primers
Winchester & Magtech
958 4000 ct CCI Small Rifle Primers
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